
Aikman, Lisa       University of Toronto 

Adapting news/adopting narrative: The re-purposing of the David-and-Goliath 

myth in Seeds 

 In  “A Theory of Adaptation,” Linda Hutcheon asserts all adaptations are 

palimpsests,  automatically and inextricably linked with their previous tellings (21). 

Adapting a news story must then another layer of intertextuality as the story is not only 

fresh in people's minds but also, possibly, ongoing. Add to that the fact that the narrative 

will inevitably be interpreted and (re)created by the reviews of the adaptation, and you 

have a true Goliath of a text. This is the challenge that Annabel Soutar faced when 

scripting her documentary play Seeds: She attempted to simultaneously capitalize on the 

familiarity of a story while resisting the dominant discourse surrounding it. 

 My paper examines Seedss engagement in a dialogical process with the  narrative 

surrounding the Schmeiser v. Monsanto case -  a case often touted as a David-and-

Goliath story, both in reports of the event itself and in reviews of Soutar's work – arguing 

that, by displacing Schmeiser as the David figure and replacing him with herself, Soutar 

is able to question the accepted narrative while simultaneously empowering her audience. 

This will be accomplished by an exegetical reading of the text as well as the reviews of 

the piece, accepting that theatre reviews act as performative utterances that not only 

interpret the work but, create the frame through which we will view it. 

 Additionally, I will discuss how the narrative is shifted so that the metaphorical 

giant is not just the distant American bio-tech, but also the Canadian federal government 

and legal system. Given Soutar's recent commission to write a play for the 2015 PanAm 

Games, a critical look at her most recent work could shed light on how she may re-

purpose the stories Canadians tell about ourselves and our role in the world. 

 

Bio: 

Lisa Aikman is a PhD student at the University of Toronto's Centre for Drama, Theatre, 

and Performance Studies, where she also obtained her Masters. Her research centres on 

documentary theatre, specifically focused on the queer and feminist tensions and 

potentials in the genre. She will be presenting at the Festival of Original Theatre (FOOT) 

February 2015 and has previously held a Joseph-Armand Bombardier scholarship from 

SSHRC. 

  



Akıncı, Özgül      University of British Columbia  

“This skin between us: A feminist analysis of a solo-performance” 

This paper discusses the reception of the performance work, “Brushpoint”, which was 

performed by me at UBC Okanagan, in 2012. The piece was a response to Kelowna 

RCMP’s public notification to women concerning the release of a serial rapist. Visitors 

were invited to write their reaction to this particular notification on my skin. The 

performance aimed to stimulate a dialogue about sexual violence, within semi-structured 

intimate encounters between myself and each visitor. My skin functioned as a site both to 

perform our responses and to record them in a way that put them in relation to each other. 

Eight people visited me, including one person who strongly defied the feminist stance of 

the performance. Offering my skin as an interface between myself and my visitors 

generated questions for this paper: In what ways does the performance space create its 

own limitations, tensions and rules? How can we re-think the embodiment of strangers 

(in reference to Sara Ahmed) through performance art? How can the burning issues in 

relation to a feminist agenda be discussed through skin? This paper opens a discussion of 

affective economies that are at work in performance practice.  

 

 

BIO: 

Born in 1983, in Turkey,  Özgül Akıncı completed her BA at Boğaziçi University 

(Psychology) and MA at Sabanci University (Cultural Studies). Her Master’s thesis was 

published as a book (Humorous and Iconic Memory of An Art Event: Reading the Rural-

Urban Divide in the Memory of International Performing Arts Festival) by VDM Verlag 

in 2009. Currently, PhD Candidate in Interdisciplinary Graduate Studies Program at UBC 

and writing her dissertation, “Practical and Theoretical Exploration of the Prostitution 

Effect in Women’s Contemporary Performing Practices”. Her primary areas of interest 

are feminist performance and theatre, sex work, labour, feminist and theatre in Turkey 

and women’s activism. 

  



Alexandrowicz, Conrad   University of Victoria  

Dancing the Page: Reflections on Staging Poetic Text 

In May of last year I completed the performance component of a three-year project 

exploring the staging of poetry with actors, dancers and musicians, made possible by the 

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council.  

 An essay exploring the various dimensions of this work—methodological, ethical, 

aesthetic, epistemological and economic—is soon to be published in Studies in Theatre 

and Performance. Using the theoretical frame established by Linda Hutcheon in A 

Theory of Adaptation, I demonstrate a procedure whereby lyrical text in print may be 

selected, edited, rendered as speech, embodied by performers, and staged by means of 

various directorial and choreographic strategies. 

 I assess the results of these explorations using the lens of the ‘postdramatic’ as 

defined by Hans-Thies Lehmann in his Postdramatic Theatre. I go on to reflect on the 

economics of such adaptations at the periphery of the current English-Canadian cultural 

marketplace by considering some select examples of similar work in Canadian theatrical 

production over recent decades. 

 

 

BIO 

Conrad Alexandrowicz is a director, writer and choreographer, as well as Artistic 

Director of Wild Excursions Performance. A storyteller who combines elements of 

theatre and dance, he has created over fifty dance- and physical-theatre works, with 

presentations across Canada, in NYC, France and the UK. Associate Professor in the 

Department of Theatre at the University of Victoria, he specializes in movement for 

actors and physical theatre creation. In 2011, he received a SSHRC grant to explore using 

poetry as the point of departure for creating physical theatre, in collaboration with poets 

Lorna Crozier and Erín Moure. 

  



Appel, Irwin 

BIO: 

Irwin Appel is an American Equity actor and has performed with Shakespeare Santa 

Cruz, Shakespeare Festival/LA, the New York, Oregon, Utah, and Colorado Shakespeare 

Festivals, The Acting Company, Theatre For a New Audience, Hartford Stage, Indiana 

Repertory Theatre, and other prominent regional theatres.  He has directed throughout the 

United States, including two seasons at the National Theatre Conservatory at the Denver 

Center for the Performing Arts.  He has also served as composer/sound designer for the 

Oregon and New Jersey Shakespeare Festivals, Arizona Theater Company, Shakespeare 

Santa Cruz, PCPA, Ensemble Theatre, Pan Asian Repertory, Indiana Repertory, and other 

regional and local theatres.  He is also artistic director of Naked Shakes, producing 

award-winning Shakespearean productions at University of California Santa Barbara and 

beyond since 2006. He is a graduate of Princeton University and the Juilliard School. 

  



Attrell, Amanda        York University 

 

Collective Creations to Ideas on Canada’s Capital and Canadian Artists: Self-

Reflection in the Work of Linda Griffiths 

 

 Linda Griffiths began her career in the 1970s working in collective creations with 

Paul Thompson and Canadian actors such as Layne Coleman.  Their goal was to create 

Canadian theatre.  Create they did.  In 1979, Griffiths’ first play, Maggie & Pierre, 

cowritten with Paul Thompson, premiered in the backspace of Theatre Passe Muraille 

where she also performed her final piece, Heaven Above, Heaven Below, with Layne 

Coleman in 2013.  Her career came full circle, but in the decades between these two plays 

Griffiths worked and trained with Canadian theatre legends, becoming one herself, while 

always acknowledging her time working in collective creations as her education. 

  

 This paper seeks to simultaneously understand this theatre practitioner within the 

immensely Canadian tradition of collective creation, as well as investigating her work as 

being created by an artist who built from and grew with each new theatrical experience.  

It works with Griffiths’ self-reflective articles and scholarship on her plays in order to 

investigate the unique niche of Canadian theatre practices Griffiths grew from and 

embodied, as well as further developed.  In order to do so, this paper focuses on Maggie 

& Pierre and Alien Creature: A Visitation from Gwendolyn MacEwen.  This selection 

incorporates her improvisational work, talent as a solo performer and playwright, as well 

as parts Griffiths performed in small alternative theatres and on larger more commercial 

stages.  Importantly though, these two plays also focus on Canadian subjects.  One 

focusing on our nation’s capital and the political scandal of Margaret and Pierre Trudeau, 

the other on Canadian poet Gwendolyn MacEwen.  Griffiths’ work contains the theme of 

self-reflection by focusing on dualities such as her position as writer/actor as well as 

broader Canadian issues.  However, such strict structures do not hold as her characters 

depict binaries while reconsidering them.  In all, this paper examines Maggie & Pierre 

and Alien Creature to reveal how Griffiths’ deliciously varied work contains a dedication 

to self-reflection and the development of Canadian theatre. 

 

 

 

Bio: 

 

Amanda Attrell is in her second year of studies as a PhD Candidate in the Department of 

English at York University.  She completed her Honours Bachelor of Arts in English and 

Études françaises at Glendon College, York University (2012), and a Master of Arts in 

English at York University (2013). Her research interests include contemporary Canadian 

theatre, performance theory, and international drama written by women. 

  



Babayants, Art      University of Toronto 

In Search for a New Multilingual Dramaturgy: The Stumbles and Falls of 

Multilingual Theatre in English Canada 

Summarizing the work of the conference European Dramaturgy in the 21
st
 Century 

(Frankfurt, 2007), Hans-ThiesLehmanm and Patrick Primavesi make an important remark 

about the contemporary theatre’s departure from Lessing’s original understanding of 

dramaturgy, which was rooted in “the urge to educate the people and to build up the 

cultural identity of a nation”.
1
 They assert that contemporary dramaturgical discourses 

should be less concerned with the nation building “enlightenment project”, rather – they 

should be asking questions, “constantly reflecting its relation to political contexts without 

patronizing the audience or insisting on a particular interpretation”.  Following this 

understanding of dramaturgy, I will analysing stage multilingualism in contemporary 

English Canadian theatre: specifically, why it remains a rare phenomenon, what its 

relationships may be to the Canadian ‘identity politics’ and why it is primarily concerned 

with the issues of authenticity, verisimilitude and representation. I will also argue that it is 

necessary for multilingual theatre in Canada, specifically English Canada, to move 

beyond identity politics and representation. Contemporary multilingual dramaturgy 

should not mean a mere presence of two or more languages in a theatre production for the 

purposes of representation of cultural or linguistic minorities or educational-edging-on-

propagandistic messages about the importance of multilingualism (and by corollary 

multiculturalism) but rather—an informed, complex understanding of the effect of two or 

more languages (and/or dialects) on stage and the questions those language-related 

choices may produce within a multicultural and multilingual context. I will make my 

argument by juxtaposing traditional stage multilingualism of conventional theatre 

productions predicated on the notion of realism (e.g., Kim’s Convenience) and the 

emerging “new” multilingual dramaturgy of post-dramatic works (e.g., The Four 

Horsemen Project).  

BIO: 

Art Babayants is an actor, theatre director, ESL instructor and teacher trainer, who has 

worked in Canada, the UK, the USA, and Russia. He is a doctoral candidate at the Centre 

for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies (University of Toronto), where he is 

working on a practice-based study investigating the phenomena of multilingual acting 

and multilingual dramaturgy. His stage credits include musical theatre (Seussical, Gypsy, 

Godspell), mockumentary theatre (Miss Toronto Acts Back as part of the DitchWitch 

brigade), contemporary Canadian drama(The…Musician). Since 1997, Art has also been 

developing theatre projects integrating acting and second language teaching – his most 

recent ESL/Drama creation called Embodied English is a sought after course for 

advanced ESL learners and is offered through his theatre company—Toronto Laboratory 

Theatre: www.torontolab.org  

                                                           
 

http://www.torontolab.org/


Barker, Roberta       Dalhousie University 

The Bodies of the Eaglet: Maude Adams, Sarah Bernhardt and Theatrical Forms of 

Capital, Anno 1900 

In December 1900, theatregoers in New York City assisted at one of the first great 

histrionic duels of the new century. That autumn, the American actress Maude Adams 

had taken on the greatest challenge of her career to date by assuming the role of 

Napoléon I’s doomed son, the Duc de Reichstadt, in the first English production of 

Edmond de Rostand’s L’Aiglon (The Eaglet). Less than two months into Adams’ 

engagement in the role at the Knickerbocker Theatre, the role’s creator, Sarah Bernhardt, 

offered it in French at Madison Square Gardens. Adams was 28; Bernhardt was 56. 

Adams had gained Broadway stardom less than three years before; Bernhardt had been an 

international celebrity for over two decades.  Every newspaper and magazine in New 

York lined up to compare the two actresses’ artistry, and to count their respective box 

office tallies. 

 My paper considers the perceived contest between Adams’ and Bernhardt’s 

Aiglons as a tale, not only of two actresses, but also of the two capital cities they came to 

symbolize: Paris and New York. At stake in the marketing and reception of their 

performances were many forms of cultural capital: the transatlantic prestige of the French 

drama; the reputation of the French "grande dame" versus that of the "American girl"; 

and the respective credibility of two quite different conceptions of “good” acting. These 

forms of cultural capital were inextricably linked to economic capital, with Bernhardt's 

tour commanding some of the highest ticket prices in New York and Adams’ 

performance spawning reams of merchandise.   

Calling upon sources from reviews and programmes to postcards, souvenir 

calendars, and paper dolls, I show that initial skepticism about Adams’ abilities faded 

when her receipts trumped Bernhardt’s. Though some observers saw her triumph as 

evidence of American bad taste, for others it proved the ascendency of “new world” over 

“old world” aesthetics.  Significantly, at the heart of this debate lay the two actress’ 

perceived ability convincingly to portray the fragile, youthful, and dubiously masculine 

body of Napoléon’s consumptive son. In the fading days of French theatrical dominance 

and the nascent era of American cultural imperialism, the bodies of the Eaglet and of the 

actresses who played him became powerful metaphors for the rise and fall of national 

capital.   

 

BIO: 

ROBERTA BARKER is Associate Professor of Theatre at Dalhousie University and the 

University of King’s College. She is the author of Early Modern Tragedy, Gender and 

Performance, 1984-2000 (Palgrave Macmillan, 2007) and co-editor with Kim Solga of 

New Canadian Realisms: Eight Plays and New Canadian Realisms: Essays (Playwrights 



Canada Press, 2012). Her work on early modern and modern drama in performance has 

appeared in such journals as Shakespeare Survey, Shakespeare Quarterly, Modern 

Drama, Early Theatre, and Canadian Theatre Review, as well as in a number of edited 

collections. Among her credits as a stage director are productions of The Mill on the 

Floss, The Witch of Edmonton, Fuente Ovejuna, and Troilus and Cressida.  

  



Batchelor, Brian        York University 

Walking the Post-Industrial Ruin: Toronto’s Distillery District and the 

Performance/Production of Capital 

The Distillery District is a thirteen-acre heritage site located between Toronto’s financial 

district and its post-industrial Portlands. The Distillery District was home to the 

Gooderham and Worts Distillery, which operated from 1832-1990. The later years of its 

operations saw much of the site fall into disrepair, and, after the distillery closed, the site 

became an urban industrial ruin. In 2003, the site reopened as a pedestrian mall, the 

product of an urban reclamation and revitalization process that preserved much of the 

area’s Victorian-era architecture. Also surviving in these renovated buildings are 

machinery and equipment such as fermenting tanks, conveyor belts, industrial scales, 

stills, pipes and bottling racks. High-end boutiques are mixed with artists’ studios, 

restaurants and cafes, corporate and non-profit office space, condominiums, and the 

Young Centre for Performing Arts, Soulpepper Theatre’s performance venue. 

This paper approaches Toronto’s Distillery District as what Tim Edinsor calls an 

industrial ruin and what performance scholar Diana Taylor calls a renovation ruin, 

wherein ruins serve as imaginative spaces in which ideologies, social structures and 

histories, and collective ideas are manifested through the cultural material of the past. I 

explore how these spaces provoke an embodied engagement with these forces for those 

that visit. Taylor notes, “Walking the ruins is a durational performance” (13). I hope to 

parse out the performance(s) that walking this post-industrial ruin provokes and 

interrogate how notions of class and habitus are evoked and read. I argue that this 

creative-commercial-historical layering of space makes the Distillery District a ruin akin 

to what Maurya Wickstrom calls a brandscape. Here, through this imaginative space’s 

mimetic theatricality and simulated reality, visitors are interpellated into itso capitalistic 

performative frameworks. The Distillery District produces an intersection between 

performance, theatre, consumerism and capital that mediates people’s interactions and 

movements within a post-industrial heritage space through its materiality.  

Bio: 

Brian Batchelor is a SSHRC-funded third-year PhD student in Theatre and Performance 

Studies at York University and holds an MA in Drama from the University of Alberta. 

His research investigates touristic performances in Chiapas, Mexico and the possibilities 

for de-tours within these encounters: those decolonial co-performances that problematize 

dominant and unidirectional touristic relations and offer alternative political imaginings.  

  



Hélène Beauchamp      Université du Québec à Montréal 

 

Un théâtre professionnel francophone par les artistes d’Ottawa ? Ce n’est vraiment 

pas une pratique évidente pendant les années 1960-1970 

 

Dès 1858, la région de l’Outaouais est  riche de ses cercles dramatiques  et de ses artistes 

francophones du théâtre. De nombreuses études en font  état dont la thèse de Marcel 

Fortin, Le théâtre d’expression française dans l’Outaouais des origines à 1967 (1985). À 

compter des années 1930, comédiens et metteurs en scène cherchent à se 

professionnaliser  (G. Beaulne, J. Despréz, J. Auger, F. Castonguay, R. Provost) et 

préparent l’arrivée d’une génération d’artistes dont l’ambition est d’établir une tradition 

théâtrale francophone à Ottawa (G. Provost, J.Herbiet, H. Herbiet, J. Belleau, A. 

Marleau). Mais les conditions matérielles de la pratique théâtrale sont difficiles, et il leur 

est impossible  d’accéder  à des lieux de qualité.  

Les années  1960 sont marquées par  la transformation d’Ottawa en  capitale fédérale.  

Sous la gouverne de la Commission de la Capitale Nationale (CCN),  société d’état 

responsable devant le Parlement, sont construits des édifices à vocation nationale, dont le 

Centre national des Arts (1969). Les artistes de la région n’y auront pas accès, et la  

première saison se terminera  dans la controverse.  

Dans le cadre d’une recherche effectuée pour le  Chantier Ottawa (CRCCF) - 

« Construction d’une mémoire française à Ottawa : savoirs communautaires et réseaux 

sociaux » - j’ai dégagé de mes lectures du quotidien Le Droit et des documents de 

plusieurs fonds d’archives, les événements qui ont précédé et suivi  l’ouverture du CNA. 

J’ai constaté quels efforts les artistes d’Ottawa avaient consentis  pour produire et 

présenter du  théâtre professionnel en français dans leur ville  et qu’ils n’avaient pas été 

entendus.   

Retour  sur cette difficile traversée des épreuves.  

Référence à l’appui : Loretto Beninger : « Histoire du Conseil des arts d’Ottawa » 

première partie 

http://www.arts-ottawa.on.ca/news/2007/history-cao-part1-fr.php 

 

Au cours des années 1960, Ottawa avait bon espoir de recevoir des fonds de la 

Commission du Centenaire pour construire des bibliothèques, des librairies, des théâtres, 

des galeries d'art, des salles d'opéra et de concerts et des musées. Contrairement  aux 

autres villes canadiennes, Ottawa s'est vu refuser du financement sous prétexte qu'elle 

pouvait utiliser les espaces et les équipements des institutions nationales environnantes. 

Toutefois, ces dernières ne répondaient pas aux besoins particuliers de l'industrie locale 

du spectacle et des expositions, notamment la durée de présentation d'un événement, 

l'entreposage, la production, l'administration et maints autres détails. De plus, les 

organismes culturels sans but lucratif n'avaient pas les moyens de payer certains frais 

plus élevés typiques des installations nationales, notamment les salaires des employés 

syndiqués et les frais de location. 

http://www.arts-ottawa.on.ca/news/2007/history-cao-part1-fr.php


 

The Politics of culture in Ottawa (microform) : The Origins and Development of a 

Municipal cultural policy 1939-1988 (Ontario) – Ann Loretto Beninger. Thesis 

MA Carleton University 2005 – 486 pages 

 

1960-1970: The existence of a local professional francophone theatre in Ottawa  is not 

considered as a capital idea during this decade when  the federal government, through the 

actions of its National Capital Commission, a Crown corporation accountable to 

Parliament,  does everything in its power to transform the city into an international 

capital. All of the institutions have therefore to be national, and all of the buildings on 

this capital territory have to be controlled by this instance which decides of whether to 

construct or demolish, to expropriate or buy for federal use. 

Those ten years prepare, in the midst of controversy and of contempt of local artists, the 

opening of the National Arts Centre in 1969. Those ten years erase, slowly but surely, all 

traces of a francophone presence on this capital territory. 

This decade, for local francophone artists, is a period of trial and uncertainty, obstruction 

and repeated refusals.  

History in the making as read in Le Droit and in the archives  collections of the Centre de 

recherche en civilisation canadienne-française, Université d’Ottawa 

 

The Politics of culture in Ottawa (microform) : The Origins and Development of a 

Municipal cultural policy 1939-1988 (Ontario) – Ann Loretto Beninger. Thesis MA 

Carleton University 2005 – 486 pages 

 

“For half a century, from 1939 to 1988, Ottawa's local visual and performing arts 

community fought to win support for its activities from the City of Ottawa. National 

capital cultural institutions, funded by the federal government, received pride of place in 

funding, facilities, promotion and infrastructure support, and provided the capital city 

with "culture" at no cost to the municipality. In other cities, cultural interests pressed their 

municipal governments successfully for local theatres, music halls and civic art galleries. 

In Ottawa, there was less incentive to develop a local cultural infrastructure. A second 

arts industry in the capital, provided by the local sector, was considered redundant given 

the free, federal fare. This thesis describes and analyses the interaction an development 

over time of the key actors and events that led to municipal support for Ottawa's local arts 

sector, a process which culminated in 1988 with the establishment of a municipal cultural 

policy.” 

 

Bio: 

Hélène Beauchamp s'intéresse à l'évolution du théâtre professionnel au Québec et au 

Canada français. Auteure d’ouvrages sur l’histoire de ces théâtres, sur le théâtre jeune 

public et sur les pratiques en éducation artistique, elle a reçu le Prix de carrière de 

l’Association canadienne de la recherche théâtrale (2009). Elle a enseigné à l'Université 



d'Ottawa puis à l’École supérieure de théâtre de l’Université du Québec à Montréal qui 

lui a conféré le statut de professeure émérite. Elle participe aux travaux du Centre de 

recherche en civilisation canadienne-française (CRCCF) sur la « Construction d’une 

mémoire française à Ottawa » et coordonne la rédaction des Cahiers du Théâtre Denise-

Pelletier. 

  



Beausoleil, Guy      Independent artist and scholar 

 

BIO:  

Guy Beausoleil is a practicing theatre director from Montréal. With a background in 

visual arts he also works as stage and lighting designer. Currently a visiting professor in 

the Department of Theatre of the University of Ottawa he’s taught at the National Theatre 

School of Canada, Concordia University and l’Université du Québec à Montréal.” 

  



Beddows, Joël        Université d’Ottawa 

 

BIO: 

En tant que metteur en scène, Joël Beddows est reconnu comme ayant un vif intérêt pour 

un répertoire exigeant et onirique, pour le développement dramaturgique et pour le 

théâtre jeune public. Il a dirigé le Théâtre la Catapulte entre 1998-2010. Parmi ses mises 

en scène les plus récentes comptent une adaptation de Frères d’hiver de Michel Ouellette, 

East of Berlin de Hannah Moscovitch, À tu et à moi de Sarah Migneron et Visage de feu 

de Marius Von Mayenburg. Enfin, il est professeur agrégé au Département de théâtre de 

l’Université d’Ottawa où il est titulaire de la Chaire de recherche en francophonie.  

  



Belleau, Sylvi        Université Laval 

De la danse indienne à la recherche-création  

En m’inspirant de ma démarche artistique en kathakali, théâtre-dansé de l’Inde du sud, je 

présenterai le processus créatif qui m’a permis d’intégrer à la création des éléments 

chorégraphiques tirés de ce répertoire traditionnel.  En analysant les œuvres de différents 

créateurs qui se sont inspirés de traditions multiples, j’essaierai de faire ressortir les 

éléments qui enrichissent la performance ainsi que les difficultés rencontrées lorsqu’on 

veut rendre les nouvelles œuvres accessibles tout en conservant la saveur des arts 

traditionnels. 

En observant comment le kathakali a influencé ces créateurs, je me propose aussi de faire 

ressortir diverses pratiques d’expérimentation en identifiant ce qui les particularisent.  Je 

ferai un bref retour sur mon cheminement et montrerai comment j’ai moi-même utilisé 

diverses techniques du kathakali dans certaines de mes créations, notamment dans 

Confiture le dragon et Hanuman, ainsi les emprunts au théâtre Nô que j’ai intégré dans 

La dame du Cap-Tourmente réalisé dans cadre de ma maîtrise.  Ce travail d’analyse me 

permettra d’approfondir le processus de fabrication d’un spectacle s’inspirant d’une 

forme scénique traditionnelle et de nourrir ma démarche en recherche-création. 

 

BIO: 

Doctorante en Littératures et arts de la scène et de l’écran à l’Université Laval depuis 

l’automne 2014, Sylvi Belleau œuvre sur la scène québécoise depuis près de 30 ans. 

Détentrice d'une maîtrise en Art Dramatique à l’UQAM, elle a également reçu une 

formation de 18 mois en Kathakali, théâtre dansé de  l’Inde. 

Auteure et comédienne, elle dirige le Théâtre de la Source depuis 1985 qui a produit 

douze créations destiné au jeune public.  Pendant une vingtaine d’année, elle a assuré au 

Théâtre de l’Esquisse une programmation de spectacles de contes pour les familles et le 

milieu scolaire.  En 2010, elle fonde avec d’autres conteurs, le festival de contes Festilou, 

destiné aux jeunes de 7 à 17 ans. Conteuse, elle s’est produite dans de nombreux festivals 

et évènements au Québec et à l’étranger.  Depuis plus de 25 ans, elle sillonne les écoles 

du Québec pour offrir spectacles et ateliers et elle fait partie du programme La Culture à 

l’école. En 2013, Grindel et le bouc de Noël, un livre-CD, est paru chez Planète Rebelle. 

  



Bennett, Melanie       York University 

Least Likely to Succeed: Pedagogical Potential in Smashing Success 

 

During the Fall semester in 2014, I was hired by McMaster University to teach a devised 

performance class that led to a university production. Adopting a pseudo-Christmas 

theme, Smashing Success explored broader issues of success in academia, specifically 

theatre departments. I propose a paper presentation and accompanying video that uses 

Smashing Success as a case study to illustrate how adopting an aesthetics of failure and 

strategies of autoethnography can stimulate a learning environment that encourages 

students to challenge dominant systems of theatre representation and assumptions around 

who has the right to be in the spotlight. 

 

Bio:  

Melanie Bennett is a performance artist and PhD candidate in Theatre and Performance 

Studies at York University. Her dissertation-in-progress, Failing to Succeed: A 

Dramaturgy of Failure in Canadianna, investigates various contemporary performance 

practices through the emerging discourse of ‘failure’ in art practice and maps the field of 

failure in Canadian art as distinct from current understandings and practices elsewhere in 

Western thought and practice. In response to her experience of being a first generation 

university student and artist, her teaching philosophy, research, and performance practice 

seek to challenge normative structures of education, academic inquiry, and art-

making. See www.melaniebennett.ca for more detail. 

  

https://owa.concordia.ca/owa/redir.aspx?c=djl8-zeua0-zh3iajuncivimo8liddii-xqnwvxqbbczetsidhs18lhfprszgkn1y4q2pv-uxc8.&url=http%253a%252f%252fwww.melaniebennett.ca


Blair, Kelsey      Simon Fraser University 

The Canadian Donut Hole 

 As Tim Hortons has frequently utilized sport (and hockey in particular) to create 

affective links between their brand and national identity, I turn to the Timbit as my object 

of intervention. Evidenced by the public outcry over a rumour that Timbits were going to 

be discontinued in late 2014, some Canadians clearly have strong feelings about the 

Canadian doughnut hole. How have performance and representations of sport been used 

to create affective associations between national identity and Timbits (and by extension 

Tim Hortons)? What role has taste played in these affective links? Through these 

questions, I hope to build on my current research while developing my thinking around 

food and affect. I also aim to complicate the conceptualization of the Timbit as a national 

treat. 

 

BIO: 

 Kelsey Blair is currently pursuing a PhD in English at Simon Fraser University. Her 

interest areas include performance and affect, musical theatre, and the intersection 

between theatre studies and the socio-cultural study of sport. 

  



Borody, Claire                                                                               University of Winnipeg 

Disability and Performance Pedagogy: Asking the hard questions?                                

In an introduction to Federalism, Democracy and Disability Policy in Canada, public 

policy consultant Allan Puttee makes a formal statement about the seriousness of the 

problems within disability programs in Canada and names the governance of these 

programs as, at least, part of the problem. He suggests that the best chance for successful 

change would be a collaborative organizational effort between federal and provincial 

governments (2). Although the collection of articles in this book was published in 2002, 

the issues addressed remain contentious more than a decade later. It is interesting to note 

that most of the writers make note of the gap between the policy-makers and those on the 

front lines involved in dissemination and application of policy.  

In 1972, Wolf Wolfensberger defined the concept of “integration as normalization”, 

which was readily adopted by educational institutions then and has been sustained into 

present times. In her study Mainstream or Special?: Educating Students with Disabilities 

(1997) Josephine Jenkinson (1997) discovered the paradox of ‘integrating’ students with 

disabilities into regular programming. She found that the act of attempting to integrate 

these students often serves as a means to eliminate the provision of support so necessary 

for special needs students to function in a ‘regular’ setting (9).  

As part of public service, educational institutions are caught in the gap between policy-

making and the realities of application. In 2006, 4.8 % of males aged 15-24 years old and 

4.7% of females ages 15-24 were identified as having disabilities. With 5% of the general 

population defined as living with a disability, the representation of this demographic 

group is now notable. Accessibility Services in post-secondary institutions have seen a 

marked increase in the number of students registering with their departments each year.   

While universities seek to provide as normative a cultural experience as possible for 

disabled students, at what point, does this accommodation become less about pedagogy 

and more about politics. Is it reasonable to consider the spirit of accommodation as the 

equivalent of adaptation: are all students truly accessing the same skill sets and 

knowledge bases? This paper explores the application of the concept “integration as 

normalization” in the context of studio theatre courses in a liberal arts department. Can 

the gap between policy and practicality be fused, or even adequately addressed in the 

acting studio in which specific vocal and physical demands are requirements of a course?  

 

BIO: 

Dr. Claire Borody is an Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre and Film at 

the University of Winnipeg where she teaches studio and theory courses in theatre and 

performance. Her research interests include 20-21st century acting and performance 

theory, devised and collectively conceived performance work and the documentation of 

original theatre construction process. 



 

She is the former Artistic Director of Avera Theatre and the co-founder of the on-line 

journal Canadian Journal for Practice-based Research in Theatre. She works extensively 

as a freelance director, dramaturg and creative consultant on independent theatre and 

dance projects and has published articles and reviews in Canadian Theatre Review, 

Canadian Literature, The University of Toronto Quarterly and Prairie Fire. 

  



Bracht, Kathryn       University of Regina 

Theatre 260: Inclusion of the physically and intellectually challenged in actor training. 

 

This paper reflects on the inclusion of intellectually and physically challenged theatre 

students into an acting class at the University of Regina, examines how that impacted 

decisions around curriculum and pedagogy, and explores the challenges and successes of 

the outcome.  Citing examples from the professional theatrical landscape, this paper will 

investigate how theatre training at The University of Regina is adapting to meet the needs 

of an increasingly diverse Saskatchewan in a time of budget restraint. 

 

Bio:  

Kathryn is an Associate Professor in the Theatre Department at The University of 

Regina, where she teaches acting, directing, and directs departmental productions.  She 

received her BFA (Acting) from the University of British Columbia, and her MFA 

(Directing) from the University of Alberta.   A founding member of Vancouver’s Bard on 

the Beach Shakespeare festival, Kathryn was the Associate Director of Axis Theatre 

Company in Vancouver while on sabbatical for the 2012/13 academic year.  Current 

research interests include physical theatre, Theatre for Young Audiences, playwrighting, 

and immigrant voices on stage. 

 

  



Brandes, Dawn     University of King’s College 

Ethical Objects 

In this paper, I aim to bring together two burgeoning areas of theatre scholarship: 

performing objects and theatre ethics. In the past year alone, The Routledge Companion 

to Puppetry and Material Performance (2014) and Performing Objects and Theatrical 

Things (2014) have offered two very different approaches to the question of objects in the 

theatre, but both collections, following the work of scholars like Jane Bennett, treat 

objects as agential actants rather than the passive recipients of our meaning-making. By 

recognizing agency in objects themselves, Bennett’s “vital materialism” becomes an 

ethical project, challenging us to understand the inanimate world as continuous with us 

rather than radically other, a co-actor rather than something to be harnessed or dominated 

or even protected. While this ethical approach to objects has a lot to offer puppet 

scholarship, it also threatens to dilute the radicality of the puppet, positioning it as just 

another co-actor along with humans, props, and the stage itself. 

 On the other side of the equation, scholars of theatrical ethics have been turning 

increasingly to the work of Emmanuel Levinas. Ethical Speculations in Contemporary 

British Theatre (2014), Ethical Encounters (2010), and Ethics and Theatre (2009) all 

make use of Levinas’ ethical approach to the Other constituted not on sameness, but on 

the Other’s radical alterity. Levinas’ theory of the face-to-face encounter is often seen as 

particularly fruitful to scholars attempting to grapple with the ethics of spectatorship. 

 In this paper, I will consider whether these two seemingly contradictory 

approaches might be brought together in order to understand the multilayered ethical 

encounter presented in the puppet theatre. I will test these theories on “Show Your 

Face!”, a 2011 found object puppet co-production between Slovenia’s Betontac and 

Latvia’s Umka.lv. With its ruminations on political agency and the ethics of 

spectatorship, told through a protagonist played by a child’s snowsuit, “Show Your 

Face!” provides a useful test case through which to consider the questions raised by 

Bennett and Levinas. 

 

BIO:  

Dawn Brandes is a doctoral candidate in Northwestern University’s Interdisciplinary 

Ph.D. in Theatre and Drama and a Teaching Fellow in the Foundation Year Programme 

at the University of King’s College, Halifax. Her dissertation considers the imagined life 

of the puppet in relation to the phenomenology of consciousness. She is the recipient two 

SSHRC fellowships and the 2013 Performance Studies Emerging Scholar Award from 

the Association of Theatre in Higher Education. Her work can be found in Puppetry 

International and The Routledge Companion to Puppetry and Material Performance.  

  



BRESSAN, Yannick   Laboratoire d’Imagerie et Neurosciences Cognitives, 

Strasbourg 

La neuro-esthétique : Un dialogue au carrefour des arts dramatiques et des 

neurosciences cognitives.  

 

 Un échange actif d’idées arts et sciences pour des utilisations concrètes multiples dans la 

société civile et militaire. Une étude pluridisciplinaire réalisée en 2008 au Laboratoire 

d’Imagerie et de Neurosciences Cognitives de l’Hôpital civil de Strasbourg en partenariat 

avec le Théâtre national de Strasbourg a permis de mettre en évidence un phénomène 

neuropsychologique fondamental : l’adhésion émergentiste ou comment 

émerge une réalité au point d’affecter physiquement et psychiquement le spectateur de 

cette réalité émergente. 

Le théâtral a été, lors de ce travail et des travaux qui suivirent, un outil de recherche 

fécond dont les applications sont nombreuses et assez surprenantes. En effet, l’une des 

activations cérébrales mise à jour lors de l’adhésion émergentiste du spectateur à une 

représentation engage un phénomène fort troublant de « désinvestissement de soi » (état 

hypnotique). Fort de cette découverte, des études furent ensuite menées et des 

applications découvertes dans des champs aussi divers que la transmission des savoir et la 

neuro-éducation, la santé ou le domaine du renseignement et de la défense. Ainsi, lorsque 

les idées s’échangent et que les disciplines se croisent concrètement autour d’un projet 

solide (comme c’est particulièrement le cas au Canada), les retombées pour la société qui 

permet d’engager de telles études peuvent s’avérer considérables. Nous présenterons en 

détail et avec force images cette étude initiale qui permit de mettre en évidence 

le principe d’adhésion émergentiste et nous en détaillerons quelques exemples 

d’applications dans les champs de la neuro-éducation, de la transmission des savoirs, de 

la communication et de la défense. 

 

BIO: 

Yannick BRESSAN. Docteur en sciences humaines, chercheur en neuropsychologie 

cognitive (Rectorat de Strasbourg) et metteur en scène. 

Ses recherches abordent la question de la représentation et du rapport du sujet 

à une réalité sous le prisme de la neuro-esthétique et des neurosciences cognitives. Il a 

mis en scène en 1999 l'une des premières pièces de théâtre  interactives présentée 

exclusivement en direct sur Internet posant ainsi la question de la représentation au 

second degré et des nouvelles narrations appliquées à Internet. Il a mis en évidence 

le principe d’adhésion émergentiste lors d’une expérience interdisciplinaire qu’il a initié 

et dirigé à l’hôpital civil de Strasbourg (CNRS, Laboratoire d’Imagerie et Neurosciences 

Cognitives) en collaboration avec le Théâtre national de Strasbourg. Il utilise son travail 

de metteur en scène pour construire des protocoles expérimentaux en psychologie 

cognitive afin de mieux comprendre le phénomène d'adhésion émergentiste appliqué au 

domaine de l'art théâtral, à la transmission des savoirs mais aussi au domaine de la santé 

et de la défense. 



Burton,  Rebecca 

ACTUALIZING EQUITY?: OUTCOMES FROM THE 2015 EIT SYMPOSIUM 

 

Gender inequities in the Canadian theatre industry have been identified by various studies 

over time  (for national studies see Fraticelli’s report [1982] and the Nightwood/ 

PGC/PACT Women’s Initiative report [2006]). Despite the identification of barriers and 

recommended plans to improve gender parity, women consistently receive less stage 

time, fewer productions, and fewer leadership positions than men in professional theatre. 

Moreover, statistics completed by Playwrights Guild of Canada for 2012/13 and 2013/14 

demonstrate a recent regression in rates of representation for women playwrights; a 

worrisome trend impacting on other industry roles (e.g. actors, directors, designs) due to 

a trickledown effect. Thus, the inequitable status of diverse women in the arts is an 

ongoing problem. To address this concern, in September 2014, the sector’s major 

stakeholders launched a new Canadian initiative, Equity in Theatre (EIT). Recognizing 

the underrepresentation of women as a systemic problem, EIT developed an inclusive and 

multi-pronged response. One of EIT’s major actions is a one-day Symposium at 

Toronto’s Theatre Centre in April 2015, the aim of which is to develop a strategic plan to 

help improve equity in the theatre industry. This paper will consider the outcomes of the 

Symposium, focusing on the strategies that are devised, and how it is that the industry 

might construct a viable model to remedy existent inequities. Further, the paper will ask 

how diversity can be prioritized without being appropriated, and how the longevity of the 

proposed solution(s) can be ensured. 

 

 

BIO 

Rebecca Burton has a BA in theatre and history from the University of Guelph, an MA 

in theatre from the University of Victoria, and she is a PhD ABD  (though lapsed from 

her program of study at the University of Toronto's Graduate Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies). Rebecca has worked in theatre in various capacities, including 

as a practitioner, researcher, educator, editor, and administrator. Currently, Rebecca is the 

Membership and Professional Contracts Manager at Playwrights Guild of Canada, and 

she is one of the co-organizers of the most recent Equity in Theatre (EIT) initiative. 

  



 

Cadieux, Alexandre      Université du Québec à Montréal 

Bio : 

Alexandre Cadieux collabore aux pages culturelles du quotidien montréalais Le Devoir 

depuis 2006. Critique-intervieweur, il y tient également une chronique hebdomadaire 

depuis septembre 2012. Il poursuit en parallèle des études de 3e cycle à l'UQAM ; ses 

travaux portent sur les lieux de mémoire du théâtre québécois. Membre du comité de 

rédaction de la revue Jeu de 2008 à 2014, il est également chargé de cours à l'Université 

d'Ottawa ainsi qu'à l'UQAM, où il enseigne principalement l'histoire du théâtre québécois 

et la critique dramatique. 

  



Carolan, Claire       University of Victoria 

 

BIO: 

Claire Carolan is undertaking interdisciplinary doctoral studies in theatre and education 

at the University of Victoria. Her research investigates the intersection of theatre 

production and design with performance studies. She holds a BFA (with distinction) in 

Drama from the University of Calgary, an MA in Arts Education from Simon Fraser 

University and is a proud graduate of the recently cancelled Technical Theatre Arts 

Program at Mount Royal College. She has taught in the areas of lighting, sound, 

properties and scenic art for Douglas College, Mount Royal College and the University of 

Calgary and the Department of Education and the Centre for Online Distance Learning at 

Simon Fraser University. Claire continues to work in the professional theatre in the 

Vancouver area as a lighting and set designer, properties master and scenic artist, most 

recently for The Royal Canadian Theatre Company, Arts Umbrella, Gateway Theatre and 

FOG Theatre. 

  



Cesare Schotzko, T. Nikki      University of Toronto 

 

Gladstone: Your hypothesis is the greatest horror is that nothing exists and nothing 

matters, and the world that we live in, that we define in terms of humanity, doesn’t 

care about us. 

Thacker: Right. […] That it just doesn’t matter. 

—Brooke Gladstone and Eugene Thacker, “In the Dust of This Planet” (2014) 
 

At 1.07am on 15 September 2014, Twitter user @nycsouthpaw posted an image from 

Urban Outfitter’s website of a red-stained, hole-ridden vintage Kent State University 

sweatshirt. “Urban Outfitters explores the outer reaches of bad taste,” tweeted southpaw, 

linking to the retailer’s ad. After receiving significant negative attention, including that 

from Kent State, Urban Outfitters eventually apologized, clarifying that “there is no 

blood on this shirt, nor has it been altered in any way”; the bloodlike stains were, simply, 

“discoloration” and the holes from “natural wear and fray.” The sweatshirt successfully 

sold for approximately $150 USD. 

Composer and experimental musicologist Eldritch Priest relates a certain postmodern 

nihilism to an in-affective boredom, suggesting that rather than a lack of meaning, 

boredom instead signifies “a lessening of one’s capacity to affect and be affected—a 

diminishing of our potential engagement with the world.” Juxtaposing the offending 

sweatshirt with celebrity–cum–performance artist Shia LaBeouf’s LA art exhibit 

#IAMSORRY and performance artist–cum–celebrity Marina Abramović’s most recent 

endurance work, 512 Hours, comprising 512 hours of the artist “doing nothing,” I push 

Priest’s hypothesis on boredom one step further. Abramović’s and LaBeouf’s inanimate 

performances demonstrate less an in-affective than an affective state of boredom that 

ultimately may counter the mainstream’s vulgar commodification of events like the 1970 

Kent State shootings. Placing my argument not within a post- but rather a certain 

Meta modernist sensibility, I suggest that it may only be by doing nothing that we are 

capable of feeling anything at all. 

 

 

BIO: 

 

T. Nikki Cesare Schotzko is Assistant Professor at the University of Toronto’s Centre 

for Drama, Theatre, and Performance Studies. She recently coedited, with Didier 

Morelli and Isabel Stowell-Kaplan, the special issue of CTR on “Performing Products: 

When Acting Up Is Selling Out,” and her first book, Learning How to Fall: Art and 

Culture after September 11, released by Routledge in December 2014, engages the 

skewed relationship between perception, pop culture, and twenty-first-century digital 

technologies. 

  



Chaîné, Francine      Université Laval 

 

BIO: 

Francine Chaîné is professor at École des arts visuels of Université Laval. Her teaching 

focuses on drama/theatre and art education in visual arts. She’s the Director of 

undergraduate Art Education program. Her current researches are on the creation process 

in theatre writings and in teenagers’ drama (SSHRC). She is involved as a guest editor for 

L’annuaire théâtral (2015), Éducation et francophonie (2012), TRIC (2007); she is an 

executive member of ACTR and the Canadian Network for Arts & Learning. She is co-

founder of the Universite Laval’s Press, FREA (Formation et recherche en education 

artistique). 

 

Francine Chaîné est professeure titulaire à l’École des arts visuels de l’Université Laval. 

Son enseignement porte sur la formation en art dramatique /théâtre et en arts visuels. Elle 

est directrice du programme de baccalauréat en enseignement des arts plastiques. 

Ses recherches portent sur le processus de création en écriture dramatique et en art 

dramatique par les adolescents (CRSH). Elle est 

rédactrice invitée pour les revues L’annuaire théâtral (2015), Éducation et francophonie 

(2012), et TRIC (2007) ; elle fait partie du 

conseil d’administration de l’ARTC et du Canadian Network for Arts & Learning. Elle 

est co-fondratrice de la collection FRÉA (Formation et recherche en éducation artistique) 

aux Presses de l’Université Laval. 

  



Coates, Eric       GCTC, Artistic director 

 

BIO: 

 

Eric Coates is the Artistic Director of the Great Canadian Theatre Company. For the 

GCTC he has directed The Boy in the Moon and This is War and he appeared in last 

season’s production of The Burden of Self Awareness by George F. Walker. He was the 

Artistic Director of the Blyth Festival for ten seasons, from 2003 through 2012. Directing 

credits include eighteen productions with the Blyth Festival in addition to projects with 

Drayton Entertainment, Thousand Islands Playhouse, Lighthouse Festival and CBC 

Radio. As an actor he has worked in theatre, television and film since 1986, including 

four seasons with the Stratford Festival, seventeen productions with the Blyth Festival, 

and productions in regional theatres in Ontario, Atlantic Canada and New York. Eric is 

the President of the Professional Association of Canadian Theatres (PACT). Outside of 

theatre hours he can usually be found in the woods or on the water.  

  



Cole, Jenn       University of Toronto 

Espionage/Clairvoyance: Traipsing the Memories of Transformative Teenage 

Witnessing 

I used to live in a small town outside Ottawa and ByWard Market was a shopping mecca 

for teenage freaks. I visited the market for vintage David Bowie wrist guards, steel-toe 

boots and Nine Inch Nails tapes. My purchases in the Big City were interrupted by visits 

with squeegee kids and street punks, people who never appeared in my 1960's replica 

town, Deep River. I photographed them, not altogether unlike a tourist, a youthful artistic 

move that deserves to be revisited and thought about. The anti-monument I would like to 

integrate into the walk is the first doorway I met transient youth, my age. Within view: 

the National Art Gallery (admission used to be free – it was a good place to warm up) and 

the American Embassy (where I laughed with friends that the lead roof made its protected 

employees a bunch of mad hatters). In a raconteur performance, combining a little 

chocolate experiment with handmade fortunes, photographs and a miniature mad-hatter's 

tea party, I propose to remember the bodies that passed through the market so long ago, 

reflecting on how poverty and marginal perspectives frame capitalist monuments (and not 

vice-versa). This intervention interweaves my interests in unlikely subversions of power 

structures, counter-narrative, the tricks of memory, inarticulacy, witnessing, secret spaces 

of the urban public, the productive nature of stammered wandering, and something that is 

emerging in my performance work: edible experiences.  

 

BIO:  

Jenn Cole is a PhD candidate in the University of Toronto's Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies. She holds an MA in Theory, Culture and Politics from Trent 

University. She is interested in inarticulacy, aporia, lost things and stumbling. Her 

dissertation is on nineteenth-century performances of hysteria and screaming as a 

provocative intervention into spectacles of discursive power. She is also a visual artist, 

dance practitioner and choreographer.  

  



Conway, Elisha       McGill University 

“Embodied Stories: Non-verbal narrative in Dance-Theatre and Nouveau Cirque” 

How do non-verbal performances convey story? In the absence of dialogue and narration, 

what techniques are employed to express narrative? How is the narrative role of the body 

reconfigured in performance-texts which have no originary literary play-text? To what 

extent does focalization (the act of showing, which implies a point of view) supplant 

narration and dialogue (acts of telling) as the central narrative technique? And how does 

the absence of words affect affect, the shading of our interest in, and attitude toward, 

characters and events? In this paper I will examine the narrative methods employed in 

Pina Bausch’s Cafe Muller (1978) and Cirque Éloize’s Cirkopolis (2012) to produce a 

comparative theory of how stories are told through the embodied performances of dance-

theatre and nouveau cirque. At the same time, I ask if non-verbal techniques are sufficient 

to produce narratives, or whether these wordless works are also necessarily haunted by 

external words, such as bibliographic knowledge about the artists, program information 

from the playbill, and broader cultural associations. My approach will be centered on 

questions of character, event, spatiotemporality, and feeling and will establish terms with 

which to analyze the non-verbal narratives of dance-theatre and nouveau cirque. 

 

 

BIO: 

Elisha Conway is a PhD student at McGill University and a practicing set designer. She 

teaches theatre history at John Abbott College. Her area of study is 20
th

 

century/contemporary theatre and drama. Her fields of research include theories of 

theatrical space and affect, as well as theories of visuality and visual narratology. A 

revised chapter of her MA thesis, entitled “Staging Hyperrealism: Tracing the influence 

of the televisual in Thomas Ostermeier’s Woyzeck,” was published in Scene (1.3). 

Conway’s dissertation project asks the question: “how does space make us feel in 

performance.”  

  



Culpepper, Joseph      McGill University 

 

Old vs. New Magic: The Value of La nouvelle magie in Canada’s Circus Economy 

What happens to the Canadian circus scene when the latest interdisciplinary creators 

converge upon Montréal from the south (the U.S.) and the East (France)? How does 

Montréal, as a bilingual circus capitol housing established and influential institutions 

(Cirque du Soleil, le Tohu, and the National Circus School), use its unique position to 

both promote and assimilate avant-garde circus movements arriving from France for 

North American consumption?  

This paper will explore these questions within the specific context of Étienne Saglio’s 

contribution to the 2014 Montréal Complètement Cirque festival: Le soir des monstres / 

An Evening of Monsters. I will discuss Saglio’s specific combinations of clown, juggling 

and stage illusions in relation to North American magic history and as a representative of 

the recent, and poorly understood, French movement called “la nouvelle magie.” Saglio 

is one of the first students to have graduated from an experimental and interdisciplinary 

circus school in Rosny-sous-Bois, France, where “la nouvelle magie” is offered as a year-

long course of study. I will analyze the Canadian reception of Saglio’s show and consider 

the value of its social and cultural capital within Canada’s circus economy as an export 

from France. As I perform this analysis, I will draw upon my own experiences as an 

instructor of magic history and adaptation at Montréal’s National Circus School from 

2014-2015. 

 

BIO: 

Dr. Joseph Culpepper is a performance scholar, magician, and magic consultant. He 

recently completed a PhD in comparative literature at the University of Toronto. His 

dissertation, "Reception and Adaptation: Magic Effects, Mysteries and Con Games," 

analyzes how individuals experience magic through various media. Joseph currently 

teaches magic as a form of practice-based research at the National Circus School in 

Montréal. As a visiting scholar at McGill University this year, he is researching 

adaptations of stage illusions in contemporary Québécois performance.  

  



Cuppy, Julia     San Diego State University 

 “An Evolution Story: Creator and the Spectator” 

The research discussed in An Evolution Story: Creator and Spectator examines the origin 

of the symbiotic relationship between the performer and an audience, starting 

approximately 60,000 years ago. The research illustrates that this relationship 

strengthened and advanced the evolutionary process at speeds never before seen. This 

stage of evolution created our ability to empathize and cooperate in ways that made homo 

sapiens a superior species. The research also includes recent discoveries by 

neuroscientists regarding the function of mirror neurons. These mirror neurons occur 

while observing another person perform making it seem like we experienced the activity 

ourselves, even if it is just psychological. This phenomenon explains why our ability to 

empathize continues to be an essential human characteristic.  The evolutionary and 

neuroscientific research supports the value of integrating performance art into all levels 

of education. 

 

BIO: 

 Julia Cuppy is a current graduate student in the MFA in Musical Theatre program and 

Teaching Associate for the School of Theatre, Television, and Film at San Diego State 

University. For the last 9 years, she has been the Producing Artistic Director and Theatre 

Teacher for public high schools in Oregon. Her educational credentials include Bachelor 

of Arts in Theatre Performance and Master of Arts in Teaching specializing in Theatre 

and English from Southern Oregon University. 

  



Cyr, Catherine     McGill et Concordia 

“Résonances. Des imaginaires du corps tissés de textualité” 

Se présentant sous la forme d’un parcours ambulatoire non structuré, et s’inscrivant dans 

la vaste constellation du théâtre postdramatique, Résonances, récente création de la 

metteure en scène québécoise Carole Nadeau, établit de complexes réseaux de 

correspondances entre l’iconographie du peintre Francis Bacon et les mots incisifs 

d’Heiner Müller. Des corps morcelés ou mis à mal s’incarnent ici à travers des acteurs en 

présence, et, de façon virtuelle, par le biais de projections sur des écrans translucides. 

Faisant écho à cette dislocation des corps, des fragments tirés de Quartett et de diverses 

matières textuelles participent à l’esthétique de morcellement du spectacle. Inassignable, 

une parole à la spatialisation plurielle et fluctuante émane des hauts-parleurs et des 

acteurs en présence, saturant de ses couches ondoyantes le dispositif immersif mis en 

place. Alors que, dans le théâtre postdramatique, le texte est habituellement posé comme 

un matériau scénique non prescriptif, composante parmi d’autres des éléments de la 

représentation, et que le corps, émancipé, n’apparaît plus comme le support du logos 

(Lehmann, 2002), il est intéressant d’observer comment, dans Résonances, les 

imaginaires du corps sont indissociables d’une textualité qui leur préexiste et les irrigue. 

La présente communication s’attachera à questionner la relation – en apparence 

parataxique – entre les composantes textuelles et corporelles de la représentation. Prenant 

en compte la singularité de toute expérience spectatorielle postdramatique (Bouko, 2010), 

une approche somaesthétique (Shusterman, 2007) sera ici, en partie, privilégiée.     

 

BIO: 

Catherine Cyr est titulaire d’un doctorat en Études et pratiques des arts de l’Université 

du Québec à Montréal. Elle poursuit une recherche postdoctorale à l’Université McGill et 

à l’Université Concordia sur le travail de la metteure en scène Brigitte Haenjens. En plus 

de collaborer à diverses revues savantes, elle est membre de la rédaction de Jeu. À ce 

titre, elle a dirigé plusieurs dossiers thématiques dont Jouer autrement (2008), Le 

spectateur en action (2013) et Corps atypiques (2014). Les figurations du corps dans le 

théâtre actuel, de même que les théories de la réception et de la représentation constituent 

ses champs d’intérêt actuels. Depuis plusieurs années, elle enseigne à l’École nationale de 

théâtre du Canada.  

  



Danciu, Johanna     Université York 

« Interthéâtralité des scènes parisiennes secondaires du siècle des Lumières : 

propagation d’un capital culturel et socio-politique » 

Le siècle des Lumières est aujourd’hui connu pour sa théâtromanie, une profusion 

dramatique produite par une « furieuse et folle activité collective »
2
. Les créations des 

scènes non officielles de l’époque, loin d’être des représentations mineures, distinctes des 

spectacles à privilège, s’enchâssent et se croisent par le biais des intrigues, des auteurs et 

même des acteurs que l’on retrouve dans les espaces publics aussi bien que privés. Ainsi, 

cette profusion théâtrale fait-elle preuve, selon moi, d’une véritable interthéâtralité, 

concept que j’ai formulé initialement dans ma thèse doctorale (soutenue en juin 2012) et 

que j’ai développé davantage par la suite
3
.  

Basée sur la définition d’intertextualité de Genette, l’interthéâtralité est la 

présence d’une représentation au sein d’une autre, par référence directe (l’équivalent de 

la citation) ou par allusion, quoique l’imitation du jeu d’un acteur puisse tenir du plagiat 

dans le cas où la parodie n’est pas visée. Qu’il s’agisse du théâtre forain du début du 

siècle où l’on se vantait d’imiter parfaitement le jeu d’un acteur de la Comédie française 

ou italienne, des théâtres de société où l’on recréait des représentations de la Foire, ou 

bien des théâtres secondaires de la fin du siècle qui établissaient un véritable dialogue 

entre les scènes où les pièces se répondent l’une à l’autre, menant parfois à des guerres 

dont témoignent même la presse de l’époque, le phénomène de l’interthéâtralité y est 

évident. Dans ma communication, je propose de me pencher sur une sélection de pièces 

issues de ces espaces dramatiques afin d’établir un tableau des diverses formes 

d’interthéâtralité existant sur ces scènes non officielles au XVIII
e
 siècle, un moment de 

l’histoire où le théâtre est non seulement source de divertissement mais aussi un espace 

servant à faire circuler et valoir le capital des idées de l’époque, à savoir le capital 

culturel et celui socio-politique. 

BIO :  

Je suis présentement professeure adjointe de français langue seconde au département 

d’études françaises de l’Université York. Titulaire d’un doctorat en littérature française 

de l’Université de Toronto, où j’ai mené des recherches sur le théâtre dit mineur du 

XVIII
e
 siècle, j’utilise les théories de l’hybridité, de l’hypertextualité, de la 

métathéâtralité ainsi que celle de l’interthéâtralité que j’ai développée dernièrement dans 

plusieurs articles. Mon travail vise à mettre en lumière un répertoire dramatique assez peu 

connu mais fort important, car apte à mieux établir une image complète du paysage 

théâtral et socio-historique de la fin de l’Ancien Régime et du début du XIX
e
 siècle.  

 

                                                           
 
 
 



Day, Moira      University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon 

BIO: 

Moira Day is a professor of Drama at the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan. A longtime member of CATR she has published and edited extensively in 

the area of Western Canadian Theatre and Canadian women prior to 1960. 

  



Defraeye, Piet     University of Alberta  

On doing and viewing theatre in the Drama Department  / Faire et voir le théâtre au 

département d’art dramatique 

L’Université de l’Alberta a récemment introduit un nouveau cours d’art dramatique 

s’adressant aux étudiants de deuxième année et portant sur l’Analyse du spectacle. Il 

s’inscrit dans d’une nouvelle approche du programme d’art dramatique au premier cycle 

composé de QUATRE pierres angulaires desquelles émergent deux relations binaires 

entre les cours critiques et les cours pratique. 

Dyade A : développe une base solide d’analyse de textes (1er année)- préparation à 

l’engagement dans la pratique au regard de textes et de la mise en scène (1er et 3e année). 

Dyade B : analyse du spectacle (2e année) – préparation à l’engagement critique au 

regard de l’étude théorique des spectacles de pointe et / de création (3e – 4e année). 

Le but de ma communication vise à discuter brièvement des réussites et des problèmes 

rencontrés dans cette approche et à engager une conversation profonde en compagnie des 

collègues qui rencontrent des défis semblables. 

 

Drama at the University of Alberta recently introduced a new course, at the 2nd year 

level, which focuses on Performance Analysis. It is part of a new approach to the 

overall BA Drama 

program, which essentially has FOUR cornerstones, each emerging from two binary 

relationships between so-called critical and practical courses. 

Dyad A: a solid foundation in script analysis (yr 1) – preparing for practical engagement 

with staging text (yr 1-3) 

Dyad B: A solid foundation in performance analysis (yr 2)– preparing for critical 

engagement with theory and advanced performance studies/creation (yr 3-4) 

My goal is to briefly talk about the success and problems of this approach, and engage in 

a deep conversation with colleagues who face similar challenges. 

 

Bio: 

PIET DEFRAEYE enseigne au département d’art dramatique de l’université de l’Alberta 

où il occupe les fonctions de Président des études supérieures depuis plus de dix ans et de 

directeur des programmes de maîtrise et de doctorat ainsi que de la maîtrise en pratique 

théâtrale. Il a dirigé de nombreux étudiants aux études supérieures ayant diplômés avec 

une mention d’honneur. L’une de ses priorités est  l’internationalisation du programme 

d’études supérieures en art dramatique. Ses recherches portent sur l’étude du spectacle, le 

spectacle européen actuel, le théâtre de genre et le théâtre québécois. Actuellement, il 

dirige un projet de recherche portant sur les études culturelles et particulièrement sur 

l’héritage de Patrice Lumumba. Il est aussi metteur en scène et il a réalisé des tournées 

internationales avec la pièce Bashir Lazhar (2008 et 2009) ainsi qu’avec White Bread 

(2014). 



PIET DEFRAEYE teaches in the Drama Dept. University of Alberta, where he has been the 

Graduate Chair for over 10 years, and program coordinator for the MA and PhD, and MFA 

Theatre Practice. He has been a supervisor for countless graduate and Honors students. One of his 

priorities has been the internationalization of the Drama graduate program. His research is in the 

area of Performance Studies, European contemporary performance, Queer theatre, and Quebec 

theatre. Currently, he is leading a Cultural Studies research project on the cultural legacy of 

Patrice Lumumba. He also directs for the stage; with international tours for Bashir Lazhar (2008+ 

2009) and White Bread (2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dickinson, Peter        Simon Fraser University 

Lear in Vancouver, or, The Glocal Performance Capital of Shakespeare: Theatrical 

Avant-Gardes versus Intercultural Traditions 

The 2013 PuSh International Performing Arts Festival in Vancouver showcased two 

contemporary non-English-language adaptations of King Lear that were notable as much 

for their equally radical approaches to Shakespeare’s text as for the very different 

responses they received from local audiences. The Berlin-based performance collective 

She She Pop presented Testament, in which three of the four performers appear on stage 

with their own fathers, updating themes of inheritance, post-retirement care, and filial 

obligation for a generation of aging Boomers and their children. In Contemporary Legend 

Theater’s King Lear, Taiwanese artist Wu Hsing-Kuo mixes traditional Peking Opera 

singing and dancing techniques with martial arts movement and a decidedly post-

dramatic approach to story in a virtuosic solo performance that investigates his complex 

relationships to the play, its parts, and his own training. As the 2012 Globe to Globe 

Festival in London demonstrated (and as the critical volume Shakespeare Beyond English 

has subsequently documented), surtitles are no impediment to audiences partaking of the 

cultural capital of Shakespeare; but formal choices in staging, freighted with different 

kinds of aesthetic capital depending on the audience, sometimes are. Thus, Testament 

became one of the breakout hits of the 2013 PuSh Festival, praised for the way it 

combined two “classically” avant-garde tenets: formal experimentation and rigorous anti-

sentimentalism. However, Wu’s piece, well-received by Vancouver’s Asian diasporic 

communities, mostly flummoxed or alienated non-Asian festival-goers, who consistently 

read Wu’s aesthetic choices within a framework of “traditional”—that is, historical—

Chinese performance rather than as a contemporary intercultural blending of 

representational codes. Drawing on interviews with festival programmers, press reviews, 

and anecdotal audience feedback, and situating my analysis within the robust scholarly 

discourse (by Phillip Zarrilli, W.B. Worthen, and Susan Bennett) surrounding the famous 

kathakali King Lear, I use the global traffic in Shakespearean performance to ask: 1) 

why, in the theory, practice, and reception of intercultural theatre, do non-Western (and 

especially Asian) performance modes get cast as both the historical repositories and the 

contemporary gatekeepers of tradition; and 2) how a close examination of a local 

performance public’s responses to and consumption of so-called “avant-garde” work 

helps expose ideologies of symbolic capital entrenched in conventions of programming 

on the European and North American festival circuit? 

 

BIO: 

Peter Dickinson is Professor in the English Department at Simon Fraser University, 

where he also holds a joint appointment in the School for the Contemporary Arts, is an 

Associate Member of the Department of Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies, and is 

Director of the Institute for Performance Studies. His books include World Stages, Local 



Audiences: Essays on Performance, Place and Politics (2010) and, as co-editor, Women 

and Comedy: History, Theory, Practice (2014). Recent essays have appeared in TDR: 

The Drama Review, Theatre Survey, Dance Research Journal, Theatre Research in 

Canada, and Canadian Theatre Review. Dickinson is also the editor of Performance 

Matters a new online, open-access scholarly journal in performance studies that will 

launch its first issue, on “Archiving Performance,” in May 2015. A longtime board 

member of the PuSh International Performing Arts Festival, Dickinson blogs regularly 

about Vancouver performance at <<performanceplacepolitics.blogspot.ca>>. 

  



Doonan, Natalie     Concordia University 

“Manifest Cloudberry Dreams” is an interactive multimedia installation using sound 

recordings triggered by voice recognition software and projection mapping over a dome 

that can be entered by gallery visitors.  The image of a cloudberry (an important local 

wild berry also known as chicouté or shikuteu in Québec or Nitassinan) is projected over 

the entire surface of the dome, visible from its interior and exterior. Once inside the 

space, visitors are guided to repeat the Innu word “shikuteu,” in this way triggering audio 

recordings in which people discuss the role of this berry in digestion. “Manifest 

Cloudberry Dreams” is part of my research-creation thesis, which addresses the 

contradictions at play in the development of so-called “wilderness” industries in 

northeastern Québec—a region that is covered by a comprehensive land claim by the 

Innu Nation.  

 In this project I am working with semi-structured interviews, performance, 

sensory ethnography and place-based research. This involves a holistic approach to 

culture and geography, meaning that concepts, memories, ideas, relationships, histories 

and identities are bound to particular landscapes. Thus, to learn about cloudberries on the 

Lower North Shore it is crucial to walk the land, journey to island berry patches, crawl 

through shrubbery, endure mosquitoes and blackflies, and watch and listen to Elders to 

learn what it means to pick cloudberries on particular ancestral sites. In this workshop, I 

am eager to discuss PaR as a methodology for fieldwork, and also for collaborative 

processes in building and programming the mobile theatre. 

 

Immersive Theatre: Manifest Cloudberry Dreams 

 How do performances on stage and in life engage ideas (political, philosophical, 

artistic, cultural etc.)? How do performance and scholarship promote the transfer 

of ideas across cultures and between individuals?  

This paper presentation is an introduction to a mobile theatre I created as part of a 

research-creation project with Innu communities on the Lower North Shore of Quebec. 

“Manifest Cloudberry Dreams” is an interactive multimedia installation using sound 

recordings triggered by voice recognition software, and projection mapping over a dome 

that can be entered by gallery visitors. The image of a cloudberry (an important local wild 

berry also known as chicouté or shikuteu in Québec or Nitassinan) is projected over the 

entire surface of the dome, visible from its interior and exterior. Lying down inside this 

space, which fits about six at a time, words become visible on the ceiling: “Shikuteu 

[hakute:w]”. These words correspond with audio on a hidden computer. As in language 

learning software, a voice demonstrates the correct pronunciation of the word: “ha-koo-

teh-oo” three times, slowly. Next, the voice says: “Now repeat after me: ha-koo-teh-oo”. 

The visitors’ repetition of the word aloud is picked up by hidden microphones that trigger 

voice recognition software, initiating a second audio track. This second track consists of 



stories by Innu people about the digestive benefits of consuming cloudberries, as well as 

the digestive difficulties experienced by foreigners who are unaccustomed to eating the 

berries. The stories are narrated in Innu-aimun, and translated in French and English. 

When this second audio track finishes playing, the first track begins again, repeating until 

someone says the word “shikuteu” again. 

The space itself plays on associations with the evocative word “cloudberry”, which 

conjures ideas of both virtual memory storage and of mobile devices. This is appropriate 

for the narrative content, which consists of Innu people speaking of ancestral knowledge 

and traditional land-based practices. Visitors literally enter a place where these memories 

are being stored and shared. Visitors are required to perform the somewhat awkward task 

of pronouncing a foreign word in order to access these stories. This is meant to evoke the 

ambivalent senses of desire and discomfort in traveling to foreign places. New words, 

like unfamiliar berries, are difficult to digest. The tent itself is also symbolic of mobility, 

nomadism and connection with the land. “Manifest Cloudberry Dreams” contributes to 

the post-colonial and Aboriginal documentary heritage of Québec by recording traditions 

and culinary practices associated with cloudberries. 

 

 

BIO 

Natalie Doonan is a multimedia and performance artist, writer and educator. She is 

founder of the Sensorium, a collaborative performance art project based in Montréal. The 

Sensorium uses artist-led tours and tastings to engage dialogue through visceral 

engagements with food. Natalie’s work has been shown in the Cultural Olympiad for the 

2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, the LIVE Performance Art Biennale, the PuSh 

International Performing Arts Festival, Montréal's Elektra Festival and BIAN, Nuit 

Blanche and Art Souterrain. She holds a diploma in Art and Art History from Sheridan 

College, an Honours B.A. in Fine Arts with a Major in English from the University of 

Toronto, and an MFA from the University of British Columbia. She is currently pursuing 

an interdisciplinary PhD at Concordia University in the areas of sensory studies, cultural 

geography and performance studies. Natalie’s research interests include pedagogy, public 

art, and collaboration.www.lesensorium.com  



Douse, Louise     University of Bedfordshire 

Phenomenological Flow:  Understanding Experience in the Digital Dancing Body 

The seminar contribution will draw upon the author’s recently completed PhD (Douse, 

2014). The focus of the PhD research was to understand, identify and interpret an 

analysis of the ‘moments of flow’ perceivable in a dancer’s body during improvisatory 

practice through innovative technological means. The research explored key concepts 

around flow, particularly within flow studies in positive psychology (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1975) and movement analysis in dance (Laban, 1988; Lamb, 2012). Both areas address 

flow in terms of the holistic experience that people engage in through action in the world. 

Flow in psychology addresses the state of mind an individual enters when totally 

immersed in an activity while flow in movement analysis is the motional quality of an 

individual’s movement. 

 The thesis developed a transdisciplinary approach to flow, and in the context of the 

study the concept of flow was considered an umbrella term under which multiple 

disciplines and methodologies were drawn on in order to develop a new “understanding 

of the present world, which cannot be accomplished in the framework of disciplinary 

research” (Nicolescu, 199, p. 3). The transdisciplinary approach to this study encouraged 

and recognised the value of bringing together multiple research paradigms and thus 

aimed to combine methods and techniques in a flexible and rigorous manner designed 

specifically for the study. The utility of the research is in its ability to transcend the fields 

of art and science through the use of the transdisciplinary application of technology as a 

tool for the analysis of subjective and embodied knowledge. 

 

BIO 

Louise Douse is a Lecturer in Dance at the University of Bedfordshire where she has 

recently completed her PhD in dance and technology. Louise has been invited to submit a 

chapter for the forthcoming Oxford Handbook for Dance and Wellbeing (2015) and has 

presented papers at several international conferences, including the Digital Research for 

Humanities and Arts Conference (2010, 2014). Louise is also the Secretary of the Laban 

Guild in the UK and continues to develop her research in the area of movement analysis 

and optimal experience. 

  



Dudko, Oksana     Ukrainian Catholic University  

Seeking Ukrainian Political Theater: Themes, Milieux, Contexts, and Influences  

 

Ukrainian theater is rattling the bars of its cage. Those active in the theater scene—from 

directors to actors to audiences and organizers—are engaged in lively discussions on the 

need to reform Ukrainian theater so that it will reflect current social needs. As well, the 

new generation of artists is reaching beyond state-run theaters to launch new projects and 

create new coalitions. For most of them, the spark for their passionate interests is 

Ukrainian cultural, social, and political reality, as well as history and historical memory. 

 

This presentation aims to discover and define what is considered political theater in 

Ukraine today. Is it theater that reflects a certain ideology? Is it theater that addresses 

political issues and processes? Or is it art that expresses an active political standpoint? 

 

Four aspects of Ukrainian theater will be addressed. First, I will examine the subjects 

covered recently in the programs and conceptualizations of theater festivals, institutions, 

and performances. Secondly, I will review the current Ukrainian theatrical environment, 

focusing in particular on the interaction of artists, curators, and theater professionals with 

each other and with local and central authorities. Thirdly, I will analyze current Ukrainian 

public discussions on the role and place of the artist, curator, and manager in 

contemporary theater and in civil society. Finally, this presentation will look at the 

impact of the European theater context on theatrical processes ongoing in Ukraine. 

 

 

BIO: 

Oksana Dudko is a cultural historian and theatre curator. She is a researcher in the 

Center for Urban History in Lviv, Ukraine. Also she is a program curator for theater 

projects, including for the Festival of Contemporary Drama and the First Stage of 

Contemporary Drama in Lviv. She participated in several international research projects 

on history, as part of which she conducts research on the cultural and social history of 

Lviv (1914–1918). She teaches at the Ukrainian Catholic University. Her research 

interests include World War I, the social and cultural history of the twentieth century, the 

history of theater and theater management, contemporary political and critical theater in 

East Central Europe. 

  



East, Ronald       University of Guelph 

Imagination and the Composition of Reality 

Our future is imagined, our memories are re-imagined. In the present, our imagination is 

an integral part of our actions, our emotions, our senses, our thoughts, and our subjective 

engagement in the outside world. We imagine our reality. Imagination forms an essential 

part of a complex patterning network, including mapping, involving emotions, memory, 

and consciousness, and works closely with all of them. The imagination has three 

functions, developing possibilities and alternatives, associative pattern processing, and 

composition. We perceive at what appears to be an instantaneous rate from light striking 

the retina to visual recognition. This raises a number of questions. Is it all 

‘simultaneous’? Do we see what we expect to see, and miss actual visualized details? The 

intimate connection between imagination and sight is, I contend, applicable to all of the 

senses, and forms a basis for my argument, that indeed we do imagine our reality.   

 

BIO:  

Director and playwright, Ron trained with Jacques Lecoq, and is a certified instructor in 

physical theatre. An actor at the Stratford Festival, Ron operated his own production 

company, creating sixteen plays. He has operated his own professional school in Toronto 

and London, England. 

With an MA from the University of Toronto, Ron is finishing his PhD at the School of 

English and Theatre Studies, University of Guelph studying the imagination as brain 

function and creative practice.  

Writing his second book, as well as a chapter for the book on Jacques Lecoq for 

Routledge, Ron is also presenting at Oxford University. 

  



Farough, Dawn      Thompson Rivers University 

Pigeon, Shalyn        Thompson Rivers University  

Prescott, Sydney        Thompson Rivers University  

Privileged Audiences and Disadvantaged Actors in Home/Less/Mess?  

North Americans are uncomfortable with the realities of hierarchies and distinctions built 

on social class. We would like to believe that we are all “middle class.” It is of no 

surprise, therefore, that we are acutely uncomfortable with obviously disadvantaged 

populations such as the homeless.   

A Canadian research project and play called Home/Less/Mess surveyed over 300 

audience members with questions about themselves, their reactions to the play, and their 

opinions and attitudes around the social problem of homelessness. This project also 

included an ethnographic case study of homeless or marginally housed actors as they 

simultaneously performed the roles of story tellers, script creators, actors, and research 

subjects. 

Performance on the public stage can be used to bring audiences into the private lives of 

individuals whose lives do not resemble those in the mainstream. How does the 

economic, social, symbolic, and cultural capital of audience members influence that 

manner in which they “see” and “hear” a play? How do the same forms of capital affect 

the participation of actors in a process of collective creation? This paper uses the 

theoretical framework of Bourdieu’s forms of capital in order to make sense of both the 

audiences and the actors of Home/Less/Mess.  

 

Bio:  

Dawn Farough teaches sociology at Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops. She is 

currently involved with the No Straight Lines collective of community members and 

academics working towards changing homelessness in Kamloops.  

  



Fernandez, Stephen      University of Waterloo 

Networking Cities: Urban Performance, Mobile Technology, and the Production of 

Social Capital 

 

This paper attends to the interplay between mobile technology and the embodied act of 

pedestrianism in the production of social capital among the audience members of an 

intermedial urban performance. Capital, as Pierre Bourdieu observes in “The Forms of 

Capital,” can appear in one of the following forms: economic, cultural, or social. Among 

these three forms of capital, it is social capital that is particularly relevant to the focus of 

this paper. Bourdieu defines social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or potential 

resources” that pertain to the “possession of a durable network of more or less 

institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (“The Forms of 

Capital”). These relationships, as Bourdieu elucidates, are maintained by material and 

symbolic exchanges between members of a social network. Looking closely at Dustin 

Harvey and Adrienne Wong’s September 2013 production of Landline, which took place 

concurrently in Halifax and Vancouver, this paper demonstrates how this performance 

produces social capital by incorporating the audience members in the collaborative 

creation of an urban performance network across both cities. Walking around in their 

home city of Halifax or 

Vancouver, the audience members listen to an audio narrative on an iPod while using a 

mobile phone to exchange text messages with another audience member located in the 

other city. 

Drawing on Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of social capital, Michel de Certeau’s exposition on 

the subversive potential of pedestrianism, and Bruno Latour’s Actor-Network Theory, I 

argue that 

2 

Landline subverts the instrumental uses of the iPod and the mobile phone by endowing 

these mobile technological devices with a creative agency that intervenes in the 

relationship between the human performers and the urban landscape. In turn, this 

interplay between mobile technology and the embodied act of pedestrianism mobilizes 

the production of social capital among the audience members who, despite the 

geographical distance that separates them, are able to create an urban performance 

network that connects their subjective experiences of their home cities. 

 

 

Bio: 

 

Stephen Fernandez is a PhD Candidate in the Department of English at the University 

of Waterloo. Working at the intersection of dramatic theatre, critical theory, and digital 

media, hisdoctoral dissertation focuses on the mobilization of embodied perception in 

intermedial performance. Stephen’s research has appeared in the International Journal of 

Performance Art and Digital Media, as well as Technoculture Journal. He is currently 

preparing a book chapter for an edited volume that explores the representations of 

embodiment in the arts. 

 

 



Finn, Patrick       University of Calgary 

Articulating Artistic Research 0.0: The Road Not Taken 

For scholars working with Practice-Based Research (PBR) and Performance as Research 

(PaR) protocols the question of documentation remains largely unresolved. As we deepen 

our exploration and begin speaking under the umbrella of Articulating Artistic Research 

(AAR), might we ask if our original steps were unduly influenced by the epistemological 

conditions of late twentieth century academic culture?  

 The historical conditions that led to AAR included an academy in the dying days 

of an anthropocentric commitment to the scholarly monograph as an emblem of a certain 

type of humanism. Faced with funding cuts, artists turned to more traditional modes of 

research in order to secure some form of monetary support. Now that we are exploring 

ways to refine those initial moves, should we consider the impact of the types of 

knowledge-making that supported those who developed the PBR / PaR protocols? 

 Did Bristol’s PARIP group, for example, find epistemological safe haven in a 

framework of knowledge that was itself dying albeit more slowly than the fine arts?  The 

academy has been notoriously slow to engage the digital age (which scholars date as 

starting between the late 1950s and early 1970s). Will AAR scholars of the 21
st
 Century 

help to found the epistemology of this age, or will we support a form of humanism that 

preserves the primacy of text and the monograph?  

 

BIO 

Dr. Patrick Finn is an Associate Professor in The School of Creative and Performing 

Arts at the University of Calgary. He has degrees from McGill, The University of 

Calgary and the University of Victoria. His primary interest is in performance with an 

emphasis on technology, where technology can be anything from alphabets and physical 

movement to computer programming. He has lectured and led workshops in Canada, The 

United States, the United Kingdom, Europe and China. His latest book is Critical 

Condition: Replacing Critical Thinking with Creativity (WLU Press, 2015). He is the 

Artistic Director of The Theatre Lab Performance Institute.    

  



Fitzsimmons Frey, Heather     University of Toronto 

Performing Activism, Youthfulness, and Citizenship: the 1947 Canadian Chocolate 

Boycott 

In 1947, young people publicly tested out the newly patriated concept of Canadian 

citizenship (as opposed to British subject) by protesting the rising price of chocolate.  

Their public performances, in the form of parades, picket lines, Alan FIlewod’s idea of 

“theatrical interventions”, singing songs and chanting doggerel, along with the more 

disruptive performances including taking over a radio station and storming provincial 

legislative buildings, all raise questions about the performances of “youthfulness”, the 

performance of so-called “good” citizenship, and ways that both young people and print 

media may have tried to influence how those performances were read.  In Ottawa, young 

people protested on parliament hill, demanded to speak to the Minister of Finance, but 

reporters pointed out that they raced to school before the bell rang, so that they could be 

on time!  The narrative even has a sinister cast since young Toronto protestors were 

accused of communist ties, and boycotts in many communities were cancelled as a result. 

The research I would like to share at CATR focuses on hundreds of newspaper reports 

and images printed newspapers across Canada, from Nova Scotia to Vancouver Island, 

from cities like Toronto, to towns as small as Prince George.  Leaning on David Oswell’s 

(The Agency of Children 2012) and Jacqueline Kennelly’s (Citizen Youth 2011) ideas 

regarding youth agency, Cynthia Commachio’s ideas about adolescence and Canadian 

citizenship (Dominion of Youth 2006), and in the context of Alan Filewod’s Committing 

Theatre (2011), this paper is particularly concerned with young people’s struggle to 

perform specific actions and identities, and adult efforts to interpret and reframe their 

performances according to their own discourses – essentially a battle of “capital ideas.” 

 

Bio: 

Heather Fitzsimmons Frey is a PhD Candidate at the University of Toronto Centre for 

Drama, Theatre, and Performance Studies.  Her research is published in Canadian 

Theatre Review, Youth Theatre Journal and Nationalism and Youth in Theatre and 

Performance (Routledge 2014) (some ideas related to this paper were published in this 

book).  She is co-editing a book with Art Babayants called Theatre and Learning and 

editing a collection of plays for young people with unusual stories about the ways they 

were created called Ignite  (Playwrights Canada Press 2015).  She has presented research 

at conferences (including CATR) across Canada, in the United States, England, and 

Germany.  Heather’s research interests focus on young people, performance of identity, 

and agency, and her work explores such diverse areas as dance and theatre for young 

audiences, theatre for the very young, gender, and nineteenth century amateur at-home 

theatricals.  She expects to defend her dissertation Victorian Girls and Private 

Theatricals: Performing and Playing with Possible Futures in March 2015.    



FORSYTH, LOUISE    Université de la Saskatchewan  

L’autotraduction par les dramaturges du théâtre fransaskois 

 

La mémoire collective, les pulsions et les ressorts sociopolitiques qui construisent  

l’identité fransaskoise sont puissants. Cependant – d’un point de vue linguistique – les 

frontières identitaires fransaskoises sont loin d’être étanches. La variation entre les 

français, l’anglais omniprésent et le mitchif forment inénarrablement l’univers 

hétérolinguistique des Fransaskois qui n’ont pas d’autre choix dans leur vie que d’être au 

moins bilingues. Les dramaturges de la province ont reconnu que, pour attirer un public 

qui apprécie le reflet de ses expériences et préoccupations, leurs spectacles doivent passer 

dans plus d’une langue. Madeleine Blais-Dahlem et Raoul Granger ont, par conséquent, 

écrit deux versions de leurs pièces récentes – La maculée/sTain  (2011) et Bonneau et la 

Bellehumeur/ Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur  (2009). Ces deux auteurs thématisent le 

multilinguisme de leur paysage socioculturel. Loin d’être un obstacle pour eux, cette 

possibilité de jouer entre et avec les langues qu’ils possèdent eux-mêmes est la source 

d’une créativité théâtrale effervescente et unique. 

 

BIO: 

Louise Forsyth est professeure émérite et adjointe à la recherche à l’université de la 

Saskatchewan et aussi adjointe à la recherche à l’université de Calgary. Elle a été 

directrice du département de français à l’université de Western Ontario, doyenne aux 

études supérieures et à la recherche à l’université de la Saskatchewan, et présidente de la 

fédération canadienne des sciences humaines. Les domaines de ses recherches sont le 

théâtre et la poésie au féminin du Québec, le théâtre francophone de la Saskatchewan, et 

la traduction. Elle a fait des communications et publié de nombreux articles et livres dans 

ces domaines. 

  



Freeman, Barry      University of Toronto 

"Dark Threats and White Knights: On the New Melodrama of Globalization" 

This paper will explores what I call a ’new melodrama of globalization’ that characterizes 

some contemporary Canadian intercultural theatre. The stage melodramas of the 19th 

century responded to the social upheavals and anxieties of the Industrial Revolution with 

theatre that demonized an aggressive capitalism and affirmed certain social values in 

opposition to it. The new melodrama of globalization responds in a like manner to 

neoliberal globalization, calling attention to those it has poorly served and proposing an 

ethical relationship to distant strangers.  

     I will briefly illustrate some features of this iteration of melodrama using two 

examples: Matthew McKenzie’s play SIA, produced by Cahoots Theatre Company at 

Factory Theatre in Toronto in March, 2012, and a video which cannot help but be 

associated with it, KONY 2012, the American charity Invisible Children’s short film that 

went viral two weeks prior to SIA’s opening at Factory and which now has over 100 

million views on YouTube. SIA and KONY 2012 share a subject—the recruitment of 

child soldiers in Central Africa—but also many of melodrama’s key features, 

including the pursuit of “moral legibility” and the rendering of systemic social problems 

into personal terms (Brooks 1976). They also share a trope that distinguishes this new 

from the classical melodrama and is found in many new Canadian plays: that of a 

crusading Western/Northern character on a mission to ‘rescue' the distant ‘other’ in the 

East/South, a trope Sherene Razack has sharply critiqued in her book Dark Threats, 

White Knights (2004) for its colonialist and racist assumptions. 

      The contribution of this discussion to the larger research project of which it is a 

part, Staging Strangers: Theatre and Global Ethics, is to highlight the way the 

melodramatic poetics of some contemporary Canadian intercultural theatre creates 

particular, public “affective spaces of care” (Amin 2012).  

 

Bio 

Barry Freeman is an Assistant Professor of Theatre and Performance Studies at the 

University of Toronto, an Associate Editor of Canadian Theatre Review, and the 

Executive Editor of Theatre Research in Canada. His two ongoing book projects 

are Staging Strangers: Theatre and Global Ethics and Why Theatre Now: On the Virtue 

and Value of Canadian Theatre in the New Millennium.  

  



Fricker, Karen     Brock University, University of Ottawa  

Karen Fricker is an Assistant Professor of Dramatic Arts at Brock University, where she 

teaches Theatre Criticism and edits the student blog DARTcritics.com, and blogs herself 

at karenfricker.wordpress.com. Her fields of interests include contemporary Québec 

theatre and performance, with a focus on the work of Robert Lepage. She is also a 

specialist of contemporary circus and the Eurovision Song Contest and the 'New' Europe. 

  



Funk, Alisan      Concordia University 

 

Circus as a Peripheral Nation, an exploration of cultural appropriation in the 

performing arts 

  

As circus becomes more widespread as a recognized performing art, it follows that there 

is a rise in institutions where circus education is the primary or complementary focus. In 

Europe, there is a federation of circus schools, and world wide there are more than a 

dozen circus schools that offer a vocational or bachelors degree in circus arts. What was 

once a bastion of the marginalized performer has become mainstream.  

My paper examines the institution of circus arts within the framework of globalization 

and decentralized education. Worldwide, we see education being ‘validated’ by narrow 

Western criteria, wherein knowledge is only recognized if it fits into ‘standardized’ 

formats. This same pattern can be viewed in the recent migration of circus arts into the 

academic cross hairs. I propose that following Galtung’s theory of structural imperialism, 

we can view circus as a Peripheral (artistic) nation that provides raw material to the 

Center, in this case academic dissection, which is then ‘sold’ back to the marginalized 

populations as a means of escape or development, thereby creating an unnecessary 

‘standardizing’ agent which removes (circus) culturally indigenous knowledge and 

replaces it with ‘credentialed’ and regulated performance. 

 

BIO: 

Alisan Funk is a Montreal circus teacher, performer, creator and director currently 

pursuing her Master's degree in Circus Education at Concordia University. She is a 

research assistant on Spiegel's “Arts for Social Change Research Partnership in 

Teaching, Evaluation and Capacity-Building,” as well as beginning research studying the 

impact of coach experience on knowledge transmission. 

  



GABORIAU, LINDA 

 

BIO: 

Linda Gaboriau has translated more than one hundred plays, including the works of 

some of Québec's most prominent playwrights. Her translations of plays by Michel Marc 

Bouchard, Normand Chaurette, Daniel Danis, Jasmine Dubé, René-Daniel Dubois, 

Michel Garneau, Gratien Gélinas, Jovette Marchessault, Wajdi Mouawad and Michel 

Tremblay have been published and widely produced across Canada and abroad. She has 

twice won the Governor General's Award for Translation (in 1996, for her translation of 

Stone and Ashes by Daniel Danis and in 2010, for Forests by Wajdi Mouawad). Other 

awards for her translations of plays by Michel Marc Bouchard, Normand Chaurette and 

Michel Tremblay include three Chalmers Awards and two Dora Mavor Moore Awards 

(Toronto), the Jesse Richardson Award (Vancouver) and the 1999 Masque for 

Translation awarded by the Académie québécoise du theatre. Ms. Gaboriau has also 

worked as a free-lance journalist and broadcaster; she has a longstanding association with 

Montreal's Centre des auteurs dramatiques (CeAD) where she directed the play 

development programme and coordinated numerous translation and international 

exchange activities. From 2002 – 2007, she was the founding director of the Banff 

International Literary Translation Centre. In the fall of 2014, she will once again be 

resident translation dramaturg at the eleventh edition of Playwrights’ Workshop 

Montreal’s annual Glassco Playwrights’ Residency in Tadoussac. 

  



Gallagher, Kathleen          University of Toronto 

Responsible Art and Unequal Societies: Towards a Theory of Drama and the Justice 

Agenda 

In contemporary institutions of education and art, social justice has become a kind of 

rallying cry. It is difficult to find theatre companies in Canada and in many other places 

around the globe that do not declare, to some degree, their commitment to social justice 

or to socially engaged theatre-making. It is difficult to find a school in most parts of the 

world that is not, in some measure, dedicated to creating social equality within its 

classrooms and in its community. And yet, people's chances of falling or rising from their 

location at birth in the social order have declined to such an extent over the last twenty 

years that some sociologists have begun to talk about 'social closure' (Barry 2005) and 

others- economists, social and political theorists, philosophers and artists- have described 

'our times' as a clear picture of democracy in peril. Those tirelessly working on a justice 

agenda through drama must ask the hard questions: what justice outcomes are we 

generating? Is hope, hope for a better world or for a particular kind of justice for a 

particular disenfranchised community, a means or an end? How does the resource of a 

good conscience weigh up against the material resources of educational attainment and 

employment? Does theatre ask the questions or posit the answers? Is asking the questions 

enough any more? A brief survey of the scholarly relationship drawn between theatre 

practices/performances and social justice activism draws up no shortage of examples and 

impassioned arguments. One thing seems clear: a useful theory of social justice and 

theatre must find an answer to Deleuze's (1988) critical question, “How can a being take 

another being into its world, but while preserving or respecting the other’s own relations 

and world?” (p. 126).  

Prompted by the question in the CATR call, "What is theatre's function in today's 

society", and drawing from my collaborative work with Toronto-based socially-engaged 

theatre company Project: Humanity, this paper will reason that any theory of social 

justice in theatre must, before all else, understand that the very notions of 'the common 

good', 'the collective', cooperation, and self-other relations, only come into meaning 

through the ways in which we use them in our drama/theatre practices; they do not hold 

meaning outside of this. While these notions may be aspirational, they can only, in point 

of fact, gather meaning through the ways in which we exploit them to critically examine 

our conditions and relations through theatre practices and cultural production. They are, 

none of them, panaceas to the many contemporary problems we face. But, moving 

forward on a justice agenda through theatre, given mounting evidence of increasing 

income and wealth inequalities in western nations and the emergence of new and intense 

socio-economic, ethno-cultural, and spatial divisions, means that we must be especially 

wary of the ways in which these cherished ideals have been effectively co-opted by the 

market and sold back to us, disguised as transformative in and of themselves, when they 

may be no more than powerful agents of the status quo. And yet, paradoxically, these 

same flawed and imperfect aspirational ideals remain our practical opportunities in 

Canadian theatre-making contexts to reimagine the contemporary conditions of social 

(in)justice. 



 

BIO: 

Kathleen Gallagher is Professor and Canada Research Chair in Theatre, Youth, and 

Research in Urban Schools at the University of Toronto. Dr. Gallagher's books include, 

Why Theatre Matters: Urban Youth, Engagement, and a Pedagogy of the real (University 

of Toronto Press, 2014); The Theatre of Urban: Youth and Schooling in Dangerous 

Times (University of Toronto Press, 2007) Drama Education in the Lives of Girls: 

Imagining Possibilities (University of Toronto Press, 2000). Her edited collections 

include: Why Theatre Now: On the virtue and value of Canadian theatre in the new 

millennium (forthcoming with Barry Freeman); Drama and Theatre in Urban Contexts. 

(with Jonothan Neelands, Routledge 2013); How Theatre Educates: Convergences and 

Counterpoints with Artists, Scholars, and Advocates (with David Booth, University of 

Toronto, 2003), The Methodological Dilemma: Creative, Critical and Collaborative 

Approaches to Qualitative Research (Routledge, 2008). Dr. Gallagher has published 

many articles on theatre, youth, pedagogy, methodology and gender and travels widely 

giving international addresses and workshops for practitioners. Her research continues to 

focus on questions of youth civic engagement and artistic practice, and the pedagogical 

and methodological possibilities of theatre.  



García Manuel Martínez Université de Saint-Jacques de Compostelle, Espagne 

 

La mémoire et le temps de l´immigration dans Littoral, Incendies, Forêts et Ciels de 

Wajdi Mouawad 

 
La mémoire et le temps de l´immigration sont présents dans un grand nombre de 

d´oeuvres de Wadji Mouawad, que ce soit par la représentation du souvenir transposé de 

l´immigration, ou, plus souvent, d´une façon plus métaphorique, par un retour au pays 

d´origine à la recherche des origines d´un lien familial brisé, qu´il s´agit de reconstituer 

par un voyage dans un temps passé. 

Les épisodes remémorés apparaissent dans le déroulement des pièces d´une façon 

imprévisible. Cette interruption de scènes imaginaires transforme la nature du présent et 

le déroulement des pièces. Par ailleurs l´intertextualité du texte apporte un grand nombre 

de références linguistiques et littéraires qui impliquent une mémoire culturelle, 

contribuant à la spécificité de son style. Cet article cherche à montrer comment 

l´immigration conditionne une utilisation littéraire de la mémoire et du temps, ainsi que 

leur articulation dans le déroulement des scènes, dans Littoral, Incendies, Forêts et Ciels 

de Wadji Mouawad. L´article cherche à montrer le sens de la mémoire dans l´oeuvre de 

cet auteur, la mémoire du passé et son traitement littéraire étant conditionnés par 

l´époque à laquelle ces pièces ont été écrites, et par certaines conceptions temporelles en 

rapport avec le postmodernisme. 

 
 

 

Manuel García Martínez est Maître de Conférences à la faculté de Philologie Française 

de l´Université de Saint-Jacques de Compostelle (Espagne). Sa thèse réalisée à 

l´université de Paris VIII, sous la direction de Patrice Pavis, porte sur le temps et du 

rythme au théâtre. Il enseigne actuellement l´histoire de la littérature française, la poésie, 

l´histoire du théâtre et l´analyse de 

spectacles. Ses recherches portent les innovations au théâtre, les théories et l´esthétique 

théâtrales, l´écriture dramatique contemporaine ; le temps, le rythme et la temporalité 

dans les textes dramatiques contemporains et dans les représentations théâtrales actuelles 

constituent l´axe central de ses recherches.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Garneau, Marie-Claude       UQAM 

Recherche-création en théâtre : la poïétique féministe au service de la dramaturgie 

 

Au cours de la présente saison théâtrale montréalaise, on a vu plusieurs femmes artistes 

mettre sur pieds des projets à caractère féministe, ou à tout le moins, dans un esprit 

d’entendre différentes voix de femmes sur scène. Ces nouvelles démarches s’inscrivent 

dans un contexte où la prise de parole des femmes est grandissante dans l’espace public. 

De ma position d’artiste-chercheure, je me demande à cet effet de quel(s) féminisme(s) le 

théâtre québécois fait actuellement usage ? Qu’est-ce que signifie «féminisme» ou plutôt 

«féminismes», dans ce contexte ? Est-ce que l’institution académique fait état de ces 

nouvelles voix de femmes artistes ? En quoi la recherche-création féministe peut 

contribuer à éclairer le sujet et apporter de nouvelles réflexions au théâtre ? Dans le cadre 

de cette communication, je souhaite partager ma démarche de recherche-création, centrée 

autour de l’écriture d’un texte dramatique basé sur l’approche de la récriture 

intertextuelle. Mon projet utilise comme point de départ certaines scènes de la pièce de 

théâtre 

 

La terre est trop courte, Violette Leduc (1982) de l’auteure féministe québécoise Jovette 

Marchessault, pour ouvrir un dialogue théâtral entre ce que Françoise Collin nomme une 

«génération symbolique de femmes», c’est-à-dire entre Violette Leduc, Jovette 

Marchessault et moi-même. À travers une nouvelle oeuvre intertextuelle, je propose une 

posture féministe qui dépasse la notion de «féminin» et qui permet le renouveau et la 

transmission d’un imaginaire féministe à travers des oeuvres de femmes écrivaines. La 

théorie du genre et celle de la positionalité accompagnent ma démarche, qui se veut 

également une réflexion autopoïétique sur l’apport des théories féministes 

contemporaines dans ma propre écriture dramatique. 

 

 

BIO: 

 

Marie-Claude Garneau détient une formation en jeu de l’École de théâtre du Cégep de 

St- Hyacinthe (QC) et est actuellement étudiante à la maîtrise en théâtre à l’École 

supérieure de théâtre de l’UQAM, à Montréal (QC). Elle s’intéresse à la dramaturgie 

féministe, aux nouvelles écritures scéniques et aux implications de la théorie du genre 

dans l’écriture dramatique. 

  



Gilbert, Helen     Royal Holloway, University of London 

 

Diplomacy at Large: Cultural Capital, Indigenous Performance and the 

Transnational Stage 

This presentation examines the workings of cultural diplomacy in the arts by canvassing 

recent performances staged by indigenous artists in connection with selected festivals and 

exhibitions in Europe. It explores not only the ways in which the embodied arts of First 

Peoples have been harnessed to celebrate their nations’ achievements (at home and 

abroad) while promoting particular institutions and events, but also how performance-

makers strive to shape their own cultural and artistic encounters with international 

audiences. Examples discussed in brief will include Marrugeku’s Gudirr Gudirr and Big 

hArt’s Namatjira (both from Australia), 

Peter Morin’s Cultural Graffiti in London series (Canada), and museum interventions in 

Berlin by Pasifikan performance artist Rosanna Raymond. Keeping in view the 

limitations of the ‘culture-as-resource’ model (Yúdice) in promoting cross-cultural 

dialogue, I consider the performances at issue as making compelling invitations to their 

audiences to see, sense and understand the challenges facing indigenous societies today 

and to acknowledge their root causes in European colonialism. Such invitations can be 

seen as part of an emergent trans-indigenous public sphere where (soft) diplomacy is 

being reimagined as a grass-roots activity. At the broader level, my research seeks to 

illuminate ways in which performative acts and aesthetics sustain indigenous cultures 

within, against and beyond the forces of the neo-liberal market place. 

 

 

BIO: 

 

Helen Gilbert, Professor of Theatre at Royal Holloway, University of London, is 

currently researching contemporary indigenous performance in the Americas, the 

Pacific, Australia and South Africa. She curated the exhibition EcoCentrix: Indigenous 

Arts, Sustainable Acts in 2013 and has recently run artist residencies at museums in 

London and Berlin. Her latest books are Wild Man from Borneo: A Cultural History of 

the Orangutan (with Robert Cribb and Helen Tiffin, 2014), and Recasting Commodity 

and Spectacle in the Indigenous Americas (2014). She is also author of Performance and 

Cosmopolitics: Cross-cultural Transactions in Australasia (with Jacqueline Lo, 

2007) and several other books in postcolonial theatre and cultural studies. 

  



Gingrich, Derek      York University 

John Mighton’s Possible Worlds and Bohm’s Guiding Equation 

George and Joyce spend most of John Mighton’s award-winning 1992 play Possible 

Worlds meeting for the first time, again and again. These contradictory worlds reflect the 

superpower George claims to possess: he exists in an infinite array of “possible worlds. 

This claim frustrates spectators: if George is correct, which the play carefully refuses to 

confirm, why do the worlds share one consistent George? This paper examines how 

Possible Worlds acts as an exploration of the many-worlds interpretation of quantum 

mechanics, and then turns to Bohmian mechanics’ concept of a pilot-wave or guiding 

equation to detangle the dramatic material of the play’s final scenes.  While the concepts 

of many-worlds, decoherence, and the pilot-wave help detangle the play’s dense network 

of worlds, such a reading also prompts many questions: is Mighton actively commenting 

on different many-worlds theories? And how does the play’s dramatic material guide the 

spectator through the process of imagining multiple, decoherent worlds?  

 

BIO:  

Derek Gingrich is a PhD candidate at York University’s department of English; he 

previously completed his MA in Theatre Theory and Dramaturgy at the University of 

Ottawa. His master’s thesis, Unrecoverable Past and Uncertain Present: Speculative 

Drama’s Fictional Worlds and Nonclassical Scientific Thought began the work that he is 

continuing in his doctoral studies: an examination of how dramatists and spectators alike 

imagine non-normative space and time on stage and in the play text.  

  



Gobuty, James Ryan      York University 

A Schizo Named Desire: A Schizoanalytic Reading of Dorfman and Farber 

This paper investigates the manner in which liberation theatre can articulate the transition 

between authoritarian regimes and so called democratic regimes. The paper makes use of 

both Ariel Dorfman’s Death and the Maiden (1994)  and Yael Farber’s Molora (2008), 

analyzed through the schizoanalytic theories of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in their 

text Anti-Oedipus (1972), to demonstrate the theatre’s unique ability to articulate the 

authoritarian residuum that resides in newly liberated societies. The paper will show the 

ways in which the dimensions of mise-en-scene—such as the stage, set, and props—can 

be paired with Deleuzo-Guattarian concepts such as the “desiring-machine,” the 

“schizoid,” and the “body without organs” to demonstrate the theatre’s capability of 

analyzing those aspects of society that are often inarticulable. Upon this union of 

theatrical and philosophical theories, the paper will connect the political ontologies of 

post-Pinochet Chile and post-apartheid South Africa, and the theatrical ontologies of 

Death and the Maiden and Molora to demonstrate the critique of the former implicit 

within the latter. In doing so, the paper will be able to draw deep connections between the 

two texts by examining their shared relationship to processes of reconciliation; this 

concept of reconciliation, while indicating a transition away from authoritarianism, also 

demonstrates that capitalism remains an anchor that authoritarian and post-authoritarian 

regimes rely on. Thus, the paper will make clear the ways in which each of the play’s 

analyzed form a critique of the protean nature of capitalism, and its ability to constantly 

create new forms of subjugation, even within the light of political liberation. 

 

BIO: 

My name is James Ryan Gobuty and I am currently a research assistant at York 

University working under Professor Kymberly Bird. I have also graduated with a degree 

in English from the same institution. Outside of the academy I work as a theatre critic 

forthetheatrereader.com, as well as a theatre director, having recently finished a 

production of Samuel Beckett's "Not I.". 

  

http://thetheatrereader.com/


Goldman, Elizabeth       Tufts University 

Actionable Theories and Theoretical Actions: Praxis and Epistemology in Theatre 

of the Oppressed 

Theatre of the Oppressed is becoming ossified. Its games, accepted theories, and 

ideological standpoint have become folded into theatre history and acting classes, 

rehearsal techniques, and even education classes. Augusto Boal is an important but 

household name in theatre. What made Boal and Theatre of the Oppressed so radical at 

its inception and during its most fruitful periods of growth? Theatre has always, in one 

way or another, been political, so what made Theatre of the Oppressed different, and why 

does it now seem so innocuous? I believe that the theoretical and ideological foundations 

of Theatre of the Oppressed are in danger of becoming separated from the practice of its 

techniques.  

I am in search of the theory of the Theatre of the Oppressed. In his later works, 

Boal introduces theories and methodologies that shift and expand his prior working 

definitions of oppression, art, and even Theatre of the Oppressed itself. However, despite 

these dramatic revisions, many practitioners and scholars remain unaffected. I propose to 

use Boal’s own techniques as research tools to excavate and explore the theoretical 

actions and actionable theories in Rainbow of Desire and Aesthetics of the Oppressed. 

Boal refers to Theatre of the Oppressed as the mirror into which one can enter and change 

the image if he or she is dissatisfied with it. I want to enter into Theatre of the 

Oppressed’s reflection and use Boal’s proposed methodologies and theories to 

manipulate its image. 

 

BIO 

Elizabeth is a Ph.D. candidate in the Drama Department at Tufts University. She 

received an M.A. in Educational Theatre from New York University, where she focused 

on theatre for young people, theatre pedagogy, and Theatre of the Oppressed. Her 

research interests include Theatre of the Oppressed, 18th-century Italian theatre, 

translation and adaptation, and theatre for social change.  

  



Graham, Catherine       McMaster University 

“Whose Capital Is It Anyway?” 

This paper comes out of my ongoing research on the role of professional theatre artists in 

participatory grassroots theatre processes that either produce plays based on the concerns 

of people involved in new social movements, or that create performances in which 

audience members are asked to actively participate in creating or changing the dramatic 

world on stage. The notion of “capital” provides an interesting tool to discuss the 

questions of ownership that often arise in this work, and the roles of different players in 

creating something whose ownership is worth contesting.   

In discussing this kind of work, Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital is most often 

used as a marker of social identity and power (not surprising in discussions of a 

sociological theory.)  Economic thought emphasizes a different aspect of capital: it’s 

generative nature.  Capital, in economic thinking, is an asset that can produce more 

assets, as first defined by Adam Smith in 1776 in Book II of The Wealth of Nations.   In 

this sense, participatory theatre practices can be seen as a mode of combining social and 

cultural capital from different sources in order to to create more social and cultural 

capital, and not simply as a means of representing the current lived realities of a 

particular social group.  Viewing participatory performance as resulting from the 

generative possibilities of social and cultural capital opens the possibility of moving past 

sterile identity-based debates about who can tell which stories.  Instead, it suggests that 

we look at the ways in which new social and cultural assets are created and put into 

public circulation by combining the different forms of capital that theatre artists and 

community members bring to the work. 

This paper will use examples of participatory practices of Headlines Theatre in 

Vancouver, the Théâtre des Petites Lanternes in Québec, and Collective Encounters in 

Liverpool, England to show how attending to the generative force of cultural capital can 

help us better understand the potential role of theatre and performance in developing the 

new cultural assets that Michael Warner suggests are typical of the formation of 

counterpublics. 

Bio: Catherine Graham is an Associate Professor of Theatre & Film Studies at 

McMaster University, where she also supervises Masters students in the Gender Studies 

and Feminist Research and the Cultural Studies and Critical Theory programs.  She is an 

Associate Editor of Canadian Theatre Review, where she co-edited a special issue on 

“Alternative Globalizations” with Barry Freeman in January 2014.  Dr. Graham’s 

research centres on the ways in which activist performance can help build public 

discussion around issues of concern to local communities and on methods for evaluating 

cross-cultural approaches to this work.  She has recently participated in international 

collaborations with the Théâtre Parminou, the Théâtre du Campus and the Théâtre du 

Public that toured Belgium and Québec.  She has consulted widely on building artistic 

capacity in activist performance, including for the Théâtre Action Movement in Belgium 

and the Fondation ONE DROP’s international development projects. 



Green, Reina      Mount Saint Vincent University 

Monuments and Spontaneous Memorials: Revisioning The Response and The Tomb 

of the Unknown Soldier 

Following the shooting death of Corporal Nathan Cirillo at The Tomb of the Unknown 

Soldier on October 22, 2014, a spontaneous memorial sprang up as soon as the police 

barriers came down. It was a lavish display of public grief comprised of flowers, soft 

toys, notes and, predictably, Canadian flags. As Erika Doss notes, the creation of such 

memorials is a highly ritualized performance that allows the expression and management 

of public grief (298). What is particularly interesting about the tribute to Cirillo is how it 

revisioned Canada’s National War Memorial. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier became 

part of the memorial to Cirillo, who died because of the role he performed as a soldier. 

Further, The Response, the bronze statuary representing those who served in the first 

world war, was reimagined to include him. In a cartoon by Bruce McKinnon that depicts 

soldiers from The Response coming to Cirillo’s aid, a hand is outstretched as if to help 

him join the others. The cartoon thereby literally reconfigures the war memorial to 

incorporate Cirillo. Moreover, on Remembrance Day 2014, the focus was also on him, as 

the monument was rededicated to those “who served in the past, who serve today, and 

will serve in the future” (Government of Canada). In examining the memorialization of 

Cirillo’s death, not only will I consider the ritualized performance of public grief and its 

politicization, but also how this performance revisioned one of the most popular 

monuments in Canada’s capital.  

 

BIO: 

 Reina Green is an Associate Professor in the English Department at Mount Saint 

Vincent University, Halifax, where she teaches both early modern and contemporary 

drama. Her current research interests are diverse and include contemporary Canadian 

drama and the theatre of war, the work of Nova Scotian playwright, Catherine Banks, and 

Ben Greet’s open-air productions of Shakespeare. Her work has been published in 

Theatre Research in Canada, Canadian Theatre Review, English Studies in Canada, 

Early Modern Literary Studies, Studies in English Literature and two edited collections 

by Ashgate. 

  



Grignard, Christopher    University of Lethbridge 

 

The Ecstasy of Rita Joe in Southern Alberta: Moving in a Healthy Direction 

 

Twenty-five years ago, the University of Lethbridge produced George Ryga’s The 

Ecstasy of Rita Joe (1967). In an interview for the University paper, Cheryl Blood, 

playing the title role, stated, “The situation in Lethbridge is not very healthy. We have to 

stop pointing fingers at each other and look at ways to make it better.” Blood is a member 

of Lethbridge’s neighboring reserve, the largest in Canada. My discussions with those 

involved in the production – both from the University community and the Blood reserve 

– provide further insight into this seminal Canadian Aboriginal play. The play helped 

Blood place her life, her community, and her social observations in perspective. For those 

involved in the production, the play was a move in a healthy direction on many levels. 

Likewise, my inquiry into the production history of this play has helped further my 

understanding of the communities with which I currently work. Looking to the material 

conditions of this production, and listening to the stories shared from those involved, one 

becomes aware of not only the inherent characteristics of theatre, but also the central 

tenets of a Native paradigm – particularly interconnectivity, relations, and renewal. 

 

BIO: 

Christopher Grignard was born and raised in Kelowna, BC. He has published articles 

on Marie Clements, Sky Gilbert, and Tomson Highway. His recent publication is in New 

Essays on Canadian Theatre: Daniel MacIvor (2015). He currently teaches a range of 

courses at the University of Lethbridge and Lethbridge College. Some of these courses 

are Canadian Theatre, Theatre History, Native American Literature, and Aboriginal 

Drama. Chris received his Ph.D. at the University of Alberta; his dissertation focused on 

Canadian gay theatre. He produced and directed his first play in 2005, The Orchard Drive 

(set in Kelowna, BC). He is a co-founding member of the Edmonton Aboriginal theatre 

collective Old Earth Productions (est. 2006). The collective was formed from The Rez 

Sisters Edmonton premiere of which he was a part. In 2011, he moved to southern 

Alberta. He gratefully acknowledges the Blackfoot community for the continual 

teachings, guidance, and support.  



Guay, Hervé      Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières 

 

BIO: 

Longtemps critique au quotidien Le Devoir, Hervé Guay enseigne au Département des 

lettres et communication sociale de l’Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières. Il s’intéresse 

à l’histoire culturelle québécoise, la critique théâtrale et à la question du spectateur dans 

les pratiques contemporaines. Au fil des ans, il a signé des articles dans bon nombre de 

publications et dirigé des dossiers pour L’Annuaire théâtral, Degrés, Études françaises, 

Theatre Research in Canada, Voix et Images et Tangence, revue savante dont il est le 

directeur. Président de la Société québécoise d’études théâtrales depuis 2011, Hervé 

Guay est membre du Centre de recherche interuniversitaire sur la littérature et la culture 

québécoises. 

  



Halferty, J. Paul      University College Dublin 

Political Actions, Political Performances: DNA Theatre’s AIDS Trilogy  

On January 7, 1984, Peter Evans, a stage designer died of AIDS in Ottawa, the thirty-fifth 

Canadian known to have died from the disease. Six months earlier, working with the 

AIDS Committee of Toronto, he was the first person to come out publicly about his HIV 

status with the goal of “put[ting] a face on AIDS”  (Silversides 69). For reasons that were 

obviously political, Evans thrust himself into the spotlight, living the final months of his 

tragically short life within the gaze of media attention.  

 This paper compares the political “performances” of activists, such as Evans, to 

Hillar Liitoja AIDS trilogy: The Panel: A Devastation Concerning AIDS; Sick: A 

Chamber of Horrors; and The Last Supper: A Performance of Euthanasia. Especially 

within the context of more naturalistic and conservative AIDS drama of the period, the 

trilogy’s self-conscious theatricality, along with its environmental and hyper-naturalistic 

conventions, enabled potently affective and effective performances that were much more 

akin to activist performance strategies than more popular examples of bourgeois theatre. 

The Panel: A Devastation Concerning AIDS (1990) is a highly orchestrated town-hall-

like meeting that weaves together improvisation, audience participation, and rehearsed 

monologue, drawing particular attention to the highly contested status of knowledge 

about HIV/AIDS and the strong discursive relationship between theatre and social reality. 

Sick: A Chamber of Horrors (1991) aimed to reproduce some of the sickness and stigmas 

of HIV/AIDS, using the techniques of environmental theatre to viscerally stage some of 

the more horrific positions into which the AIDS crisis placed human beings. The Last 

Supper, whose three-hour, hyper-naturalistic performance – literally embodied by Ken 

MacDougal, who was living with AIDS and would succumb to the disease only five 

months after his performance – represented the relationship between life and art in the 

face of death. Together, the trilogy asks difficult questions about HIV/AIDS’ status as a 

subject of knowledge in this period, the devastation that attended it in the early years of 

the crisis, and about the function of theatrical performance in the face of death. What 

emerges from this paper’s comparison is an investigation of the powers and limits of 

theatricality, as theatre makers and activists alike employed particular performative 

strategies to fight for life through variously affective representations of pain, illness, and 

death. 

BIO: 

J. Paul Halferty is lecturer in drama studies at University College Dublin. His work has 

been published in Theatre Research in Canada, Canadian Theatre Review, and in the 

anthology Queer Theatre in Canada, and he is associate editor and contributor to 

TRANS(per)FORMING Nina Arsenault: An Unreasonable Body of Work. His current 

book project is a history of gay theatre in Toronto from the mid-1960s to the mid-1990s. 

He served on the board of directors of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre in Toronto from 

2007 to 2014, and was president of the board, from 2008 to 2012. 

  



Hanson, Nicholas      University of Lethbridge 

EQUITY AND THE ACADEMY: AN EXAMINATION OF ARTISTIC PROGRAMMING AT POST-

SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS  

Data collection from the Playwrights Guild of Canada, Theatre Communications Group, 

and the Arts Council England provides statistical snapshots about gender participation in 

the professional theatre landscape. But what about the school play, in particular at 

Canadian post-secondary institutions with drama/theatre programs? Adding It Up: The 

Status of Women in Canadian Theatre includes several pages of analysis on Theatre 

Training and Educational Institutions; primarily, the section focuses its attention on 

demographics and the systemic challenges facing female students. One of the report’s 

stated future areas of research is to “Examine the university and colleges’ production 

seasons to assess the number and quality of roles available to female students” (Burton 

105). This project aims to compile and disseminate empirical data related to the artistic 

programming at post-secondary institutions. Specifically, this project aspires to gather the 

following information: 

• the gender distribution of playwrights/creators, both in recent years, and in a trajectory 

over time. 

• the gender distribution of performance roles. 

• the existence of any post-secondary season selection policies that legislate (through 

some official quota/policy, rather than unofficial expectation) of gender distribution for 

playwrights/creators and performers. 

This project aims to uncover possible relationships between experiences in postsecondary 

institutions and the professional practice. Is the professional theatre world simply a 

generation behind, and the new cohort of students will embrace equity in more dynamic 

ways? Or, is the academy entrenching mindsets and perspectives that stay with graduates 

throughout their professional lives? 

BIO: 

Nicholas Hanson is an Associate Professor at the University of Lethbridge. His recent 

articles have appeared in Canadian Theatre Review, Theatre Research in Canada, The 

Lion & Unicorn, and the New Canadian Realisms anthology. In 2011, Nicholas received 

CATR’s Robert Lawrence Prize for research on solo productions in Canada. Through 

multiple publications and presentations, Nicholas has developed adept methodologies for 

combining quantitative data collection with broader philosophical investigations. 

  



Herrera-Lasso, Martha    University of California, Berkeley 

Performing Translation: Theatre Replacement’s Bioboxes 

Thinking beyond the implications of translating drama into print or onto the mise-en-

scene, I want to explore the performability of translation itself by understanding the 

translator as performer and exploring the theatricalizing potential of the code-switch 

operation. Often, the translator of the dramatic text is present as a third-class ghost, 

hidden behind the almighty specters of the playwright and the director. In Susan 

Bassnett’s words, “the translator has all too often been placed in a position of economic, 

aesthetic and intellectual inferiority
3
”. She leaves no trace of her marking, of what gets 

switched, what gets lost, what gets changed and for whom, negotiating difference in 

silence and making choices behind the scenes. Although profoundly similar to everyday 

practices of multilingual code-switching, the intervention of the translator in theatre is 

often invisibilized in favor of directorial adaptation and aesthetic universality.  

I use Vancouver-based Theatre Replacement’s Bioboxes: Artifacting Human Experience – 

a collection of six bilingual one-person shows for a one-person audience – to further 

analyze the aesthetic and political implications of theatricalizating translation. By making 

the language switch explicit, the production uses the operations of translation to express 

the distance travelled between two worlds that meet in a linguistic space, offering a way 

to understand migration through the lens of translation practices. Each of the short pieces 

was developed though an interview process with first-generation Canadians to be 

performed in both English and another language (French, Japanese, Cantonese, Italian, 

Serbo-Croatian and German), the language switch transpiring at the audience-member’s 

discretion. I will focus on how this move exposes the complex process of negotiating 

difference inherent in translation, and challenges a prevailing aspiration for universality 

that hopes to disappear the translator and mask difference.  

 

BIO: 

Martha Herrera-Lasso is a playwright and second-year PhD student in Performance 

Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. She holds a BA in Playwriting from the 

National University in Mexico City (UNAM), and an MA in Theatre from the University 

of British Columbia (Vancouver), where she focused on the work of Chilean-Canadian 

playwright Carmen Aguirre. She has worked as a writer and developer for television and 

theatre, and is concerned with the practical and theoretical implications of playwriting, 

translation and dramaturgy in the context of Mexico, Canada and the United States. 

  



Houle, Gabrielle        University of Toronto 

 

BIO: 

Gabrielle Houle holds a PhD from the Centre for Study of Drama, Theatre and 

Performance Studies at the University of Toronto. She also holds an MA and a BA from 

Laval University. Her primary research area is the recent staging history of the 

Commedia dell’Arte tradition. She has trained in Canada, Italy, France, the United States, 

Costa Rica, and Denmark before working extensively as an actor and as a mask-maker in 

Canada and abroad. She has taught at the University of Toronto, Dalhousie University, 

the University of Waterloo, and has given workshops and master classes at Bishop’s 

University and at the University of Costa Rica, among other institutions. She now teaches 

at Glendon College, where she is also the Drama Studies Program Coordinator. 

  



Houston, Andrew     University of Waterloo 

Algorithmyth: Revealing Cultural Capital in the Financial Framework of 

Algorithms   

In the past two decades, the Waterloo Region has become known as Canada’s next 

version of a “Silicon Valley of the North” or, as the cities of Kitchener, Waterloo, and 

Cambridge are sometimes called, “Canada’s Technology Triangle”. In our region there 

are over 12,000 businesses devoted to the tech sector, including internationally known 

companies such as Christie, BlackBerry, ComDev, and OpenText. In many ways this 

sector is the new industrial culture in our region; so as an artist-researcher, I have tried to 

find collaborators within this sector to dialogue and exchange perspectives on how our 

actions are shaping the world.  

 

On September 3, 2014, the Institute for Quantum Computing, at the University of 

Waterloo housed such a collaborative venture in an intermedia performance about 

algorithms.  Entitled Algorithmyth, this performance was the first phase of development 

in the creation of an intermedia work under my direction. The starting point for this 

project is an investigation of the stock market – traditionally a place where probability, 

ritual, and intuition collide. Increasingly, it has become the domain of algorithmic 

approaches, where decisions are made at speeds far beyond human capacity to evaluate or 

intervene. Eventually the scope of the project will expand to include other aspects of 

neoliberal capitalist culture where algorithms are having an increasingly deterministic 

effect, where algorithms approach mythic status and shape all manner of relationships, 

notions of value, and thought. 

 

Algorithmyth is an attempt to generate conversation and understanding about how the 

very contemporary, hi-tech phenomenon of algorithmic programming has deep, historical 

patterns in human behaviour and cultures. So far this conversation has included those in 

the tech sector, economics, theoretical physics, arts, and of course, it was facilitated 

among our audience at this first workshop performance. In this paper I want to examine 

how performance practices revealed beautiful and poetic patterns in algorithmic 

manifestations – through the body, music, and video – that challenge the way this cultural 

capital is conventionally enframed for the purposes of ordered systems of production and 

a banal ideology based on financial capital. 

 

Bio: Andy Houston is an artist-researcher in intermedia and site-specific performance, 

and an associate professor of drama at the University of Waterloo, where he is also 

currently the Acting Chair of the Department of Drama, Speech Communication and 

Digital Arts. He and Kathleen Irwin started Knowhere Productions Inc. in 2002, a 

company devoted to the exploration of site-specific and site-responsive performance (see 



www.knowhereproductions.ca). In the last eighteen years, he has directed and 

dramaturged several large-scale site-specific, intermedia productions. As a scholar, he 

has published broadly in his field and edited a Canadian Theatre Review issue on site-

specific performance, as well as a collection of writings on environmental and site-

specific theatre in Canada, published by Playwrights Canada Press. For more information 

see: www.andyhouston.net. 

  

http://www.knowhereproductions.ca/
http://www.andyhouston.net/


Iovita, Cristina       Concordia University  

 

Bio:  

Director, artistic director and playwright educated at the UNATC I.L. Caragiale 

Bucharest, MA Emerson College Boston, presently enrolled in the PhD Humanities 

Program at Concordia University, Montreal. As of1996 Iovita lives and works in 

Montreal where she founds Le Theatre de l’Utopie (1999) an independent theatre 

company for which she has adapted, directed and written twenty-one performances 

(www.theatre-utopie.com). In parallel, she teaches gestural improvisation at the NTS 

(1997-1999) and Concordia University Montreal (2006-present) and conducts commedia 

dell’arte improvisation workshops in various theatre companies and theatre schools 

across Canada. 

  



Isakava, Volha   Central Washington University  

 

I will talk about Belarus Free Theatre in the context of political and cultural challenges 

for the underground art in today's Belarus. I am interested in tracing the concept of 

dissident art or art of resistance in Belarus to the Soviet unofficial art practices to see how 

today's repressive conditions differ from those of the Soviet era, and how they change 

theatrical practice. I will look at various strategies Free Theatre uses to build its poetics of 

resistance, including the political and social context of the performances, exile vs. 

domestic productions, selective audience membership, relationship between official and 

unofficial theatre, and aesthetics of performance. 

 

 

Bio: 

 Volha Isakava is an Assistant Professor of Russian at Central Washington University. 

Her principal research area is post-Soviet cinema and popular culture. Her recent research 

explores post-Soviet genre film, specifically Belarusian, Russian and Ukrainian horror. 

She has published in peer-reviewed journals and contributed to Directory of World 

Cinema: Russia (Intellect 2010-onwards). 

  



Jacobson, Kelsey Laine      University of Toronto 

Finding (Real) Value On and Off Stage: The Appeal of Downstage’s Good Fences 

Downstage’s documentary play Good Fences examines the relationship between 

agriculture and oil in Alberta, pairing together the worlds of art and economy. The piece 

features several “upsurges of real”: its jumping off point of the 1998 shooting death of an 

oil worker by a rancher, its methodology of interviewing real people in both Calgary and 

Longview, AB, and its presentation, in which the fictional story is inter-spliced with 

interviews from the creative ensemble who reference not only real events, but also real 

people as they conflate creator and character roles.  

 

This paper, using documented audience response and interviews with the creative team, 

suggests that the cultivation of realness within the piece serves to increase its perceived 

value in the eyes of those watching it. In turn, this apparent realness onstage helps to 

mitigate the growing desire for proof of real value offstage, as companies like Downstage 

apply for grants, funding, and community support by citing their ‘worth’ and ‘real world’ 

effects. Using the theories of Carol Martin, Susan Bennett, and Bruce McConachie, as 

well as the economic literature of Joseph Pine and James H. Gilmore, I suggest that Good 

Fences is emblematic of a wider trend toward the use of the real onstage to satisfy the 

demands of the real offstage: a relationship that is itself fascinating and fraught with 

complications as art meets economy. Good Fences’ premiere, for instance, was at the 

Enbridge PlayRites Festival, a festival at which five of the six sponsors were in fact oil 

and gas companies and J. Kelly Nestruck’s article about the show is similarly tellingly 

titled “The oil sands' latest byproduct: cutting-edge theatre.” This paper therefore 

considers how Good Fences navigates the use of and demand for real value in both its 

onstage performance and offstage performing context.  

 

BIO: 

Kelsey Laine Jacobson (B.A.H. Queen’s University, M.A. Queen Mary, University of 

London) is a current PhD student in the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and Performance 

Studies at the University of Toronto. Her research interests include audience perception 

and cognition, metatheatre, and theatre of the real. 

  



Jacquez, Manuel       The Ohio State University 

 

 

BIO: 

Manuel Jacquez (jacquez.4@osu.edu) is a PhD student in English at The Ohio State 

University, focusing on the original staging, adaptation, and modern performance of early 

modern English drama. Specifically, Manuel’s work concerns the operation and function 

of stage directions in regard to original staging practices and modern performance of 

Shakespeare’s plays. Manuel was the Assistant Director for the Richard II production. 

  



JANDL, ANDREAS      UNIVERSITÉ DE HILDESHEIM 

 

 BIO:  

Né en 1975, Andreas Jandl a étudié les littératures de langues anglaise et française à 

Londres et à Berlin, et détient une maîtrise en art dramatique de l’Université de Montréal. 

Lors de ses études à Montréal, M. Jandl a eu la piqûre pour le théâtre québécois, qu’il a 

contribué à diffuser en Allemagne, notamment à titre de codirecteur de la série « Neue 

französische Dramatik » d’août 2001 à juin 2003, où ont été présentées en traduction 

allemande des pièces de Michel Tremblay, François Archambault et Danielle Thibault. 

Depuis l’an 2000, il travaille comme traducteur littéraire du français et de l’anglais vers 

l’allemand et a donné plusieurs ateliers de traduction, notamment dans le cadre du 

programme « Getting Acrozz » pour jeunes traducteurs ainsi qu’au Département d’études 

littéraires et de traductologie de l’Université de Hildesheim. Parmi ses traductions, on 

retrouve de nombreuses pièces de théâtre et romans d’auteurs québécois et canadiens 

dont Pascal Brullemans, Daniel Danis, Nicolas Dickner, Carole Fréchette, Marie-Renée 

Lavoie, Michael MacKenzie, Gaétan Soucy, Jennifer Tremblay et Michel Tremblay. En 

2012, son adaptation allemande de la pièce Isberg de Pascal Brullemans a reçu une 

nomination en Allemagne au Prix du théâtre pour enfants. 

  



Jardon-Gomez, François      Université de Montréal 

Langue parlée et langue de soi dans les solos de Fabien Cloutier 

 Avec le développement, au Québec, de ce qu’on a pu appeler un théâtre de la parole 

dans les années 1980 et 1990, les pièces se sont progressivement détournées de la 

représentation de projets collectifs pour se recentrer sur l’individu. Il me semble que cette 

transformation esthétique fait signe vers de nouvelles stratégies de construction de 

l’identité individuelle au sein d’une collectivité disloquée : emprunts (voire reprise non-

distanciée) aux discours ambiants, usage renouvelé du mensonge et de la dissimulation, 

brouillage des paroles et discours des personnages qui apparaissent parfois 

interchangeables ou encore violence du langage quotidien. Cette nouvelle esthétique de la 

parole au sein du théâtre québécois mènerait à la création de nouvelles manières de 

construire l’identité par la parole uniquement, mais une identité tremblante et changeante 

qui semble ne jamais se fixer en-dehors du moment où elle (se) dit. 

 Je m’attarderai à la construction de l’identité par le langage à travers les solos 

Scotstown et Cranbourne du dramaturge Fabien Cloutier. Comment le personnage se 

met-il en scène et par quels procédés ? À quel type de personnage a-t-on affaire ? Je 

tenterai ainsi de voir comment l’esthétique théâtrale de cet auteur (écriture du fragment, 

reprise du conte, emploie d’une langue orale qui crée en même temps des effets de réel et 

un sentiment d’étrangeté) participe de la construction du « je » ainsi qu’à la création 

d’une identité trouble, en constante reconstruction, alors que l’individu est à apprivoiser 

de nouveau à chaque prise de parole. On tentera également de voir, notamment à l’aide 

de l’analyse des discours, quelle image identitaire est renvoyée à l’interlocuteur de ces 

pièces. 

BIO: 

François Jardon-Gomez est doctorant au Département des Littératures de langue 

française de l’Université de Montréal. Sa démarche en recherche porte sur les 

représentations du personnage et la question du simulacre dans le théâtre québécois 

contemporain. Il est détenteur d’une maîtrise portant sur le tragique et la catharsis dans 

l’œuvre de Wajdi Mouawad.  



Johnson, Pam        Humber College 

Dance training for actors: a socio-political approach 

  

Dance training for actors traditionally means training in Western forms: ballet and 

contemporary dance. The focus is on the physical technique of the form but it requires the 

actor to engage with stylistic elements. This inevitably means that the cultural aspects, 

Bourdieu’s ‘cultural capital’ is both absorbed and privileged. This approach also misses 

the possibility to engage how the function of dance, theatrically, is often to support (or 

contrast) the cultural milieu of the work.  

The focus of this paper is a proposal for a socio-political approach to dance training that 

includes training in technique but also consciously addresses the socio-political and 

historical elements inherent in all dance forms to situate dance within its culture context.   

 

 

Bio:  

Pam Johnson has been dancing, choreographing, teaching, coaching and directing in 

Toronto for 32 years. Her work as an artist and teacher bridges the worlds of dance and 

theatre. She is currently a professor in theatre at Humber College, George Brown College 

and a faculty member of the School of Toronto Dance Theatre. She also regularly teaches 

master classes for dancers, actors and for the Contact Improvisation community in 

Canada and the US. She holds a Bachelor’s degree from Indiana University and an MA 

from York University. She is a union steward and a political activist. 

  



Johnson, Stephen    University of Toronto 

 

BIO: 

Stephen Johnson is Director of the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies 

at the University of Toronto, and President of the Canadian Association for Theatre 

Research.  He researches performance and popular culture, and the performance of race, 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries.  For a full list of print publications and on-line 

database and other research, see http://sbjohnson.wordpress.com/ 

Stephen Johnson est directeur du Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies à 

l'Université de Toronto, et président de l'Association canadienne de la recherche 

théâtrale. Ses recherches portent sur le spectacle vivant et la culture populaire, de même 

que sur l'idée de « race » dans les spectacles du XIXe et du début du XXe siècle. Une 

liste complète de ses publications, de ses projets de recherche et une banque de données 

en ligne se retrouvent sur le site suivant : http://sbjohnson.wordpress.com/. 

  

http://sbjohnson.wordpress.com/
http://sbjohnson.wordpress.com/


Jones, Matt        University of Toronto 

Hearts and Minds in Extremis: Performing the Body at War 

For some time, the politics of performance art has largely been focused on the ways that 

politics manifest in the body of the performer. Because performance draws its power 

from its non-representational ephemerality and the presence of real bodies in the present 

moment, performance tends to focus on the self, on the performing individual. But can 

such a medium allow artists to take up Gayatri Spivak’s challenge to train ourselves to 

“imagine the other” if the other is not in the room? As soon as we imagine this other, we 

move away from the strict phenomenology of the body before us and necessarily 

introduce a level of abstraction. Does this mean that imagining the other inevitably 

requires, at some level, a return to representation?  

 In his work, Iraqi-American artist Wafaa Bilal confronts his body with the larger 

forces of war and state violence. In his installation Shoot an Iraqi, Bilal sequestered 

himself in a room for 30 days in front of a moving paintball gun that was controlled by 

both live spectators and visitors to his web forum. Debilitating as it may have been to be 

shot at day and night, the violence enacted on Bilal’s body and mind remains linked to 

the Iraqi experience of warfare only by the way it transformed him into a material 

metaphor for the conflict. To gaze at Bilal’s battered body is to imagine an absent other. 

But the knowledge of the existence of an other who actually endures what Bilal only 

represents also re-inscribes Bilal’s body as one protected by Western law in contrast to 

those bodies overseas reduced to “bare life.” This paper analyzes the interplay of 

theatricality and performativity in political work by Bilal, Jai Redman and Mike Parr, 

asking what happens when representation theatricalizes performance art. 

 

 

BIO: 

Matt Jones is a writer, dramaturg and doctoral student at the Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies at the University of Toronto. His research focuses on 

contemporary political theatre and performance practices. His dissertation, The Shock and 

Awe of the Real: Political Performance and the War on Terror, is a transnational study of 

plays, performances, demonstrations, direct action protests, and new media campaigns 

that respond to the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

  



Jordao, Aida        York University 

Staging and Publishing the Diasporic Bilingual Play: a Portuguese-Canadian Case 

Study 

Many years separate the 1991 staging of my first play Funeral in White and its 

publication in 2013. Since the unexpected event of the publication of this bilingual play 

from the diaspora, i.e. not English-French, in a Portuguese-Canadian anthology, I have 

had time to muse on the reception of the staged play in relation to the readership of the 

published version. Funeral in White was produced as a workshop reading by the 

Company of Sirens at the Women and Live Words Festival, one of several diasporic 

pieces that aimed to engage a multilingual audience. The visual and embodied aspects of 

the performance ensured that reception was paralingual and attracted spectators from a 

diversity of Toronto communities all of whom “understood” the play on several levels 

even if they did not master one of the languages. The play engaged spectators with its 

strong visuals -- dancing wedding dresses, black-clad wailing mourners, carnations, chess 

sets and lost shoes -- and music redolent with meaning, as well as the text which 

alternated in different ways between English and Portuguese.  

 When the play was published in Memória: An Anthology of Portuguese Canadian 

Writers the textual language dominated and evoked a bevy of reactions from readers. A 

Portuguese-speaking reader asked why the scenes set in Portugal were partly in English. 

An anglophone friend said he wanted to read my play but couldn’t understand the 

Portuguese. A reviewer from an online magazine, Jaclyn Qua-Hiansen, however, noted 

that “the stage directions are so descriptive that one can clearly picture the scene, perhaps 

at times to an even greater extent than would have been evident on stage.” This reviewer 

admits that she doesn’t speak Portuguese but “even reading it phonetically sounds 

beautiful, and the advantage of reading the script rather than watching the performance is 

being able to find an online translation
2

.”  In this paper, I will explore the tricky but 

captivating strategies of heteroglossia on the bilingual diasporic stage and page, and 

discuss the language expectations of theatre spectator and reader. To test the waters of 

bilingual performance at CATR, I will read excerpts of Funeral in White. 

BIO: Aida Jordão holds a PhD from the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance 

Studies, University of Toronto, with the thesis, “Inês de Castro in Theatre and Film: A 

Feminist Exhumation of the Dead Queen,” and is an instructor in Theatre Studies and 

Portuguese Studies at York University. Her theatre practice as an actor, director and 

playwright includes popular theatre (Theatre of the Oppressed), feminist plays and 

Portuguese-Canadian cultural interventions. Publications include, “(Re)PresentingInês de 

Castro: Two Audiences, Two Languages, One Feminism” in Revista de Estudos Anglo-

Portugueses (18), “Playwriting in Canadian Popular Theatre: Developing Plays with 

Actors and Non-Actors” in Canadian Theatre Review (115), and “Women and Tradition: 

Funeral emBranco and My Aunt’s Neighbours,” in The Voice and Choice of Portuguese 

Immigrant Women, 2005 conference proceedings.  

http://puritan-magazine.com/the-languages-of-memory-a-review-of-memoria-an-anthology-of-portuguese-canadian-writers/


Kaethler, Mark     University of Guelph 

 “‘learn’d indeed was that astronomer’: Staging Galileo’s ‘Discovery’ in 

Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.” 

Studies of Cymbeline by John Pitcher, Scott Maisano, and Peter Usher all posit that 

Galileo’s discovery of the moons orbiting Jupiter—thus championing a Sun-centered 

Copernican model of the universe over an Earth-centered Ptolemaic one—undeniably 

influences Shakespeare’s play to some degree. What is striking about Cymbeline, and 

warrants further consideration, is that the drama stages both the Ptolemaic system and the 

Copernican system simultaneously. In presenting a polychronic world of past and present 

“scientific” thought, Shakespeare’s Cymbeline produces a jarring theatrical event whose 

audiences, like the play’s characters, are never fully in control of the universe or world 

they observe. This paper thus contends that Shakespeare’s theatre presents scientific (and 

literary) discourse as truth while simultaneously prompting audiences to see the necessity 

of enmeshing themselves in the extemporaneous energies of theatre, working through 

what Elizabeth Grosz theorizes as the intuitive and inventive capacity of both the 

sciences and art. 

 

BIO:  

Mark Kaethler is a PhD candidate at the University of Guelph. His dissertation, 

“Against Absolutism: Thomas Middleton’s Middling, Ironic, Political Path,” examines 

theatrical interventions in Jacobean politics, particularly the ways in which a middle way 

challenges patriarchal governance by revealing that such systems are in fact perpetually 

changing. Mark has taught courses at Guelph on medieval and early modern drama; he 

reviews books for The Sixteenth Century Journal; and he has a forthcoming article for a 

special issue on literature and protest for the journal Upstart, formerly known as Upstart 

Crow. 

  



Keiley, Jillian 

 

BIO: 

Jillian Keiley is an award-winning director from St. John’s, Newfoundland and founder 

of Artistic Fraud of Newfoundland. Jillian has directed and taught across Canada and has 

worked internationally. Her collaboration with playwright Robert Chafe in the creation 

of Tempting Providence resulted in a decade-long run of the beloved production across 

the country and abroad. Jillian received her BFA in Theatre from York University, and 

was the winner of the prestigious Siminovitch Prize for Directing in 2004. She assumed 

her role as NAC English Theatre Artistic Director in August 2012. For the NAC she has 

directed Andy Jones' adaptation of Tartuffe, Metamorphoses and Alice Through the 

Looking-Glass in association with the Stratford Festival. Jillian’s production of The Diary 

of Anne Frank is currently playing at the Avon Theatre at the Stratford Festival.  

  



Kelly, Erin K.       The Ohio State University 

 

BIO: 

Erin K. Kelly (kelly.339@osu.edu) is a Senior Lecturer at The Ohio State University, 

where she teaches Shakespeare, Renaissance literature, and composition. She is the 

recipient of a Distinguished University Fellowship from Ohio State. Her current book 

project, "My dere chylde take hede how Trystram doo you tell: Hunting in English 

Literature, 1486-1603, examines the use of hunting in Tudor literature, arguing that 

authors go beyond simple metaphor and allegory and use the language and procedures of 

the elite chase to assert their status. She is the dramaturge for Richard II. 

  



King, Moynan       York University 

Killjoy’s Kastle: The Monsters in the Margins 

Allyson Mitchell’s Killjoy’s Kastle is a large-scale performance installation filled with 

lesbian monsters. The Kastle finds its knotted roots in a paradoxical tangle of traditions 

including carnival haunted houses, evangelical Christian fright nights, and lesbian 

feminist direct action. Mitchell’s work attracted nearly five thousand spectators to a 

dingy back-alley warehouse space in Toronto’s west end over its two week run in 2013. 

My paper will be a virtual tour of the politics, aesthetics, and paradigm shifts of a 

performance that summons forth the monsters of queer phobic representations; and 

unleashes them in all their creepy, whimsical, and sexualized glory. This work explores 

the cultural anxiety around the border creatures that continue to lurk on the shady fringes 

of ideal womanhood and homoliberalism. My paper investigates the uncanny potential of 

queer feminist performance as a form of progressive activism, and seeks to understand 

the hysteria that crops up when such work is supported, funded, and achieves some level 

of success.  

 

Queer feminist performance often falls between the folds of established disciplines in 

Canada. The queer feminist is marked as ‘other’ even within politically identified 

institutions such as gay theatres and feminist theatres. The emergence of events that 

transgress the limits of institutional identity categories engage in alternative forms of 

cultural capital that are precarious, fleeting and unsustainable. 

 

BIO: 

Moynan King is a Toronto-based theatre and performance artist, and scholar. An artist 

with over twenty years of professional experience, Moynan has worked both at home and 

abroad as a creator, director and actor. She is the author of six plays and creator of many 

performance installation works including trace (co-created with Tristan Whiston), which 

will enjoy a trans-national tour in 2015. As a curator and festival director her credits are 

many. Most notably, she was the co-founder and director of Hysteria, Canada’s largest 

and most diverse multi-disciplinary festival of work by women. Recent critical writing 

has been published in Canadian Theatre Review, Canadian Literature, and Critical 

Perspectives on Canadian Theatre. She was the editor of Canadian Theatre Review, issue 

149, Queer Performance: Women and Trans Artists. Moynan is currently a PhD 

candidate at York University, and is a director on the board of the Toronto Arts Council. 

  



Knowles, Ric        University of Guelph 

 

New Modernist Mediations and the Intercultural Theatre of Toronto’s Modern 

Times Stage Company 

 

 

Intercultural encounters often require mediation.  Patrice Pavis’s model of theatrical 

interculturalism—which presumes a one-way flow between source cultures, usually 

“eastern” or othered, and target (western) cultures—positions cultural mediation at the 

narrow point of a process shaped like an hourglass, where cultural texts are distilled to 

their presumed essences and subsequently expanded using the decoding semioses of the 

target culture. In this mediating process the cultural and artistic “modelling” of the source 

culture is adapted through the artistic and cultural modelling of the target culture in order 

to achieve “readability” at the point of reception in the west. This paper examines the 

work of a culture-crossing theatre company in Toronto that explores more balanced ways 

of mediating between cultural formations and resists constituting either themselves or 

their audiences as culturally coherent units.  

It may seem odd to consider modernism—a movement that was not friendly to the 

world’s “othered” peoples—as a mediating element, especially a balanced one, in 

intercultural performance, but perhaps that’s one of its unfinished projects. And as new 

modernist studies have begun to suggest, modernism has not been the same the whole 

world over or for all of its peoples. In this paper I argue that the work of Iranian Canadian 

Soheil Parsa at Modern Times Stage Company constitutes a reconsideration of modernist 

formalisms and an exploration of multiply culturally inflected modernist forms as 

mediating elements that can facilitate negotiation between theatrical cultures across 

multiple global modernities. Through his heterogeneously cast intercultural productions 

of high modernist classics, his Persian-inflected productions of Shakespeare, his 

adaptations of modernist Persian/Iranian plays, and his productions of new work, Parsa 

has for twenty-five years been remediating the problem of modernism itself and working 

towards fulfilling the broken promises of modernization and of a transnational modernity.  

 

BIO: 

Ric Knowles is Professor of Theatre at the University of Guelph, editor of Theatre 

Journal, and past editor of Modern Drama and Canadian Theatre Review. His seven 

authored books include Reading the Material Theatre (Cambridge 2004), Theatre and 

Interculturalism (Palgrave 2010) and How Theatre Means (Palgrave 2014), and his 

eleven edited books include two volumes of Staging Coyote’s Dream (with Monique 

Mojica, Playwrights Canada 2003 and 2008) and Asian Canadian Theatre (with Nina Lee 

Aquino, Playwrights Canada 2011). He is founding editor of two book series, he has won, 

among other awards and nominations, the Richard Plant Essay Prize on three occasions, 

the Anne Saddlmeyer Book Prize, the Patrick B. O’Neill prize for best edited collection, 

and the ATHE prize for Excellence in Editing, sustained career achievement. In 2013-14 

he was a Fellow at the International Research Institute, “Interweaving Performance 

Cultures” in Berlin. He is also an active professional dramaturge. 

  



Kovacs, Sasha       University of Toronto 

“Leaving the Capital Behind: Pauline Johnson and The Transatlantic Movements of 

Wampum” 

For her 1894 trip to London, a Mohawk-English poet entertainer (known to Canada as E. 

Pauline Johnson) adopted the stage name “Tekahionwake.” Such a billing lends a double 

meaning to those versed in Johnson’s history and the Mohawk language: 

“Tekahionwake” honors the name of Johnson’s great-grandfather and grandfather, but it 

also translates to “double wampum.” Through this new billing, Johnson alludes to the 

object that scripted relationships between settler and colonial citizens since early 

instances of European contact. As Michelle Hamilton proposes, “the six nations viewed 

their wampum belts as official records of their status as sovereign nations” (Hamilton 

108).  

 Johnson would use these belts—from which she took her stage name—in theatres, 

parlors, and drawing rooms across London, England for her first tour to that capitol in 

1894. No doubt her performance with wampum from “the colony” would have been 

striking to British citizens. While the “biggest belt,” the Penn Treaty belt, rested in the 

“British Museum,” Pauline Johnson interpreted through her live performances another 

belt that was made from “cleverly woven bands of beads” that represented “the history, 

literature, seal and coinage of the Iroquois” (The Sketch). Johnson claimed that these 

belts were sacred, but her treatment of them upon her return to Canada would suggest 

otherwise. Soon enough, Johnson sold some of these belts to finance her touring career: 

one went to David Boyle of the Ontario Historical Society, another to the Naturalist 

Ernest Thompson Seton and yet another to George G. Heye of the Smithsonian Museum 

(Hamilton 108-110).  

 Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous groups alike have derided Johnson’s 

purchase, use, and sale of these belts. And yet I offer, in this paper, that the movements of 

these belts (before and following their sale) unearths insights regarding Indigenous-settler 

relations and colonial-imperial interactions at the turn of the century. Overall, I consider 

how Johnson, though her use (and alleged abuse) of these props catalyzed and instigated 

a new and equally significant performance—one where the wampum belt itself, through 

its transformations into different kinds of capital, plays a central role in defining the 

empire’s character.    

BIO: Sasha Kovacs is a PhD Candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and 

Performance Studies. Her dissertation focuses on the performances of E. Pauline Johnson 

Tekahionwake, and their function within two decidedly antonymic projects: the 

promotion of Canadian nationalism and the call for indigenous sovereignty. Her writing 

has been has been published in The Shakespeare International Yearbook, Canadian 

Theatre Review, and Digital Studies. Kovacs teaches theatre history at Ryerson 

University, acting and performance at the University of Toronto Scarborough, and is also 

a professional theatre artist.   



Kuling, Peter      Wilfrid Laurier University 

Error Code Beaver: National Performances and Identity Protocols in Bungie’s 

Online Video Game Destiny  

 The first time I used my PlayStation 4 to play Bungie’s hit MMORPG game 

Destiny online I received an odd network error code named Beaver. After scouring the 

Bungie FAQ website I learned that a variety of different animal names accompany 

different yet similar connection errors. These error code types include Kiwi, Kangaroo, 

Eagle, Zebra, Cattle, and Centipede; they appear to be based on users’ IP addresses to 

identity similar Internet connection problems. 

 It wasn't until I played Destiny further and began interacting with teams of players 

from across the globe in real time that I realized how my personal identity politics and 

nationality function as similar virtual identity protocols within this game world. Destiny 

contains group PvE (Player vs. Environment) missions called strikes (3 players) and raids 

(6 players) that require people to talk online with headsets in order to complete these 

levels. In fact, several sections of the larger raids (3+ hour team missions of with 5-6 

players called a fireteam) would be impossible without voice communication as people 

coordinate game play actions across in virtual space. 

 This paper explores Destiny’s design parameter of requiring players to perform as 

themselves in groups to succeed using real elements (voices, personalities, intelligence, 

nationalities) in tandem with aspects of their virtual personas (PSN IDs, community 

groups, avatar design). If our digital IPs (Internet Protocols) use geolocation to provide us 

with different levels of Internet and site access then I also believe Destiny players’ ALT 

IPs (Identity Politics) have a similar effect on their interactions with different players, 

environments, and political issues that appear in this virtual video game world. Destiny 

provides players with a variety of options to be open, honest, subversive, and/or 

concealed within the game world.  

 In Destiny I’m simply known as Professor. I am also openly Canadian and/or 

queer depending on different in-game situations. These aspects of my own IP respond to 

pings from other self-performances in my fireteams and affect both my virtual as well as 

real world personalities. As Alan Filewod so poignantly states in Canadian Theatre 

Review 159: “We are all gamers in gamespace, on both sides of the screen. For me, this 

opens a way to think about the player as both an actor and spectator distributed across a 

multiplicity of realms” (38). My paper explores different ways players distribute and 

configure their personal identities on the servers that contain the virtual online world 

known as Destiny. 

 

 

BIO: 

Peter Kuling is a sessional lecturer of Communication Studies at Wilfrid Laurier 

University where he teaches courses on visual culture, media theory, and performance 

studies. He received his Ph.D. in English from the University of New Brunswick for new 

research on queer adaptations of Shakespearean drama in Canada. He investigates 

invisible aspects of identity performance like nationality and sexuality in contemporary 



theatre, media, and digital environments. His current research explores evolving 

performances of identity politics in popular video games as well as new adaptations and 

appropriations of Shakespearean drama throughout Canada. He recently co-edited a 

special issue of Canadian Theatre Review on digital performance. He also works as the 

membership coordinator for the Canadian Association for Theatre Research and has been 

a past organizational chair for several of CATR’s annual conferences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

LADOUCEUR, LOUISE      Université de l’Alberta 

Le surtitrage au théâtre 

Pratiqué depuis plusieurs années dans le cadre de festivals internationaux de théâtre et à 

l’opéra, le surtitrage est une modalité de traduction qui s’est imposée dans les théâtres 

franco-canadiens à l'ouest du Québec.  Dans cette table ronde, je vais traiter des 

contraintes de production et des enjeux du surtitrage dans les théâtres francophones au 

Canada.  Le surtitrage est soumis à des exigences de lisibilité qui lui sont propres et qui 

peuvent changer selon la composition de l’auditoire visé.  Par ailleurs, s’il permet à 

l’œuvre théâtrale de langue française ou hétérolingue de rejoindre un public élargi tout en 

conservant sa spécificité linguistique et esthétique, le surtitrage en anglais a aussi pour 

effet de mettre en relief le rapport de force qu’entretiennent les langues officielles du 

Canada    

 

BIO: 

Louise Ladouceur est professeure au Campus Saint-Jean de l’Université de l’Alberta, où 

elle est en charge du programme d’études théâtrales et dirige le Théâtre au Pluriel.  Elle 

est aussi rédactrice associée francophone de la revue Recherches théâtrales au Canada. 

Ses recherches et nombreuses publications portent sur la traduction théâtrale et la 

dramaturgie francophone du Canada.  Son livre Making the Scene : la traduction du 

théâtre d’une langue officielle à l’autre au Canada (Nota bene, 2005) a reçu le Prix 

Gabrielle-Roy et le Ann-Saddlemyer Award.  La version anglaise de l’ouvrage est parue 

aux Presses de l’Université de l’Alberta en 2012.  Depuis 2008, elle s’intéresse aux 

questions portant sur le surtitrage et elle a produit les surtitres anglais d’une quinzaine de 

spectacles présentés à Edmonton.  Elle termine en ce moment un ouvrage sur Michel 

Tremblay, traducteur.  

  



Lambert-Lemoine, Emmanuelle        Université d’Ottawa  

¿Me oyes?  Le théâtre de gestes en communauté de femmes Mayas au Guatemala  

Notre vécu s’inscrit dans notre corps comme une empreinte digitale.  L’expérience qu’en 

font nos sens façonne notre insertion sociale : « l’apprentissage est un processus de 

développement de connaissances par la transformation de l’expérience » (R. D. Lang, 

1967, traduction libre). Dans un contexte de minorité culturelle, le théâtre à caractère 

social permet de développer auprès des participants des connaissances et habiletés 

affectives, sociales et identitaires qui sont indispensables à la prise en charge et à 

l’épanouissement de soi.  En effet,  à l’intérieur du processus de création collective 

notamment, le théâtre de geste permet aux comédiens d’explorer l’état émotionnel et 

mental d’un personnage par le gestuel, les sens, et bien entendu, l’humour. De surcroît, il 

évite l’identification au personnage, expérience souvent psychologiquement tumultueuse.  

Cette communication vise à proposer un modèle pédagogique d’exploration du théâtre de 

geste dans un contexte de minorité culturelle. Cette recherche est le fruit d’un projet qui a 

vu le jour en 2010 et se poursuivit jusqu’en 2011. Je collaborai alors avec 6-8 membres 

de Kaqla, une coopérative de femmes Mayas, à Guatemala City. Suivant la méthodologie 

de la recherche-action-participative, nous avons développé sur une courte période 

d’environ 6 semaines les débuts d’une pièce de théâtre portant sur la mémoire collective 

du génocide contre les peuples autochtones qui fit ravage dans les années 1980. Lors de 

ce projet biennal, Kaqla prenait part à des ateliers quotidiens où la culture et la spiritualité 

maya inspiraient le processus créatif : à titre d’exemple, la cosmologie maya orientait le 

schéma narratif et inspirait, par l’observation du monde naturel, notre vocabulaire de 

gestes. Transformons la culture du silence : je propose ce processus créatif à titre de 

complémentaire pédagogique à la quête de justice et de réconciliation entre les peuples 

autochtones et la population de descendance européenne au Canada.  

  



Lavoie,  Sylvain        Concordia 

“La mort, et après?”  

On meurt beaucoup au théâtre, or la scène s’embarrasse assez peu des cadavres. Ionesco 

en a fait une pièce : Amédée est trépassé, son corps ne cesse d’envahir l’espace et on ne 

sait plus comment s’en débarrasser. Plus près de nous, des dramaturges évoquent parfois 

de façon réaliste – et organique – le corps suivant sa mort. Dans Unidentified Human 

Remains and the True Nature of Love de Brad Fraser, par exemple, les cadavres jonchent 

le sol du ravin où les hommes vont baiser, corps meurtris qui nourrissent les asticots ; 

dans Littoral de Wajdi Mouawad, le protagoniste transporte le corps en putréfaction de 

son père jusqu’au lieu de ses origines. Le corps qui décompose sur les planches alimente 

une expérience des sens qui oblige à repenser les limites de la physicalité ; à quel point le 

corps théâtral mort l’est-il vraiment compte tenu qu’il ne cesse de se manifester ? À 

l’aide des deux pièces précitées et d’autres exemples tirés de la dramaturgie au Canada, 

cette communication veut ainsi mesurer la portée et l’incidence du corps scénique qui ne 

peut pas mourir, et la question du dégoût, ici centrale, permettra d’en interroger toute la 

paradoxale fragilité. 

 

BIO: 

Sylvain Lavoie a étudié la littérature et les sciences à la University of Alberta, puis le 

théâtre à l’Université de Montréal. Il a également participé à des colloques et stages 

internationaux consacrés à la culture canadienne, en plus de réunir et d’éditer, avec 

Ginette Michaud et Élisabeth Nardout-Lafarge, les chroniques théâtrales de Pierre 

L’Hérault sous le titre L’assemblée pensante (Nota bene, 2009). Il a entrepris en 2014, à 

l’Université Concordia, un doctorat en humanités dans le cadre duquel il veut interroger 

les représentations de la nature dans le théâtre au Canada. 

  



Lawrie, Johanna       University of Toronto 

 

Labour of Love: Amateurism and Volunteerism in the Cultural Economy 

 

 

Using the Toronto Fringe Festival as a case study, this paper examines the labour politics 

and economic contributions (or lack thereof) of amateur theatre production. En masse, 

Toronto’s young artists flock to the Fringe Festival without promise of success, be it 

exposure or financial remuneration. While many productions at the Fringe offer a ‘profit-

share’ structure of compensation, this payment is both unpredictable and most definitely 

below minimum wage for the hours dedicated. In a neoliberal capitalist economy, where 

labour is viewed as a commoditized and self-interested process, how do the unpaid and 

overworked processes of amateurism and internships relate to the larger economic 

structure? What are the ‘costs’ and, perhaps more crucially, the ‘benefits’ in these 

interactions? 

Artist and economist, Hans Abbing argues that the perpetuation of volunteerism and 

artistic poverty is a form of exploitation, enabled by artists themselves through the ‘art 

ethos’ of ‘art for art’s sake’.1 Likewise, Jen Harvie relates this to the larger labour 

economy and notes, “[i]n insecure contemporary economies, people are persuaded to 

undersell themselves by taking underpaid and unpaid work in the hope that it will lead to 

future paid work – as well as for the thrill of the work itself.”2 Further, Harvie questions 

the class privilege that unpaid creative production demands, illuminating the inequality of 

the seemingly democratic process of volunteerism. 

Working from the scholarship of Abbing and Harvie, this paper interrogates the ethos of 

the ‘labour of love’ that undergirds amateur production (such as those in the Toronto 

Fringe 

Festival), to consider what the benefits of such engagement might be, if not financial. 

Why do the social and creative incentives for these undertakings supersede potential 

economic compensation? Most significantly, and perhaps controversially, is paid labour 

antithetical to the love of art? 

 

 

BIO: 

 

Johanna is in her third year of study in the PhD program in Drama, Theatre and 

Performance Studies at the University of Toronto. Her research examines the competing 

values at work as the contemporary performing arts are recruited to help construct a 

‘global’ or ‘creative’ city brand in Toronto. In a practical capacity, to compliment her 

academic studies, Johanna most often works on theatre in administration and producing 

roles. 

  



Leadley, Allison      University of Toronto 

 (RE)FRAMING THE BODY: THEATRICAL (RE)PRESENTATIONS OF FAT EMBODIMENT 

ON CONTEMPORARY  CANADIAN STAGES 

 

In a 2013 article from Theatre is for Suckers titled “The Tale of Two Sandras,” Canadian 

actress Courtney Lyons notes the lack of diversity on North American television screens 

with respect to race, gender, sexuality, and, as is the focus of her article, weight. Like 

Lyons, scholars within the fields of Fat Studies have noted that, like disability, fatness is 

not only vastly underrepresented in popular media and culture, but representations of fat 

subjects within media mirror real-world stereotypes and assumptions. In the case of 

fatness, these include stereotypes that cast the fat subject as lazy, indulgent, incompetent, 

or weak-willed (Mobley 2014; Rothblum 2011; Morrison et al 1999; Cooper 1997).  

 

In this paper I intend to explore the representation of fatness within three contemporary 

productions: Hume Baugh’s Crush (which premiered as part of the 2008 SummerWorks 

Theatre Festival and was later remounted in 2011 at Toronto’s Factory Theatre), 

Cameryn Moore’s Phone Whore (which was performed at both the Victoria Fringe 

Theatre Festival and Edmonton International Fringe Festival, as well as Montreal’s 

Zoofest), and Dr. Arya M. Sharma’s one-man show inspired by his work in obesity 

research titled Weighty Confessions of an Obesity Guru (presented as part of the 

Edmonton International Fringe Festival in 2014). Working from feminist performance 

studies scholar Rebecca Schneider’s notion of the “explicit body”, I seek to compare how 

these productions attempt to cleave fat embodiment from these aforementioned highly 

codified stereotypical narratives. Finally, as scholars within Fat Studies are looking 

towards disability politics as a means of reframing concepts such as health, normalcy, 

and the role of the clinic within fat identity, I seek to explore in what ways these three 

performances could possibly be considered within the broader theatrical framework of 

disability arts (a broad and varied field). Specifically, I seek to explore how this 

framework opens up further lines of questioning around subjectivity, identity, and 

representation with regards to theatrical (re)presentations of fat embodiment.  

 

  

BIO: 

Allison Leadley is a PhD candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and Performance 

Studies at the University of Toronto. Her research is focused on the appropriation of the 

freak show in contemporary performance with a particular interest in how these 

performances could be considered as a viable framework in which to contextualize 

broader discussions of disablement and embodiment. 

Allison holds a M.A from the University of British Columbia and a B.A from Dalhousie 

University in Halifax. 

  



Leadlay, Brenda      Magnetic North Theatre Festival 

 

BIO: 

 

Brenda Leadlay's professional theatre career has spanned over 35 years in Canada.  She 

has been the Artistic Executive Director of the Magnetic North Theatre Festival since 

2012.  Prior to that, she was the Artistic & Managing Director of Presentation House 

Theatre in North Vancouver where she founded theThird Street Theatre Series.  She was 

the Artistic & Managing Director of the Norman Rothstein Theatre between 1998 and 

2002, where she founded the Chutzpah! Festival, an International festival of performing 

arts.  Brenda also served as Artistic Director of Vancouver’s Tamahnous Theatre from 

1993 to 1996 and during that time was nominated for Jessie Richardson awards 3 times 

for her work as a director and co-creator.  Brenda received her Bachelor of Education in 

Drama from University of Alberta in 1975 and her MFA in Directing from UBC in 1989.   

  



Lepage, Chantale     École supérieure de théâtre, UQAM 

Petites histoires de sorties au théâtre: Défis, enjeux de la rencontre des élèves avec 

un art vivant /  Little Stories about Theatre Outings: Challenges  and Risks in 

Students’ Encounters with a Living Art. 

The reception of dramatic works has now become an official part of the most recent 

version of the Program for Teaching in Québec schools (Programme de formation de 

l’école québécoise). 

This revision of the program of study in dramatic art has had the effect of bringing to 

light the importance of reception. Complementary to the skills linked to creation and 

interpretation, the appreciation of works makes it possible to train the way in which the 

specta[c]tor1 sees by giving the student privileged access to theatre. However, there are 

challenges and risks that come with this cognitive and affective experience, particularly 

when we seek to go beyond “reaction” in order to undertake a genuine construction of the 

meaning of the work. 

La réception des oeuvres dramatiques fait officiellement partie de la dernière mouture du 

Programme de formation de l’école québécoise. Ses effets sont d’ailleurs une des 

révélations de la refonte du programme d’études en art dramatique. Complémentaire aux 

compétences liées à la création et à l’interprétation, l’appréciation d’oeuvres permet 

d’éduquer le regard du specta[c]teur1 en donnant à l’élève un accès privilégié au théâtre. 

Cette expérience affective et cognitive comporte cependant des défis et des enjeux surtout 

lorsqu’on cherche à aller plus loin que le « réagir » pour s’engager dans une véritable 

construction du sens de l’oeuvre. 

 

Bio :  

CHANTALE LEPAGE is professor at l’École supérieure de théâtre at l’Université du Québec à 

Montréal, teaches teachers of dramatic arts. She has received several mandates from the Québec 

Ministry of Education, Leisure and Sports: writing a program in drama, revising works on the 

integration of cultural dimensions in schools, and coordinating a research team on providing 

support for changes in education. Insofar as her research is concerned, she is interested in 

educational practices designed to develop professional competence in teaching, the integration of 

cultural dimensions in schools, as well as student playwriting. 

CHANTALE LEPAGE is professor at l’École supérieure de théâtre at l’Université du 

Québec à Montréal, teaches teachers of dramatic arts. She has received several mandates 

from the Québec Ministry of Education, Leisure and Sports: writing a program in drama, 

revising works on the integration of cultural dimensions in schools, and coordinating a 

research team on providing support for changes in education. Insofar as her research is 

concerned, she is interested in educational practices designed to develop professional 

competence in teaching, the integration of cultural dimensions in schools, as well as 

student playwriting. 



Leroux,  Louis Patrick       Concordia 

 « Écrire le cirque contemporain. Textualités projetées sur des corps résistants à 

leur écriture » 

Que penser de ces corps athlétiques, disciplinés, charnels et performants, exposés, parfois 

meurtris — mais toujours sous tension : toujours engagés dans cet inéluctable 

mouvement visant à tromper tantôt la gravité, tantôt l’immobilisme, tantôt le 

sentimentalisme, résistant certainement toujours à la mièvrerie et au quotidien, à la 

psychologie qui aplanira toute tentative d’élévation? Aucune hésitation permise, aucun 

retour sur les appareils. Le mouvement engagé doit être assumé et mené à terme. 

L’inévitabilité du geste donne d’abord l’impression d’un manque de nuances 

psychologiques, son mouvement peut-il écrit véritablement écrit ou tout simplement 

provoqué? Quelles écritures privilégier? « Le cirque est un genre si composite, écrit 

Emmanuel Wallon, qu’il ne saurait se contenter d’une grammaire unique ». Quel sens 

donner à ce mouvement, à ces exploits? Quel vocabulaire leur reconnaître? Avec 

quelle(s) grammaire(s) composer, concrètement? Celle de la prouesse, d’abord. La 

contorsionniste Andréane Leclerc nous rappelle que le « langage acrobatique circassien 

est un langage corporel spectaculaire que le spectateur, à priori, ne parle pas ». 

Paradoxalement, le langage précisément circassien échappe depuis des décennies à son 

écrivain, généralement issu du théâtre ou de la danse, tout autant qu’à son public. Émerge 

alors une dramaturgie qui déjoue et désamorce le cirque, une dramaturgie aux prises avec 

ses propres fantasmes circassiens.  

 

BIO:  

Louis Patrick Leroux est auteur, metteur en scène et professeur agrégé aux 

départements d’anglais et d’études françaises à l’Université Concordia à Montréal. Il a 

fondé et anime le Groupe montréalais de recherches en cirque. Ses recherches portent sur 

le discours culturel, la recherche-création, les zones limitrophes en littérature et sur 

théâtre et le cirque québécois. Il est co-directeur, avec Hervé Guay, de Jeux de position : 

le discours du théâtre québécois actuel (2014, Nota Bene). Il a été professeur invité à 

Duke University (USA, 2012), l’Université Charles (Prague, 2014) et il est chercheur 

associé à l’École nationale de cirque de Montréal. 

Louis Patrick Leroux is a playwright, director and associate professor in both the 

French and English departments at Concordia University in Montreal. He founded and 

leads the Montreal Working Group on Circus Research. His reserach focuses on cultural 

discourse, research-creation, off-centre literatures and Québec theatre and circus. He 

recently coedited, with HervéGuay, Jeux de position : le discours du théâtre québécois 

actuel (2014, Nota Bene). He was a Visiting Professor at Duke University (2012), 

Charles University (Prague, 2014), and is ongoing Associate Researcher at Montreal’s 

National Circus School. 

  



Levin, Laura      York University 

On Political Performance Art and Rob Fordian Performatives 

This paper reflects on the highly performative and provocative reign of Toronto’s mayor 

Rob Ford, a figure who has raised important questions for Canadians about the 

boundaries between public and private life, about the constant demand for self-exposure 

on a highly public world stage. Here I explore the media’s frequent characterization of 

Ford as a both witting and unwitting “performance artist”—even leading one blogger to 

wonder “if Rob Ford is secretly the greatest performance artist in the history of Toronto.” 

Looking at the highly theatrical acts of self-staging in which Ford has engaged—from 

public weigh-ins, to arm wrestling with Hulk Hogan, to appearances on YouTube—as 

well as the wide range of performative works that have been created about Ford (operas, 

musicals, solo shows, theatrical bus tours), I ask what it might mean to take these claims 

seriously and to read politicians as performance artists. How are Ford’s public actions 

ghosted by a history of “real” performance artists who have run for public office in 

Canada (Mr. Peanut, The Hummer Sisters, etc.), and how do they shape public 

understandings of performance art in general, a form often associated with the resistant 

aesthetics of the political left? In asking these questions, I plan to address the Congress 

theme,  “Capital Ideas,” by asking how “performance” as an idea circulates in 

contemporary political culture—both as an image of politics-gone-wrong and as a form 

of cultural capital manipulated by public figures. In doing so, I build on emerging 

conversations in theatre and performance studies about the appropriation of performance 

models within non-aesthetic contexts, and ask how these alternative articulations of 

performance shake up well-worn assumptions about the radicality and resistant nature of 

performance as theatrical and social form.  

BIO: 

 

Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre, Laura Levin is a performance theorist 

whose research focuses on contemporary theatre and performance art, performing gender 

and sexuality, site-specific and urban performance, and intermediality in 

performance.  She is Editor-in-Chief of Canadian Theatre Review and has edited a 

number of collections: an issue of Theatre Research in Canada on Space and Subjectivity 

in Performance; a CTR issue on Performance Art; an issue of Performance Research on 

Performing Publics, Conversations Across Borders (Seagull Books, 2011); and Theatre 

and Performance in Toronto (Playwrights Canada Press, 2011).  

 

 

 

 



Lewis, Helen Deborah     The Boston Conservatory 

“My World, and It’s Not a Place I Have to Hide In”: the Last of the Gay Piano Bars 

as Cultural Nostalgia, Solidarity, and Commodity  

In this article, I investigate the Greenwich Village gay piano bar Marie's Crisis and its 

role as a site for nostalgia, socio-cultural validation, and community affirmation. As one 

of the last vestiges of underground gay culture near Christopher Street in the West 

Village, Marie’s occupies an unusual space as both an enduring popular nightspot for 

self-described musical theatre queens and as a reminder of the neighborhood’s bygone 

era as a haven for gay and lesbian life.  

This paper studies the reasons for the gay piano bar’s staying power, classifying musical 

theatre as both a galvanizing tool for the surviving gay community and as an attraction 

for queer and non-queer tourists hoping to connect to the New York zeitgeist through 

both the “Broadway” and the “Gay Village” communities. Examining other gay-

identified piano bars in New York, San Francisco, and Provincetown, this article suggests 

that these locations rely on the association between musical theatre and gay culture, a 

connection cited extensively by gay scholars. Marie’s Crisis uses showtunes and musical 

theatre knowledge to connect patrons to American theatre cultural history through a queer 

sensibility. Because sites like Marie’s welcome both queer and non-queer customers into 

a safe space reminiscent of the Village community prior to urban gentrification, they are 

now tourist attractions relying on the cultural cachet of the “off the beaten path” gay bar, 

as well as the appeal of musical theatre as a “safe” element of gay identity.  

 

BIO: 

Helen Deborah Lewis is a faculty member in the Theatre Division at The Boston 

Conservatory where she teaches graduate acting, theatre history, dramatic literature, and 

performance theory and serves as the academic coordinator of the division. She has also 

taught at Marlboro College, UMass-Boston, and Tufts University. She received her Ph.D. 

from Tufts in 2011 where she completed her dissertation, Friends, Beloveds, and  

Companions: The Shadow Life of the Fin-de-Siècle American Lesbian Actress. Her 

research interests include queer theatre and performance, musical theatre, the history of 

popular entertainment, nineteenth-century American theatre and performance, and acting 

pedagogy. 

  



Low, Stephen      Cornell University 

Theatrical Femininity: Drag, Gender, and the Art of Nina Arsenault 

In the section titled “I am my own self portrait” from her solo performance play “The 

Silicone Diaries,” transsexual artist Nina Arsenault writes “I am just looking in the mirror 

one day, like I do every day. In my reflection, I see a three-pound weave. I’ve been 

weaving my hair for about six months. People say, ‘Don’t do that. Don’t do that. You 

won’t look like a real woman if you do that. You’ll look like a drag queen if you do 

that.’” (215). Arsenault, celebrated in Toronto’s gay community, encapsulates the 

construction of a theatrical style of femininity that is valued in Western gay culture. 

Arsenault’s style of femininity embodies a theory of theatricality as an aesthetic of 

double negation: For example, the actor in Hamlet who plays Hamlet is not Hamlet as 

Hamlet is a fiction, but is also not-not Hamlet. Arsenault appropriates signs of normative 

femininity, but embodies them in such a fashion that does not reproduce the image of a 

“real woman.” Consequently Arsenault is exemplary of theatrical femininity because she 

is not (normatively) feminine and she is not-not feminine. The process of de- and re-

coding (hetero)normative signs, as is evident in the style of theatrical femininity 

embodied by Arsenault, follows David Halperin’s observation in How To Be Gay  that 

gay culture involves learning “how to decode heterosexual cultural artifacts and recode 

them with gay meanings” (18).  This essay appeals to Arsenault as exemplary of an 

aesthetic of theatricality that is unique and valued in gay culture in her embodiment of 

normative signs of femininity that are recoded to have gay cultural capital.  

 

BIO: 

Stephen Low is currently a PhD candidate at Cornell University. He received his Masters 

from the University of Texas at Austin in the Performance as Public Practice Program, 

and his Bachelor of Arts from the University of Toronto majoring in English Drama and 

Sexual Diversity Studies. His scholarly interests include queer theory, sex and sexuality, 

gender, critical race studies, and gay male culture. Stephen’s writing has been published 

in Theatre Research in Canada and Theater Journal. His current dissertation research 

identifies an aesthetic of theatricality as the constitutive feature of contemporary gay 

culture.   



Lynde, Denyse    Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Rowsell, Mandy     Memorial University of Newfoundland 

The STAGE Project: Exploring the Performing Arts and Historical Memory  

This paper will discuss the STAGE oral history project, which has been conducting 

interviews with theatre artists in Newfoundland and Labrador since 1994. In considering 

how STAGE’s 300-plus recorded and transcribed interviews represent what Linda 

Shopes calls the kind of “long-haul work” that oral historians must do to allow the 

“underlying strands of a community’s culture to reveal themselves,” our paper will 

pursue two related goals. The first is to examine the nature of the historical material in 

the STAGE archives. Like other oral histories, STAGE interviews, each focused on a 

single artist’s career, provide “evidence about past events that could not be retrieved from 

conventional sources” (Abrams) such as reviews, prompt-books, and programmes. 

However, we are particularly interested in how the STAGE interviews can, as Michael 

Frisch puts it, help us “evaluat[e] the nature of the process of historical memory—how 

people make sense of their past, how they connect individual experience and its social 

context.” In so doing, we will examine the performative nature of STAGE’s oral 

histories, the ways that we, as researchers, “build meaning through the generation of an 

interview narrative” (Leavy) with our subjects. The second goal is to describe the 

strategies we will employ as we begin to digitize and publish our material on a newly 

designed website. By posting clips of interviews alongside contextualizing material 

(biographies, playbills, reviews, portions of scripts, etc.) we intend not simply to impose 

our own structure on the interview narratives. Rather, our paper will discuss what is at 

stake, in terms of theatre historiography, by opening the archive and extending to users 

the opportunity to generate for themselves new connections between individual 

experience and social context. 

 

Bio: 

Denyse Lynde, Professor, Memorial University of Newfoundland, works predominately 

in Newfoundland Drama.  She recently published The Breakwater Book of Contemporary 

Newfoundland Plays, Vol. 2 and is working on Vol. 3.She started STAGE in 1994. 

BIO: 

Mandy Rowsell is a doctoral candidate in the English department at Memorial 

University of Newfoundland. Her thesis, entitled “Reconstructing Masculinity in the 

Contemporary Newfoundland Novel,” explores issues of gender performance and 

regional identity within the island’s fiction. She has served as the Project Manager for 

STAGE since January 2013. 

 

  



MacAlpine, Anna   University of Calgary 

My proposal for CATR 2015 is on the use of “creative play” in the creation of a new 

script. In this process, a playwright facilitates studio work with actors to investigate 

potential elements of character, narrative and theme. Through the use of structured 

improvised scenarios, documentation of the actors’ work (primarily notes and 

audio/video recordings), and reflection, the artists engage in live “idea bouncing” that 

shapes the developing piece. 

 From this process, three areas of knowledge can be drawn: actions (creative play), 

recognitions (discoveries about character, narrative and/or theme, which may be very 

general or very specific), and judgements (“Does this discovery work within the currently 

developed framework of the piece? Is it useful to continue pursuing/developing it?”). 

Active awareness of play development is also facilitated. Furthermore, through 

documentation/reflection, the artists are provided with strategies to streamline story 

development from a general picture to a specific one, negotiate new or rejected ideas, and 

investigate new elements throughout the entire process. 

 Currently, I am working on my thesis play (a historical drama) in this manner. 

This process has assisted me with negotiating a balance between historical fact and my 

own fictional elements. It has also enabled me to disseminate knowledge among my 

fellow artists, fuelling a collaborative environment that allows us to explore ideas that 

would otherwise be rejected. As I continue my work, I plan to draw on other methods of 

writing/creating to help develop a process that can be repeated and/or transferred to other 

artistic disciplines. 

 

BIO 

Anna MacAlpine is a playwright, actor and director from Sarnia, Ontario. After 

graduating with a BA (Honours) in Dramatic Arts from Brock University, she went on to 

create, write and produce her own work with her St. Catharines-based theatre ensemble, 

Dragonfire Players. Her most recent play, The After Year, was featured in Suitcase in 

Point’s In the Soil Arts Festival and the London Fringe Festival last year. Anna is also an 

artistic associate at Lambton Young Theatre Players, where she writes, teaches and stage-

manages. She is currently pursuing a MFA in Drama (Playwriting) at the University of 

Calgary. 

  



MacArthur, Michelle     University of Toronto 

 

BIO: 

 

Michelle MacArthur is an instructor at the University of Toronto, where she recently 

completed a PhD in Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies. Michelle edits the book 

reviews section of Theatre Research in Canada and has published articles 

in TRIC and Canadian Theatre Review. She is also the lead researcher for the Equity in 

Theatre initiative (http://www.eit.playwrightsguild.ca), a campaign focused on redressing 

gender inequities in the Canadian theatre industry. 

  

http://www.eit.playwrightsguild.ca/


MacDonald, Shana      University of Waterloo 

Placemaking through Public Art: Mapping Artistic Research Methods in Urban Space 

(2014-2017) investigates the relationship between artistic research, public art, and urban 

space.  Presently in its initial stages, the project explores the ways art can encourage us to 

imagine, communicate and construct new understandings of space that advocate more 

inclusive forms of collective placemaking and community engagement.  The project will 

map the different kinds of knowledge that are produced through artistic inquiries of 

public urban space. Located in the specific context of Kitchener-Waterloo, the research 

critically questions the often-noted divisions between the two cities. Placemaking will 

use practice-based research methods to devise a public art exhibition centered around 

making visible the forms of racism, classism and sexism that are enacted, often 

unconsciously, within off-hand comparisons or distinctions made about the cities in 

everyday conversation. The public exhibition will map the discursive dividing line 

between the two cities in various ways to see from where these distinctions emerge. The 

project is deeply interested in defining and testing an artistic research methodology, 

assessing its value for knowledge creation. The four interrelated creative practices that 

will inform Placemaking’s methodology include: dwelling, collecting, performative 

inquiry and intermedial aesthetic re-mappings of public space.  The goal with these 

practices is to invite public engagement and to construct a collaborative reformulation of 

how community members understand the particular spaces they move within. 

 

BIO 

Shana MacDonald is an Assistant Professor in Drama and Speech Communication at the 

University of Waterloo. Her research is situated at the intersection between performance, 

screen-based installation and public art practices with a focus on intermedial art, cities 

and place-making.  This work is closely aligned with her practice as an internationally 

screened filmmaker, curator and site-specific installation artist.  

  



MacKenzie, Sarah        University of Ottawa 

“You can kill me, but my sisters live”:  Decolonization and Dramatic Resistance in 

Yvette Nolan’s Annie Mae’s Movement 

 Elucidating the complex linkage between colonization, violence against 

Indigenous women, and contemporary Indigenous women’s dramatic resistance, this 

paper explores the manner in which Yvette Nolan’s Annie Mae’s Movement (1998) 

subverts the gendered, colonialist violence – both discursive and manifest – to which 

Indigenous women are disproportionately subject. Situating Nolan’s seminal play within 

a framework of feminist and postcolonial theory, I contend that the piece facilitates a 

complete understanding of gendered violence as it relates to colonialism and White 

supremacy, thus assisting non-Indigenous spectators to acknowledge both the violence 

inherent to colonialism and the strength of Indigenous women.  

Eschewing colonial deprecation and postcolonial emblematism, representations of 

violent trauma in Nolan’s play function as a reminder of the continued impact of 

colonization and cultural genocide on White settler societies. Annie Mae’s Movement, a 

fictionalized biographical piece, represents the life and death of Anna Mae Pictou 

Aquash, the famous Mi’kmaq activist from Nova Scotia, who became a leader in the 

American Indian Movement (AIM) in the 1970s. Nolan explores gender dynamics in 

AIM, exposing the patriarchy at the heart of the movement and attending to the difficult 

position occupied by Aquash as a woman in a male-dominated organization. The action 

of the play portrays the abuse of Indigenous activists by the power of state/colonial 

authority. With rape, murder, and dismemberment representing the exertion of 

masculinist, colonialist power, Annie Mae’s Movement reaches its climax with the brutal 

killing of Annie Mae. The play is reminiscent of George Ryga’s famous 1967 work, The 

Extacy of Rita Joe, which similarly concludes with the rape and murder of the main 

character – also an Indigenous woman. However, Ryga’s play is little more than an 

affirmation of defeat, ending with an emblematic “no more” (suggesting the inherent 

victimhood of Indigenous women) and the ascension of Rita Joe – a martyrized victim 

(130). Nolan’s play, on the other hand, concludes with activist Anna Mae – no mere 

victim – reciting a list of “sisters” (49), the names of Indigenous women writers and 

performers and their creations, women Paula Gunn Allen refers to as “Word Warriors” 

(51-2): “Gloria and Lisa and Muriel, Monique, Joy and Tina, Margo, Maria, Beatrice, 

Minnie, April, Colleen.” “You can kill me,” cries Anna Mae, dying, “but you cannot kill 

us all” (41-2). “You can kill me, but my sisters live, my daughters live” (41). Nolan’s 

surreally revised historical account promotes the empowerment of Indigenous women by 

representing racialized/gendered violence as a material reality, but one which can be 

superseded by reclamation. To this extent, the play serves not merely to memorialize 

victims of violence, but also to provide an avenue for individual and potentially cultural 

healing.  

 

 



Bio: 

SARAH MACKENZIE is a doctoral candidate in Feminist and Gender Studies at the 

University of Ottawa.  Her thesis, entitled White Settler Colonialism and 

(Re)presentations of Gendered Violence in Indigenous Women's Theatre, examines the 

ways Indigenous women playwrights address the colonialist legacy of violence against 

women as it continues to play out in contemporary North American contexts. Her M.A. 

thesis, completed in 2010, was an in-depth study of the theatrical writings of Tomson 

Highway. Her research interests include Indigenous theatre, postcolonial feminist theory, 

Canadian history, and Indigenous literatures. She is currently involved in several writing 

projects that relate to the roles of Indigenous women activists in Canadian history.  

  



Magnat, Virginie     University of British Columbia 

  

“Voices of Diversity: Performing Traditional Songs in the Global Ageˮ  

 

 Traditional songs have been recognized by UNESCO as a powerful expression of 

human creativity belonging to our shared “intangible cultural heritage.ˮ Singing is a vital 

component of traditional music since it ensures the continuity of endangered languages 

rooted in ancestral cultural knowledge whose resilience crucially depends on oral modes 

of transmission. My new research project investigates how reclaiming marginalized 

cultural and linguistic practices through the performance of traditional songs might 

challenge exclusionary constructions of national identity, and promote cultural diversity, 

social inclusivity, and transnational solidarity.  

 I am conducting embodied research on my own tradition of Occitania, a culturally 

heterogeneous imagined community that extends from Marseille to Toulouse and into 

bordering regions of Spain and Italy. The Occitan language was spoken in France until 

the second half of the twentieth century, yet it has been nearly eradicated by the politics 

of cultural assimilation implemented by the state through the systematic imposition of 

French as the official national language. In the 1960s, Occitan activists adopted the 

phrase “internal colonialismˮ from the American Civil Rights Movement to describe this 

oppressive form of state-regulated centralism. Today, the resilience of regional cultural 

and linguistic practices manifests itself most significantly in the on-going transmission of 

traditional songs in Occitan.  

 Supporting expressions of cultural diversity is now becoming increasingly urgent 

to counteract the steady ascendancy of the National Front, whose fascist discourse is 

dangerously destabilizing mainstream French politics and contributing to the rise of 

extreme right-wing movements throughout Europe. I hence foreground the intercultural 

dimension of Mediterranean vocal music practices, shaped by the vibrant convergence of 

Muslim, Jewish, and Christian worldviews, and highlight the radical political lineage of 

the Occitan music revival by tracing it to a 1970s social movement promoting cultural, 

linguistic, and bio-regional diversity in Occitania. Described by cultural historian Herman 

Lebovics as a form of postcolonial regionalism, this influential movement foreshadows 

twenty-first century social and environmentalist movements advocating political action 

through cultural activism. My long-term goal for this project is to elicit a wider debate on 

cultural diversity, national identity, and global citizenship among North American and 

European communities of scholars, artists, cultural practitioners and activists.  

 

Bio: 

 Dr. Virginie Magnat is an Associate Professor in Creative and Critical Studies at the 

University of British Columbia. Her monograph Grotowski, Women, and Contemporary 

Performance: Meetings with Remarkable Women 

(http://www.routledge.com/9780415813594) received the Canadian Association for 

Theatre Research Ann Saddlemyer Book Award Honorable Mention. This book and 

companion documentary film series, featured on the Routledge Performance Archive 

(http://www.routledgeperformancearchive.com), constitute the first investigation of the 

artistic journeys and current artistic practices of women who collaborated with influential 



theatre innovator Jerzy Grotowski. Magnat’s four years of embodied research and multi-

sited fieldwork were supported by two SSHRC grants, and she discusses her 

interdisciplinary methodology in book chapters and articles published in North American 

and international scholarly journals in the fields of theatre and performance studies, 

anthropology, ethnomusicology, sociology, qualitative inquiry, and literary criticism, in 

English, French, Polish, Italian, and Spanish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Manole, Diana        Trent University 

 

The Elephant in the (Green) Room: Imperialism Revisited in George Elliott 

Clarke’s Settling Africville, Sang Kim’s A Dream Called Laundry, and Judith 

Thompson’s Palace of the End 

 

According to Freddie Rokem4, the performance of history in contemporary theatre makes 

it “possible for the spectators, the ‘bystanders’ in the theatre, to become secondary 

witnesses, to understand and, in particular, ‘to form an opinion’ about the forces which 

have shaped the accidents of history […] to see the past in a new or different way” (9). In 

addition, Rokem argues, “victimization has preceded the dramatic action [and] the 

victimized survivor is given the position of the witness” (205), with the ability to share 

with the spectators previously hidden information about the past. This approach becomes 

even more effective in the case of historical events that are often intentionally avoided or 

distorted in the public and official discourse. As Eviatar Zerubavel states, collective 

denial implies “deliberate avoidance, since otherwise it would be quite impossible not to 

notice it. Indeed, to ignore an elephant is to ignore the obvious” (33). A secondary level 

is, however, implicit in this collective phenomenon, which he calls “the denial of denial,” 

arguing that “the silence itself is never actually discussed among the conspirators. […] A 

perfect example of such silence about silence, or meta-silence, is the secrecy 

typically surrounding secrets” (Zerubavel 53). 5 

This paper will discuss three examples of breaking this kind of silence and/or challenging 

the distortion of the past. The plays I will analyze re-enact less discussed aspects of 

historical and/or contemporary imperialism, from a relatively common Canadian 

perspective focused on individual destinies. George Elliott Clarke’s Settling Africville 

confronts British imperialism and the distorted perception of the African American 

Refugees of the War of 1812 in early 19
th

 century Nova Scotia, Sang Kim’s A Dream 

Called Laundry re-enacts the Japanese abuses of Korean women during the Second 

World War when Korea was a Japanese colony, and their impact on the lives of two 

young Canadians, while Judith Thompson’s documentary play Palace of the End is 

inspired by the real-life stories that occurred in Iraq before and after the 2003 

USledinvasion. Through such works, Canadian playwrights restore the social and 

political significance to the theatre, often assuming the uncomfortable but necessary role 

of silence breakers and challenging their audiences to further reflection. 

After the first post-communist decade, Romanian state-funded mainstream companies 

have paradoxically, but not unexpectedly settled in a politically neutral, if not blatantly 

“politically-correct” theatre. In this context, alternative companies and artists have felt 

compelled to restore theatre’s function as agent of social and political change, which it 

successfully fulfilled during communism.  

In my intervention, I will discuss three types of Romanian political alternative theatre. 

First, I will look at documentary productions, such as Gianina Carbunariu’s De 



Vânzare/For Sale, which addresses the current situation of Romanian peasants in 

comparison to corporate landowners. Second, I will discuss educational theatre, such as 

Offline Family, developed by dramaturge Mihaela Michailov and director Radu Apostol, 

exploring the lives of children who grow up as if orphans, while their parents work 

abroad. Finally, I will examine the productions of BEZNA theatre, a transnational 

company, founded in England but based in Bucharest, emphasizing the tragicomedy of 

globalization in its 2014 adaptation of Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment, Crime.  

 

Bio:  

Dr. Diana Manole is a theatre and television director, award-winning writer, and scholar. 

She has published eight collections of poems and plays, contributed original works and 

translations in English to magazines and anthologies, and directed numerous . Her 

academic articles and book chapters focus on post-colonial and post-communist theatre, 

national identity, directing, transcultural adaptation, and globalization, and have appeared 

in several journals and collections of essays, including New England Theatre Journal, 

Theatre Research in Canada, Studies in Ethnicity and Nationalism, Performance, Exile 

and ‘America’ (Palgrave Macmillan 2009), and International Women Stage Directors 

(University of Illinois Press 2013). She is currently co-editing a collection of articles, 

Performing Freedom: Alternative Theatre in Eastern Europe after the Fall of 

Communism. She holds a doctorate in Drama from the University of Toronto and a 

Master’s in Journalism from Carleton University, and has taught courses in Theatre, 

Cultural Studies, Journalism, Film Studies, and Directing at several Canadian 

universities. 

  



 

Marceau, Carole     École supérieure de théâtre, UQAM  

La sortie au théâtre : simple activité ou pivot central d’une situation 

d’apprentissage en art dramatique? /   Going to the theatre:Simple 

Activity or Central Linchpin of a Learning Situation in Dramatic Art? 

Although distributors, producers and creators offer companion workbooks to schools, 

how can the teacher of dramatic art induce students to read and be receptive to dramatic 

works? How can one prepare students for this encounter, how can they be brought “at the 

cost of being subjected to what they do not appreciate, to criticize a show, to analyze it.” 

(Beauchamp, 1981, p. 56) We think that the teacher of dramatic art has a responsibility to 

accompany students so that they are in touch with multiple practices. However, this 

requires reflection and judicious choices in planning on the part of the teacher with the 

goal of teaching the spectator and training ways of seeing. This experience will be that 

much richer if the student understands the challenges of the play and the elements of 

dramatic language used in it so as to better observe, take note and develop her or his 

esthetic and critical judgment. Such a cultural outing thus becomes a pretext 

for acquiring new theatrical knowledge or for going deeper into others, and also a 

favorable opportunity to reinvest knowledge in new interpretive and creative approaches. 
 

Bien que les diffuseurs, producteurs et créateurs proposent des cahiers 

d’accompagnement au milieu scolaire, comment l’enseignant en art dramatique, lui, 

amène-t-il ses élèves à lire, à recevoir l’oeuvre dramatique? Comment prépare-t-il ses 

élèves à cette rencontre, comment les amènent-ils « sous peine de subir ce qu’ils 

n’apprécient pas, à critiquer un spectacle, à l’analyser » Beauchamp (1981, p.56). Nous 

pensons que l’enseignant en art dramatique se doit d’accompagner l’élève afin de lui 

permettre d’être en contact avec des pratiques multiples. Cependant, cela exige de sa part 

réflexion et choix judicieux lors de sa planification, et ce dans une optique de formation 

du spectateur et d'éducation du regard. 

 

Cette expérience sera d’autant plus riche, si l’élève comprend les enjeux de la pièce et les 

éléments du langage dramatique exploités pour ainsi mieux observer et repérer et 

développer son jugement critique et esthétique. Cette sortie culturelle devient alors un 

prétexte pour apprendre de nouvelles connaissances théâtrales ou pour en approfondir 

d’autres, mais aussi une occasion favorable de réinvestissement des connaissances dans 

de nouvelles propositions de création ou d’interprétation. 

 

Bio : 

CAROLE MARCEAU est professeure en enseignement de l’art dramatique à l’École 

supérieure de théâtre. De 1988 à 2009, elle enseigne l’art dramatique au secondaire. Cette 

expertise l’amène à travailler pour le ministère de l’Éducation du Loisir et du Sport du 

Québec qui lui confie plusieurs mandats liés à la formation en art dramatique. Sur le plan 

de la recherche, elle s’intéresse au processus de création, à la démarche d’appréciation, à 

l’évaluation des apprentissages en art dramatique et à la question de la pratique 

pédagogique dans une classe d’art. Elle a été corédactrice d’un collectif d’auteurs portant 



sur les pratiques pédagogiques en art dramatique au Brésil et au Québec (2013) et de la 

revue L’Annuaire théâtral qui traite des enjeux actuels de la formation et des pratiques 

d’enseignement en art dramatique (2015). 
 

CAROLE MARCEAU is a professor of education in Dramatic Art at l’École supérieure de 

théâtre. Between 1988 and 2009 she taught drama at the secondary level. This expertise led her to 

work for the Québec Ministry of Education, Leisure and Sports where she was given a range of 

mandates associated with drama education. Insofar as her research is concerned, she is interested 

in the creative process, in approaches to appreciation, in the evaluation of learning in dramatic 

arts, and in the question of pedagogical practice in art classes. She has co-edited a collective 

volume on the subject of pedagogical practices in dramatic art in Brazil and in Québec(2013) and 

a special issue of the journal L’Annuaire théâtral (2015), the topic of which is today’s challenges 

in training students and teaching practices in drama. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



McAskill, Ashley         Concordia  

Disabling Artist Identities: Working Through Labels and Ethics of Difference 

(French and English) 

 

“Artist with disabilities”, “handicapés artiste” and/or artist(e)? As a researcher working in 

intercultural and disability performance, identity politics is an important issue that has 

arose in my work. In my own writing, I have used the term “artist with disabilities” 

versus “disabled artist” based on the oppressive nature of the latter. 

However, upon more fieldwork this past summer, I have come to the realization that 

many of my colleagues and project participants do not even identify as having a 

disability. This has caused me to re-evaluate the language I am using in my work and the 

kind of identities I am unintentionally pushing on others. How do we, as theatre 

researchers/practitioners, work through identity politics? How do we move beyond what 

Julie Salverson deems labels that categorize people as “fixers” and those that need 

“fixing”? How does the term “disability” make individuals feel when put with “artist”? 

Based on my own one-on-one interviews with artists from Les production des 

pieds, des mains (Montreal, Quebec) and Theatre Terrific (Vancouver, British Columbia), 

this paper will look at how these French and English performers want to move beyond 

labels like “disabled”, and “handicapé”. This paper will also explore how such labels 

often limit their capacity to participate in professional Canadian theatre and film. 

Ultimately, this paper will draw on the complicated position these artists are put in when 

legitimizing their work and artistic identities in Canada, and will make recommendations 

to fellow CATR colleagues (working in both French and English languages) working in 

intercultural and community-based theatre projects on how to manage such identity 

politics in their own writing and practical work. 

 

Bio:  

Ashley McAskill has a BA in Theatre and Film Studies and English, and a MA in 

Communications and New Media, from McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. She 

has experience working in/with the disability community and over the past 10 years has 

been a theatre practitioner. For her doctoral work, Ashley has brought both these 

experiences together to explore the current state of “disability theatre” (a name that she 

also questions) in Canada. Ashley’s main question is: How is the creative work of artists 

who identify as having disabilities and/or mental illness being recognized, developed and 

encouraged in Canada? During her time at Concordia, she has been working in both the 

Communication Studies and Theatre Department as a research and teaching assistant. 

Other research interests include: ethical research practices, community arts projects, 

beauty practices, feminist media, and film studies. 

  



McKinnon, James      Victoria University of Wellington 

Creating Cultural Capitalists in University Theatre 

While theatre involves all of three forms of capital identified by Pierre Bourdieu (social, 

economic, cultural) these, in the university it is probably most frequently associated with 

the latter. Bourdieu’s model can help us understand how theatre departments work (and 

work differently) within the context of humanities-oriented, educational, and vocational 

contexts. But if we accept, at least provisionally, that theatre is or enables a form of 

cultural capitalism, Bourdieu’s model also implies that some uncomfortable hierarchies 

and power dynamics may be embedded in the drama department. For example, the 

traditional organization of dramatic literature syllabi firmly locates cultural capital in the 

printed text, while the traditional classroom typically constructs the student as a 

consumer of that culture. And as Ric Knowles and Jonathan Cole have pointed out, the 

traditions and textbooks of director training envision directors more or less as creative 

tycoons, who marshal the cultural capital of those texts, and the labour of actors, 

technicians, and others, to manufacture productions that both embody and commodify 

their creative “vision.”
4
  

While Bourdieu’s model reveals (for those who wish to see it) some ominous 

implications of cultural capitalism in the production(s) of university theatre departments, 

it can also help us develop practices that train theatre students to resist these industrial 

hierarchies and power dynamics. This paper will use Bourdieu’s ideas, along with 

evidence from a series of practice-based research projects conducted with students at 

Victoria University of Wellington, to explore alternative modes of production in the 

drama department, focusing on the contexts of teaching and learning. In particular I will 

focus on strategies which emphasize theatre practice as a productive act, and students as 

productive actors, who use course content to create new products rather than simply 

consuming it.  

 

BIO: 

James McKinnon is Senior Lecturer and Programme Director of the Victoria University 

of Wellington Theatre Programme. His research focuses on adaptation, particularly 

contemporary appropriations of canonical classics, as well as the pedagogical 

applications of adaptation-based dramaturgy. His work has appeared in recent issues 

of Theatre Research in Canada, the Journal of Perspectives in Applied Academic 

Practice, Canadian Theatre Review, Teaching Learning Inquiry, and the recent 

anthology Adapting Chekhov: The Text and Its Mutations. At VUW he teaches courses in 

dramaturgy, modern and postmodern drama, and dramatic theory and criticism, in 

addition to directing student productions. 

  

                                                           
 



McLeod, Kim        York University. 

Knowing Ways in the Digital Age: Indigenous Knowledge from Idle No More to The 

Unplugging  

Since 2012, Idle No More has existed as a grassroots movement broadly promoting 

Indigenous Sovereignty, empowerment and recognition within Canadian society. While 

the movement relies on many in-person, real-time events, like round dances and protests, 

much of its organizing and visibility has been due to new technologies. The movement 

uses the hashtag #idlenomore on social media sites to spread news, events and promote 

particular political causes. Sarah Bay- Cheng argues this kind of digital presence marks a 

form of participation where “people do not participate by being there; people are 'there' 

by participating.” In the case of Idle No More, it works to extend the movement's focus 

on “Indigenous Ways of Knowing” into digital spaces, where participants can engage 

with the movement even when they are geographically separated.  

While technology opens up communities and individuals to one another—particularly in 

moments of crisis—many critics are wary about cyberutopianism. Writers like Malcolm 

Gladwell and Sherry Turkle counter this optimism, arguing that social media promote 

anonymous antagonism and enable 'slacktivist' users who fail to fully engage with 

political issues. Indigenous playwright Yvette Nolan considers the tension between new 

media as a form of connection and disconnection in The Unplugging. The play, which 

premiered in Vancouver in 2012 and will have its Toronto premiere in 2015, follows two 

older native women who are banished by their tribe in a post-apocalyptic near future. 

With no electricity, the world is now struggling to survive and younger generations fail to 

see the value of traditional knowledges. Instead, they consider older generations a burden 

on their already scarce resources. In this paper, I consider how The Unplugging—

particularly in the context of Idle No More—exposes a crisis for “Indigenous Ways of 

Knowing” as generations are separated by changes in technology.  

 

 

BIO: 

 Kimberley McLeod is a PhD candidate in Theatre and Performance Studies at York 

University. Her dissertation investigates ways performance can work with new media 

forms to facilitate political engagement. Her work has been published in Canadian 

Theatre Review and Theatre Research in Canada.  

  



McQuinn, Thom Bryce      York University 

Get My Money Back: The (Sub)Cultural Capital of Cazwell 

The rap artist Cazwell occupies a unique place in culture, particularly in an era when the 

genres of hip-hop and rap have increasingly dominated mainstream music. A relentless 

juggernaut of self-promotion, the NYC-based songwriter is undeniably influential on 

social media: for example, his Twitter account boasts over 69,000 followers. 

Nonetheless, despite this apparent level of fame or recognition, Cazwell remains on the 

very margins of culture. The repeated, explicit references to gay male and transgender 

sex in his music have effectively ghettoized him as an LGBTQ-oriented artist. He 

remains signed with relatively minor recording labels such as West End Records and 

Peace Bisquit, DJs weekly New York dance parties to supplement his income, and sells 

homemade merchandise on his website.  

This paper interrogates the artist’s (sub)cultural capital, and explores his status as a queer 

performative subject. I investigate the contradictory ways in which Cazwell’s 

performances of sexual/gender identities both critique notions of gayness and seek to 

exploit them. Lyrics from songs such as “Hot Homo” castigate gay men for relying upon 

consumer artifacts in order to shore up their cultural identities, but also circulate 

essentialized, stereotypical representations:  

I’m so gay I’m in Trader Joe’s 

Stuffin’ my face with them organic Oreos [...] 

Stop tellin’ me I rap too gay 

Well no shit bitch fuck 

It’s in my DNA. 

I read the camp aesthetic the artist deploys in songs such as “I Seen Beyoncé at Burger 

King” and “Dance Like You Got Good Credit,” and argue it is deeply invested in the idea 

of selecting different hierarchies of value and exchange. I explicate the multiple tensions 

between Cazwell qua queer performative subject, and the camp sign systems with which 

he attempts to accrue and circulate capital. 

BIO: 

Thom Bryce McQuinn is a writer and critic. His dissertation, which he will defend at 

York University in March 2015, explores the semiotics of queerness and alcoholism on 

the American stage between 1940 and 1970. His main research interests are modern and 

contemporary theatre, queer theory, cultural studies, camp, psychoanalysis, and addiction 

studies. His article “2 MacIvors: Gay/Queer Representation and Radical Intimacy” is 

forthcoming in Playwrights Canada Press’ collection Daniel MacIvor (May 2015). Past 

topics for his speaking engagements include the works of Tennessee Williams and 

Edward Albee, performance artist Nina Arsenault, and contemporary LGBT culture. He 

served as the Research Intern for the 35th Annual Rhubarb Festival, and continues to 

blog for Buddies in Bad Times Theatre. Thom currently lives in Toronto.  



Meerzon, Yana      University of Ottawa 

Staging the Ordinary: Constructing History and Philosophy in Olivier Kemeid’s 

Theatre of Exile 

In his groundbreaking study Memory, History, Forgetting (2000/2004), Paul Ricouer 

proposes to rethink the methodologies of measuring historical condition by focusing on 

“Historie of life” as it is experienced by an ordinary person, someone who acts as “the 

measure of utility for life” (289). A written account of the events and actions that took 

place in the past, history is a product of the narrative effort of a historian (Ricouer 142); 

whereas the act of writing - characterized by the act of playfulness and invention - is a 

form of remembering and forgetting (141-143). 

This intermediate position of the act of writing turns a historian – the chronicler of the 

past, the writer of the living memory – into a philosopher, the maker of a dialectical or 

performative narrative, in which “the opposition between living memory and dead 

deposit becomes secondary”(144). In this process, therefore, a historical account is 

transformed into the narrative of philosophy or the act of performative re-

contextualization, in which “history remains a hindrance to memory” (Ricouer 145). To 

Ricouer, the act of philosophical elevation remains a problem, since, we, the readers, do 

not know whether such account of history or memory acts as its remedy or poison, or 

both at once (145). Opened to an anonymous reading subject, Ricouer argues, “a history 

book […] has cut its ties to its speaker”; and now it can fulfill the act of remembering and 

forgetting through “the interminable work of contextualization and recontextualization 

that make up reading” (143). 

This paper proposes to discuss the work of a Quebecois writer, director and public 

speaker, Olivier Kemeid, in similar to Ricouer’s terms. It suggests that Kemeid’s plays 

L’Eneide (2008) and Moi, dans les ruines rouges du siècle (2012) are the examples of 

theatre writing which originates between historiography and philosophy. Kemeid’s 

L’Eneide is a contemporary re-visioning of Virgil’s epic tale echoing the author’s own 

exilic biography (Olivier 31); whereas Moi, dans les ruines rouges du siècle turns 

Virgil’s Enee into a Soviet Ukrainian boy, Sasha, who spends his youth searching for his 

biological mother. However, as Kemeid tells us, it is not the atrocities of History but the 

intimate stories of the ordinary people, “the family tragedy unfolding on the background 

of this History, the odyssey of a lonely man lost in the ruins of his home country”3, that 

make up his theatre. As this paper argues, Kemeid’s writing, much like Ricouer’s act of 

philosophy, originates between the act of historiography and the act of performance. By 

constructing the multi-dimensionality of fictional time on stage – such as mythological, 

historical, and personal time of exile - Kemeid’s theatre can simultaneously 

account for the truth of the historian and for that of the philosopher. 

BIO: 

Yana Meerzon is an Associate Professor, Department of Theatre, University of Ottawa. 

Her research interests are in drama and performance theory, theatre of exile, and cultural 

and interdisciplinary studies. Her  book publications include A Path of the Character: 

Michael Chekhov's Inspired Acting and Theatre Semiotics, (2005); and Performing Exile 

– Performing Self: Drama, Theatre, Film (2012). She co-edited several collections: 

Performance, Exile and ‘America’ (2009); Adapting Chekhov: The Text and Its 



Mutations (2012) and History, Memory, Performance (2014). She is currently working on 

the Routledge Companion to Michael Chekhov (with Marie-Christine Autant-Mathieu, 

CNRS, France), to appear in print in May 2015. 

 

  



Montaignac, Katya         UQAM 

« Du degré zéro de l’écriture chorégraphique à la dramaturgie du vivant » 

La danse s’inscrit, au-delà du « désir de dire », à travers la mise en jeu du corps. Elle 

s’incarne et se performe, davantage qu’elle ne « parle ». Pour Merce Cunningham (1980) 

: « le mouvement est expressif au-delà de toute intention ». Bien qu’on ait souvent voulu 

y lire les « signes » d’une parole du chorégraphe-auteur, elle se « transmet » davantage 

par la perception d’un état de corps qui compose ce que j’appelle la « texture » de 

l’œuvre. Pour Mallarmé (1945), la danse représente ainsi « un poème dégagé de tout 

appareil du scribe ». Le degré zéro de l’écriture chorégraphique s’affirme à travers la 

performativité du corps dansant. La simple présence scénique d’un corps, quel qu’il soit, 

trouble le spectateur. Force est de constater que ce corps dansant qui ne dit rien nous 

parle pourtant… La danse contemporaine attire à ce titre notre attention sur « les zones 

non sémiques » du corps à travers un travail de dé-hiérarchisation (Louppe, 1997). Son 

mode d’expression s’est ainsi déplacé du sens (l’univers narratif du ballet et de la 

pantomime) vers l’organique (privilégiant les sensations et le « viscéral ») pour élaborer 

une dramaturgie du vivant qui éprouve, au fond, notre propre corps. 

 

BIO: 

Membre de La 2
e
 Porte à Gauche depuis 2006 et fondatrice du groupe O.D.N.i (Objets 

Dansants Non identifiés), Katya Montaignac conçoit des projets chorégraphiques qui 

repensent l’espace de représentation en danse et sa relation au public. De 2008 à 2013, 

elle a fait partie du comité artistique du festival OFFTA en tant que conseillère en danse 

et agit régulièrement comme commissaire pour différents types d’événements 

chorégraphiques. Elle achève présentement une recherche de doctorat en Études et 

pratiques des arts à l’UQAM, collabore avec la revue JEU et enseigne l’esthétique de la 

danse. Elle s'intéresse particulièrement aux formes chorégraphiques émergentes et aux 

pratiques performatives. 

 

  



Mounsef, Donia        University of Alberta 

“Embodiment without Bodies, Textuality without Texts: Performing the Post-

Human on the Mediatized Stage” 

 

Theatrical embodiment and textuality are being substantially altered by contemporary 

performance’s interactions with technology. New hybrid forms of intermedial theatre 

problematize the nature of embodiment for actors and spectators initiating the undoing of 

normalized biopolitical categories of gender, sex, race, class, and ability. This paper 

looks at what happens to the body when the assumption of liveness is challenged by 

various forms of mediatization in contemporary performance practices. Analyzing the 

complex interdependence of mediation and the rituals of the embodied script in the work 

of Hotel Modern, Rimini Protokoll, Builder's Association, Robert Lepage, and 

PunchDrunk, etc, the paper asks a number of questions: Can we continue to speak of 

embodiment in the theatre when the body is no longer defined by its material conditions? 

What is acting across media, in actual and virtual environments? Does the 

“intermedialist” actor need to play the text in different ways when assumptions of 

centrality, liveness and presence are no longer stable? Can this post-human body assume 

a political position as it negotiates its way in non-traditional, immersive and virtualized 

environments? Do we need a new type of literacy and dramaturgy (“mediaturgy”) to 

apprehend embodied interactions in a fast changing theatre and media landscapes? 

 

 

BIO: 

Donia Mounsef is Associate Professor of drama and études théâtrales at the University 

of Alberta. A performance theorist and dramaturge, she is the author of Chair et révolte 

dans le théâtre de Bernard-Marie Koltès (l'Harmattan, 2005) and the co-editor of The 

Transparency of the Text (Yale French Studies, 2007). She publishes widely on 

intermediality, adaptation, violence, gender, and post-dramatic theatre. Her work 

appeared in Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, Yale French Studies, Esprit 

Créateur, Yale Journal of Criticism, Women and Performance Journal, Féminismos, Alt-

Theatre, Prague Journal of English Studies, Journal of Global Studies and 

Contemporary Art, etc. She is currently working on a book on “Intermediality and 

Biopolitics: Performing Embodiment after Liveness.” 

  



Mroz, Daniel         University of Ottawa 

View, Method and Fruition: A Cosmological Examination of Actor Training 

 

This paper examines actor training and performance creation from an integrated 

perspective. Using an original cosmological model derived from the Mizong tradition of 

Chinese Buddhism, it takes into consideration both the larger aesthetic, ethical and social 

view upon which an artistic practice is based, as well as the minutia of the techniques or 

methods used to actualize its concrete fruition. 

Using concrete examples drawn from the author’s work as a director and trainer of actors 

the paper proposes pragmatic categories helpful in the understanding of normative, 

industrial approaches to actor training and in the generation of novel and diverse 

alternatives.  

 

 

BIO: 

Daniel Mroz is a theatre director and acting teacher. Devoted to the creation of 

contemporary performance he currently leads Les Ateliers du corps, a theatre training and 

performance studio in Ottawa, Canada. His work has been presented by the Évènement 

Zones Théâtrales (Ottawa), the Canada Dance Festival (Ottawa), the Rhubarb Festival 

(Toronto), the Summerworks Festival (Toronto) and the Catskill International Festival of 

New Theater (New York). He has directed and taught professional actors, dancers, 

directors and choreographers in Canada, the United States, Great Britain, France, Turkey 

and China. 

Daniel apprenticed as a performer under Canadian director and acting teacher Richard 

Fowler and his company Primus Theatre from 1993 to 1997. A student of the Chinese 

martial arts since 1993, Daniel is a 20
th

 generation lineage holding disciple of Chen 

Taijiquan under Chen Zhonghua. He also holds an instructor’s diploma in Qigong under 

Kenneth S. Cohen with whom he has trained for over a decade.  

 

Daniel earned his PhD in the practice of interdisciplinary arts from the Doctorat en 

études et pratiques des arts of l'Université du Québec à Montréal. He is presently an 

Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre of the University of Ottawa. His book 

The Dancing Word : An Embodied Approach to the Preparation of Performers and the 

Compositions of Performances (2011) is published by Rodopi Press in the series 

Consciousness, Literature and the Arts. 

 



Muftić, Sanjin   City Varsity School of Media and Creative Arts, 

Cape Town 

  

Actor, Storyteller and Entrepreneur: Can three in one enrich new South Africa? 

 

My paper analyses the training of the degree stream at City Varsity, Cape Town, which 

approaches the actor as an artist with his/her own stories, and guides them through 

writing, producing and performing skills to enable them to create their own roles in the 

performing industry. This contrasts with the diploma, whose sole objective is to produce 

film/TV industry-ready actors.  Does the multi-faceted degree create a 'jack of all trades, 

master of none' effect? This unpacking will seek lessons from the Canadian landscape to 

identify how the training might shift to better serve the South African performance 

culture and entertainment industry. 

 

 

Bio: 

Sanjin Muftić, Bosnian born, completed his undergrad at Bishop’s, before he mastered a 

degree at the University of Cape Town in theatre directing. Since then he has directed 

heightened texts, multimedia productions and together with Jon Keevy, as part of 

Yawazzi, designed videography. Sanjin was awarded the 2011 GIPCA fellowship and 

currently serves as the Head of Acting at City Varsity. While working on his PhD at UCT 

focusing on Theatrical Images, he directed A Day, Across in 2014. His first written 

contribution is a chapter in Performing Migrancy and Mobility in Africa (ed. Mark 

Fleishman) by Palgrave Macmillan. http://sanjinmuftic.tumblr.com/. 

  

http://sanjinmuftic.tumblr.com/


Nadeau, Carole        UQTR 

 

Les devenirs du corps scénique 

L’oeuvre scénique considérée comme un corps sans organe1 offre une façon différente 

d’appréhender création mais aussi réception, le possible « décollage » d'une nouvelle 

«littéracie ». Il pose la question du comment introduire les multiplicités sans reproduction 

ou invention de formes, mais plutôt par captation de forces. Il se demande comment 

rendre visible les devenirs3, ces forces qui agissent sur le corps scénique. Les résonances 

chez le spectateur seraient l’écho de cette action des forces invisibles, de ces variations de 

tensions, tel que le suggère Mervant-Roux4 et deviendraient du coup, une notion clé du 

dispositif scénique. 

 

À travers la proposition Résonances, réalisée à Montréal en novembre 2014, nous avons 

tenté l’exploration de ce phénomène dans la fabrication d’un dispositif scénique. Nous 

avons écrit ce dispositif scénique par une mise en hétérogénéité des composantes avec la 

volonté d’accueillir des éléments dont la qualité à la fois différentielle et relationnelle est 

repérable. Il s’agissait d’identifier des matériaux et des actions générant des 

microévènements dont le potentiel tant d’autonomie que d’inter-connectivité nous 

apparaissait fructueux comme agents d’un corps sans organe. La recherche supposait 

l’élaboration d’une 

mise en tension en perpétuelle renégociation par un équilibre des mises en présence qui 

permettrait la vacillation constante des dominances. Ces deux concepts, hétérogénéité et 

nonhiérarchie, ont motivés nos choix tout au long du processus de création, comme les 

fondations d’un langage scénique qui fonctionne par résonance à travers le chamaillage 

d’affectivités réticulaires et mobiles dans un champ de forces. Ainsi, ce qui, dans les 

propositions théâtrales dites « postdramatiques », a été parfois perçu comme une posture 

d’exclusion du textuel pourrait s’avérer au contraire une approche inclusive d’une 

interface scénique dynamisée et opérationnelle par l’hétérogénéité et la non hiérarchie 

des éléments en présence dans une mise en dispositif qui favorise un corps sans organe. 

 

BIO: 

 

À la barre du Pont Bridge depuis vingt ans, Carole Nadeau y a conçu, écrit et/ou mis en 

scène quinze créations. À l’affût de la technologie, cette artiste de la scène mise sur une 

approche ludique, artisanale et inventive et crée des fables urbaines qui agissent sur les 

sens et la perception du spectateur. À la jonction du théâtre, de l’installation et de la 

vidéo, elle explore l’interrelation entre la parole, le corps, l’espace ___et l’image. 

L’année dernière, elle a été la première récipiendaire du Prix Mois Multi de Recto-Verso, 

qui souligne la contribution artistique exceptionnelle d’un ou d’une artiste du Québec 

aux arts multidisciplinaires et électroniques. En 2000, elle est lauréate du prix John-

Hirsch du Conseil des Arts du Canada remis tous les deux ans à un metteur en scène 

prometteur qui fait preuve d’une vision artistique originale. Ses productions ont été vues 

en Équateur, en France, au Mexique, en Norvège, en République tchèque et en Uruguay. 

Elle enseigne dans plusieurs universités et départements depuis treize ans. Elle est aussi 

doctorante à l’UQTR où elle scrute le rapport aux nouvelles technologies comme élément 

structurant de la pensée d’où émergerait une nouvelle litéracie.  



Neuerburg-Denzer, Ursula     Concordia University 

How does the “temperature” of a group lend itself to different types of warm-ups or 

preparations? How do different preparations change the quality of work done following 

those preparations? As part of my research on the performance of emotions I have 

become interested in examining the various forms of preparation and the palpable 

differences in expression and quality of work they lead to.  Currently I am looking at a 

Yoga sequence, a Strasberg-style chair relaxation and sense-memory exercise, individual 

and communal stretches, deep relaxation and other somatic techniques, as well as 

dynamic walking, improvisation and Odin-style “Awakenings. ” I am looking at the 

energetic, qualitative differences in the preparations themselves and their results.  

 The empirical part of the research project takes place in one of the acting classes I 

teach, the Emo Lab that I have been developing over the past four years. The practices 

under scrutiny are both parts of my own practice background but are also informed by 

readings or, in some cases, students’ prior experiences. The participant groups have 

varied between 8 and 14 undergraduate theatre BFA students. Parts of the process have 

been videoed during three of the four years. Only during this current year have I been 

investigating the preparations as a distinct aspect. For this particular research inquiry I am 

drawing qualitative conclusions from the practice itself, video documentation, and 

student journals that will add to the knowledge in acting theory and practice. This enquiry 

is part of a book project on rasaboxes training. 

 

BIO: 

Ursula Neuerburg-Denzer, Ph.D., born in Cologne, Germany, is Assistant Professor of 

Theatre at Concordia University (Canada), where she teaches acting, directing, history, 

and dramaturgy. With a strong background in performing and directing, her research 

centers on the performance of extreme emotion. Her article “High Emotion- Rasaboxes in 

the Emo Lab: Emotion Training for Actors in the Twenty First Century,” was published 

in Theatres of Affect. An essay on the collaborative project with Floyd Favel on the 

housing crisis on Northern reserves, “Attawapiskat is no Exception” will be published in 

a collection called Dream Houses. 

 

  



Neville, Sarah      The Ohio State University 

BIO: 

Sarah Neville (neville.67@osu.edu) is an assistant professor of English at The Ohio 

State University, where she also holds a courtesy appointment in Theatre. She is an 

assistant editor of the New Oxford Shakespeare (a performance-inflected edition), and a 

General Textual Editor of the Digital Renaissance Editions. Prior to arriving at OSU, 

Sarah was an assistant professor in the English department of West Virginia University, 

where her feminist adaptation of 1 and 2 Henry IV was produced as part of the 2013-14 

season of WVU’s College of Creative Arts. She is the director of the Richard II 

production. 

  



Nichols, Glen       Mount Allison University 

 

BIO: 

Glen Nichols is Director of the Drama Studies Program at Mount Allison University. He 

is also past President of the Canadian Association for Theatre Research and past Editor of 

Theatre Research in Canada. A resident of New Brunswick for nearly 20 years, he has 

explored the dynamics of Acadian and English-language theatre in the only officially 

bilingual province of Canada. 

  



Nolette, Nicole       Harvard University 

Slaps, Embraces and Erasures: Bilingual French-English Theatre in Canada and its 

Audiences 

What languages do Canadian theatre audiences understand? How do theatre institutions 

in English and French Canada anticipate their spectators’ linguistic competencies? And 

how do authors prefigure translation into their work to anticipate limited multilingual 

competencies? In this presentation, I will focus on three modes of interaction with 

spectators in bilingual French-English theatre in Canada:  

1) erasure, or the evocation of another language by using its name, or by invoking an 

accent, without resorting to multilingualism on the page or on the stage; 

2) slaps, or pointed jabs at spectators to transform translation into a visible apparatus and 

to make spectators with lesser linguistic competencies uncomfortably conscious of what 

they are missing; 

3) embraces, or the cushioning of the lesser-known language of the play in the hope for a 

common understanding. 

The examples of each of these modes of interaction, or gestures, of bilingual French-

English Theatre in Canada will be taken from a corpus of texts and performances from 

1960 to 2015, from both English-Canadian institutions and their counterparts in 

Francophone Canada (including Québec).  

Cette conférence sera donnée en français et en anglais, avec traduction par appui visuel. 

ET/AND 

Traduire l’hérérolinguisme du théâtre franco-canadien : l’exception acadienne  

L’inscription littéraire des variétés linguistiques et des langues : voilà comment 

Rainier Grutman définit l’hétérolinguisme (1997), en notant les défis et les enjeux qu’il 

pose pour la traduction (2012). Dans mes recherches sur l’hétérolinguisme du théâtre 

franco-canadien (francophone de l’Ouest, franco-ontarien, acadien) des trente dernières 

années, recherches où je pose également la question de la traduction pour des spectateurs 

des métropoles canadienne et québécoise, j’en suis arrivée à faire une distinction entre le 

théâtre à l’ouest du Québec et celui à l’est. D’un côté, les théâtres francophones de 

l’Ouest et de l’Ontario partagent un hétérolinguisme qui fait cohabiter le français et 

l’anglais; on a souvent choisi de traduire cet hétérolinguisme avec une composante 

ludique, de manière simultanée (superposition des textes et des langues, avec les surtitres, 

par exemple) ou consécutive (par ex. interprétation linguistique par deux comédiens). De 

l’autre côté, l’hétérolinguisme du théâtre acadien se définit par une multiplicité des 

variétés linguistiques du français; la traduction de ce théâtre hétérolingue, dans la plupart 

des cas substitutive (remplacement d’un texte par un autre), en a évacué le ludisme 

comme les variétés linguistiques.  



Lors de cette table ronde, j’aimerais aborder les enjeux et les défis de la traduction 

de l’hétérolinguisme du théâtre acadien à partir de deux cas particuliers : Empreintes, de 

Paul Bossé (2001), traduit par Glen Nichols (Traces, 2004) et Les Trois exils de Christian 

E. de Christian Essiambre et Philippe Soldevila (2010), traduit par Gunta Dreifelds 

(2011). 

BIO:  

Nicole NOLETTE est chercheuse postdoctorale (CRSH 2014-2016) associée à 

l’Université Harvard. Elle détient un doctorat en langue et littératures françaises de 

l’Université McGill. Sa thèse, qui porte sur les jeux et enjeux de la traduction de 

spectacles hétérolingues du Canada francophone, sera publiée prochainement aux Presses 

de l’Université d’Ottawa. Nicole s’intéresse à la traductologie, au spectacle vivant, au 

théâtre plurilingue et aux littératures franco-canadiennes. Elle a publié, entre autres, des 

articles dans Inquire: Journal of Comparative Literature, dans la revue de théâtre Jeu 

et dans Recherches théâtrales au Canada. Elle a aussi contribué aux collectifs Traduire-

écrire : cultures, poétiques, anthropologie, Theatres of Affect, La Traduction dans les 

cultures plurilingues, Staging and Performing Translation: Text and Theatre Practice, 

(Se) Raconter des histoires : Histoire et histoires dans les littératures francophones du 

Canada et Translation and the Reconfiguration of Power Relations.  

 

  



Nyarady,  Zita       York University  

 

The view from an ankle hang:  the capital(s) of inverted spectacle in Cascade 

Cascade, is a durational, interactive, contemporary circus performance and multi-

disciplinary art installation by Anandam Dance Theatre that premiered at the 2014 Scotia 

Bank Nuit Blanche in Toronto Ontario. Conceptualized and executed by Brandy Leary 

and a team of 70 artists, Cascade is a performance rooted in circus arts yet performed 

with a meditative, inverted spectacle and anti-cirque quality. As one of the 60 aerialists in 

the performance, I write this paper using reflexive methodologies found in auto-

ethnography as well as in depth interviews with the creator, fellow performers and 

audience members. Through a close reading of this performance from my perspective 

both as an academic at my desk and a performer secured in an ankle hang 30 feet in the 

air, I argue that Cascade through its simultaneously large scale yet intimate performance 

qualities embodies and brings forth issues of social, cultural and economic capital in 

contemporary circus.  

 

BIO: 

Zita Nyarady is a dance-theatre-circus artist and PhD candidate in Theatre and 

Performance Studies at York University. Her research interests include performance and 

social change, performance of place and circus studies. Her dissertation, “Stories in 

Flight: Exploring the Process of Transformative Embodied Storytelling in Contemporary 

Social Circus”, centers around her work as dramaturge with Talk to Youth Lately, a 

social circus project that focuses on mental health. More information on Zita’s academic 

and artistic projects can be found at www.zitanyarady.com  

  

http://www.zitanyarady.com/


O'Grady, Catherine     TD Ottawa Jazz Festival  and Ottawa 

       Children’s Festival de la Jeunesse  

 

 

BIO: 

 

Catherine O’Grady has been at the helm of the TD Ottawa Jazz Festival for 18 years. In 

that time audiences have increased by over 300 per cent, the Festival has achieved 

financial stability, and critical success, all while maintaining an ironclad commitment to 

the artistry of Jazz. 

In particular, Catherine has championed improvised music in Canada’s Capital. She has 

invited innumerable improvisers from all over the world to the Festival where they have 

been greeted by captive and enthusiastic audiences for performances at the Festival’s 

renowned Improv Invitational Series.  

Catherine is also fervently dedicated to the next generation of artists. She has overseen 

the creation of a National-scale education program called the TD Jazz Youth Summit as 

well as locally-based outreach programs such as Jazz-Ed. In addition, Catherine also 

serves are Artistic Director of the Ottawa International Children’s Festival, a professional 

performing arts festival. 

Catherine is also a part-time Professor of Arts Marketing and Administration at the 

University of Ottawa, and is formerly Head of the Theatre Section of the Canada Council 

for the Arts.    



O’Hara, Meghan       Western University 

“Am I invented too?”: Martin Crimp’s Possible Bodies in The City” 

In the final scene of Martin Crimp’s The City, one of the play’s central characters—

Clair—reveals that she has invented all the other characters with whom she has shared 

the stage.  In this paper, I suggest that Crimp’s play meta-theatrically stages the process 

of a ‘real’ body merging with text. These once substantive characters are ascribed a 

fictional narrative which retroactively writes them out of existence. This paper analyzes 

Clair’s revelation as reconstituting the performer’s body as ontologically questionable. 

How do we resolve the simultaneity of the performing body’s reality and fiction?  

In this paper, I use possible worlds theory to theorize the spectator’s relationship 

to the multiplicity of the theatrical body. Each vignette-style scene is an internally logical 

world; at the centre, Clair holds these individual worlds in suspension as “possible”. 

What is the ontological status of these possible worlds—and the embodied characters 

within—from the audience’s perspective? I argue that, like Clair, the audience must read 

the body as ontologically “possible”, held in suspension between the real and the unreal. 

Extending narratological applications of possible worlds theory into performance studies, 

I explore the interplay of reality and fiction that occurs when physical bodies and 

narrative texts collide.  

 

 

BIO: 

Meghan O’Hara is a third year PhD student in the Department of English at Western 

University. Her research explores the relationships between time and theatre, and focuses 

on issues of liveness and affect in contemporary British theatre and performance.  

  



On, Dylan        York University 

 

BIO: 

 

Dylan On is an emerging artist and academic, currently completing an MA in Theatre & 

Performance Studies at York University. His research interests centre on digital 

performance, intermediality, and issues of embodiment, virtuality, and telepresence." 

  



Owen,  David       York University 

BIO: 

David Owen is a PhD candidate in Theatre Studies at York University and holds an 

MFA in Directing and a MA in Dramatic Theory. He is a scholar, award-winning 

playwright, director, gamer, and member of the Playwright's Guild of Canada (PGC). His 

current research focus is on the intersection of performance and videogames and was 

recently published in the Journal of Gaming and Virtual Worlds with his article “Cyber 

Narrative and the Gaming Cyborg.” Earlier in 2014 he had a photo-essay on digital 

performance in Canada as well as an article on burlesque and roller-derby published in 

the Canadian Theatre Review. 

  



  

Poulsen, John     University of Lethbridge  

Educating from the inside out: What Drama and Theatre do best? /  Éduquer de 

l’intérieur: Qu’est-ce que l’art dramatique et le théâtre font de mieux? 

Within education there has been a call to educate the entire person, some define this as 

educating the cognitive, affective and kinesthetic domains of a person. This presentation 

argues that there is no subject that educates the affective domain better than 

Drama/Theatre. Daniel Stern describes the peak of connection between two individuals 

as, “Affective Attunement.” He states that this is a special type of interpersonal 

relationship in which a unique sense of emotional oneness occurs between two 

individuals. This is very similar to Stanislavski’s description of the peak of his training 

method called “Communion.” He intended for his actors to reach communion or a 

supreme interpersonal or affective connection first with one another and then with the 

audience. 

Stanislavski’s preference for affect based acting, arose from his observations of 

performances. He felt that performers who worked from the cerebral centre, as contrasted 

with an emotional centre, were inferior. Chekhov also felt that the audiences as well as 

actors should interact with a performance from the affective rather than the cognitive. 

The milieu that Drama/Theatre is developed in as well as the actual performance depends 

on development of the affective. That is, both the process of developing Drama/Theatre 

as well as the product that comes from Drama/Theatre depends on, encourages, focuses 

on, and actively develops the affective individual. 

L’enseignement vise à former la personne dans son entier que certains définissent comme 

le développement des domaines cognitifs, affectifs et kinesthésiques. Cette présentation 

met de l’avant l’art dramatique / théâtre comme le moyen par excellence pour 

développer le domaine affectif. Daniel Stern décrit les liens unissant deux individus 

comme une « harmonisation affective ». Il affirme qu’il s’agit d’un type de relation 

interpersonnelle particulier où une même émotion unit deux individus. Ceci ressemble 

beaucoup à la description que fait Stanislavski de sa méthode de formation dont il 

qualifie le point central de « communion ». Il demande à ses acteurs d’atteindre une 

communion ou à établir un lien suprême interpersonnel et affectif d’abord entre les 

collègues, puis avec le public. Ce choix de Stanislavski résulte de ses observations lors 

des représentations. Il estimait inférieurs les interprètes qui travaillaient de façon 

cérébrale par opposition à ceux qui utilisaient leurs émotions. Tchékhov a aussi considéré 

que le public et les comédiens devaient interagir lors des représentations à partir de 

l’affectif plutôt que du cognitif. Ainsi, tant le processus axé sur le développement que sur 

le produit en art dramatique / théâtre sont interdépendants, favorisent la concentration, 

l’engagement et le développement affectif de l’individu. 

 

 

 



Bio :  
JOHN POULSEN (Ph.D, Université de Calgary, MA Université de London (Angleterre) est 

professeur associé à l’Université de Lethbridge à la Faculté d’éducation. Ses recherches portent 

sur l’éducation, la formation des enseignants et le jeu. Il vient de publier un ouvrage intitulé 

Shakespeare! For Readers’ Theatre publié aux éditions Five Rivers Publishing 

(http://www.fiveriverspublishing.com/). 

 
JOHN POULSEN (Ph. D. University of Calgary, MA University of London, England) is an 

Associate Professor at the University of Lethbridge in the Faculty of Education.  His research 

includes Education, teacher preparation, and performance. He has recently written a book titled: 

Shakespeare! for Readers’ Theatre, available through http://www.fiveriverspublishing.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fiveriverspublishing.com/


Preston, VK        McGill University 

Tacit Capital: Publishing (and Translating) 'New France' 

 This paper takes a performance studies approach to early, published dictionaries 

of Indigenous languages and French, addressing the deployment of feeling and movement 

in the projects of conversion and colonial expansion in the Americas. This study of 

seventeenth-century publications examines epistemologies shaping religious and 

embodied concepts in the ill-matched ‘grammars’ of early modern phrasebooks, 

investigating entanglements of language with capital as well as dance, history, and 

sensation. My impulse to reexamine cultural texts from the early modern colonial project 

investigates largely unexamined categories in Canadian historiographies of both the arts 

and colonization. My work on this project interrogates what I consider to be lacunae in 

Canadian scholarship, namely in circum-Atlantic and hemispheric historiographies of 

performance pre-1800. Undertaking a study of the ‘colonization of the near’ through 

close readings of published accounts of Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes, this work 

turns to colonial archives to examine the often tacit epistemological claims of early 

modern writers. These approaches might help move towards an historically specific and 

sourced analysis of performing arts disciplines as colonial epistemologies—as well as 

hemispheric and international conversations in performance studies. ‘Tacit Capital’ also 

considers the effects of religious discourse and strategies of secularization in such 

histories of the body and ideas, addressing capital and currency in the move to incite 

colonial expansion in the region. Exploring Pierre Bourdieu on cultural, social, and 

economic capital, as well as habitus, I investigate the shaping, creation, and profit 

solicited in the publication of travel accounts published in Europe that reveal unexpected 

structures of ‘performance.’ 

Bio:  

VK Preston is a post-doctoral fellow at McGill University’s Institute for the Public Life 

of the Arts and Ideas (IPLAI). She holds a doctorate from Stanford University's 

Department of Theatre and Performance Studies, with a PhD minor in history, and she 

comes to scholarship on baroque and contemporary performance through backgrounds in 

dance and contemporary art. VK is the recipient of a 2014-2016 research fellowship from 

the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), and she is working with 

supervisor Paul Yachnin at IPLAI on a first book project. She completed her doctoral 

research in Paris with a Mellon dissertation award, at the École normale supérieure, 

working on archives on dance, early modern colonization, and the witch trials. Her article 

with Alanna Thain, “Tendering the Flesh: the ABCs of Dave St-Pierre’s Contemporary 

Utopias,” in TDR / The Drama Review, won the 2013 Canadian Association of Theatre 

Research’s Richard Plant Award for best article. She continues to work in collaboration 

with the SenseLab’s project Immediations, and she has been offered a two-month 

research fellowship at the University of Melbourne next year at the Australian Centre for 

Excellence in the History of Emotions, 1100-1800.  



Priebe, Rebekah       The Ohio State University 

 

BIO: 

Rebekah Priebe (priebe.15@osu.edu) is a graduate student in Master of Fine Arts in 

Costume Design at The Ohio State University, where she designs university productions 

as well as teaches basic sewing skills to students working in the costume studio. In 

addition to these roles, she has a passion for collaboration and working with 

undergraduate students to foster an interest in the theatre arts, specifically design. Upon 

finishing her degree, she plans to design and teach at the university level. She is the 

Costume Coordinator for the production of Richard II. 

  



Ratsoy, Ginny      Thompson Rivers University 

Destabilizing and Re-conceptualizing the Role of Academics in Their Communities    

As part of a collective that created a play about homelessness (with no such experiences 

ourselves) we have come to reflect deeply on Said’s view of the intellectual as “outside, 

amateur, and disturber of the status quo.”  Working with two colleagues and five 

students, as well as six formerly homeless individuals and representatives of 

approximately ten local social service agencies, we researchers were decidedly outsiders 

and amateurs on the topic of homelessness and the attendance issues of mental illness and 

substance abuse.  

The status quo of the (minority) academic component of the collective was certainly 

disturbed. We believe the collective disturbed the larger status quo, and we certainly had 

our individual stereotypes and reductive categories challenged. Power structures were 

challenged vigorously and the typical rehearsal hierarchy was upended.  

Like most Canadian collective creations, Home/Less/Mess was as much about process as 

product. However, it differed from collective creations we had experienced because the 

“actors” had  no previous acting experience and, for the most part, played themselves. 

They were also in the limelight: in the programme, pre- and post- production publicity, 

and Home/Less/Mess, they were the focus. Outsiders, amateurs, and disturbers on many 

levels, they were both performers (inexperienced as actors) and non-performers (experts 

in their own story).  

Our experiences left us destabilized, out of place, and questioning both our own values 

and the efficacy of our institutions. Academic and existential questions still reverberate. 

Many project goals were achieved academically – rich research potential in three 

disciplines  -- and in terms of  social capital – significant press and sold -out audiences 

who joined talkback sessions and completed hundreds of surveys. Press  and community 

members often ask,  ‘when are you going to do it again?’ The more important question 

may be, “ what were the lessons learned the first time?” 

 

Bio: Ginny Ratsoy’s article, “Voicing Nature in the British Columbia Interior: A Place 

“Back in the Midst of Time” in Kevin Loring’s Where the Blood Mixes,” appears 

in   Enacting Nature: Ecocritical Perspectives on Indigenous 

Performance, edited by   Birgit Dawes and Marc Maufort and published by P.I.E. Peter 

Lang in 2014. 

  



Renyk, Grahame        Queen’s University 

 

“Putting it Together, that’s what counts” - Taking the informational turn in the 

pedagogy of directing.  

 

Many directing textbooks urge directors to step back, become the “eyes and ears for the 

audience”1 and observe a production from the “external perspective” of a naïve spectator. 

2 Few of these books, however, propose concrete advice or practical guidance for how to 

actually do this. Is this skill acquired only through innate talent and/or years of on-the-job 

experience, or can it be taught in a classroom? This paper will explore this question and 

propose that this skill can be taught by taking, to borrow a phrase from Frederick Adams, 

3 an “informational turn” in directing pedagogy. Taking such a ‘turn’ entails thinking of a 

theatrical event in terms of its information contents and how said contents are cognitively 

processed into conscious experience by a spectator’s mind. The production does not itself 

contain any inherent meaning, sense, or experience. It contains only information to be 

processed in the mind of a spectator. Seen in this context, directors, therefore, do not 

‘create’ experiences with their work. Instead, they influence how the spectator’s mind 

assembles information into conscious experience by organizing, selecting, and shaping 

the information in a production. Being the eyes and ears of an audience involves positing 

how a spectator might ‘put together’ – cognitively - the information in a theatrical event. 

This paper will propose a set of teaching metaphors for discussing the informational turn 

in a directing classroom, and for developing a basic functional awareness of cognition 

among directing students. It will propose a conceptual model (adapted from Bernard 

Baars’ Global Workspace Theory) to explain how the information contents are processed 

into experience within the very limited capacity of our conscious awareness. It will also 

borrow concepts from Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow and Ric Knowles’ 

Materialist Semiotics4 to remind/provoke students to consider the cultural, material, and 

ideological positioning of potential spectators in their approach to their work. Notes: 

1Hodge, Francis and Michael McLain. Play Directing: Analysis, Communication, and 

Style. 7th Edition. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 2010. pg 245. 2Bloom, Michael. Thinking 

Like a Director. New York: Faber & Faber, 2004. pg 173. 3 Adams, Frederick. "The 

Informational Turn in Philosophy." Minds and Machines 13.4 (2003): 471- 501. 4 

Knowles, Ric. Reading the Material Theatre. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004. 

 

Bio:  

Grahame Renyk is an Adjunct Lecturer in Drama at Queen’s University. He also works 

as an actor and director. Recent directing credits include Michel Marc Bouchard’s Lilies 

and the Canadian premiere of Anya Reiss’ adaptation of Wedekind’s Spring Awakening. 

He is currently completing his PhD dissertation in cognitive psychology and the 

pedagogy of directing in the School of English and Theatre Studies at the University of 

Guelph. 

  



Rewa, Natalie      Queen’s University 

 “How does it entice you to move through it?” – public sculpture, landscape 

architecture + architecture 

This question posed by architects and landscape architects is similar to Pina Bausch’s 

observation that what interests her is “not how people move but what moves them”. 

These seeming other approaches are germane to my research on walking – what does 

induce one to walk, amble, enter, roll (using a mobility device), to pass through or 

traverse a landscape. The work of SI and more recent theoretical and practical work has 

often concentrated on working within an existing urban/landscape; my research in 

production design, curated walking and listening encourage me to come to the seminar on 

the basis of artists who are well aware of the discussion of the latter part of the twentieth 

century, and show how their design practice incorporates walking, or in some ways “goes 

on from” the earlier investigations. I have chosen the plaza of the National Gallery of 

Canada for its production design that privileges walking/rolling. This site contrasts with 

National Galleries that dot international capitals as tourist sites, not only for the curation 

of exhibits within their precincts, but also for their attention to activism and weather (one 

need only to think of the NG in London’s Trafalgar Square). The corner of Sussex and St 

Patrick Streets was dramatically drawn into the tourist culture in 1988 when the current 

building anchored the site, up until this time the National Gallery occupied rented 

premises often in office buildings. My focus is on the dynamic momentum elicited by 

three forms of expression: Mamam the monumental iconic sculpture by Louise 

Bourgeois, the liveness of the landscape architecture by Cornelia Hahn Oberlander and 

the porosity of the architecture by Moshe Safdie. Movement into the Gallery and around 

its plaza poses the question of the practice of outdoorness -- movement as taking up an 

agonistic space in a country where the approach to public space, might be brutalist in 

design and all too often inward facing rather than outward looking. The space created is 

multiple, but also does not engage in consensus necessarily. In our seminar I seek to use 

this “stop” to practice the narration of this active shared space and its immediate affect on 

the ‘tourist’ body. I would like to consider how the walking/rolling enabled by the design 

vocabularies of these diverse forms of expression approaches solitude and engagement 

and how these signal the possibilities of counter-hegemonic intervention(s). 

BIO:  

Author of Scenography in Canada: Selected Designers (University of Toronto Press, 

2004), she was co-curator if the Canadian delegation to PQ07, and co-editor of Imprints 

of Process, the catalogue for the exhibit, editor of Design and Scenography (Playwrights 

Canada Press, 2009), guest editor of the special issue: “Costumes and Costuming” of 

Canadian Theatre Review #152 (2013). Her research has appeared in Canadian Theatre 

Review, Theatre Research in Canada and her analytic discussion of the evolution of the 

Prague Quadrennial appeared in Australasian Studies. Forthcoming is a series of 

interviews in the journal of design Scene focusing on Asterion: A Labyrinth (part seven 



of the Patria Cycle). She is professor of Drama and cross appointed to Cultural Studies at 

Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rickerson, Micah       The Ohio State University 

BIO: 

Micah Rickerson (rickerson.3@osu.edu) is a PhD student in English at The Ohio State 

University, focusing on the literature, art, and culture of early eighteenth-century Britain. 

Micah’s specific interests include the intersection of narrative form, everydayness, and 

disaster and questions of historicity and narrative reportage, especially in the works of 

Daniel Defoe and Henry Fielding. Micah is the stage manager for the Richard II 

production. 

  



Riley, Jess      University of Guelph 

Interrogative Feedback and the Myth of Neutral Dramaturgy 

 

 The dirtiest word in developmental dramaturgy is prescriptive. Discussions of 

play development often stress the imperative to avoid creative imposition and preserve 

the inviolability of the playwright’s vision. This preoccupation underlies many of the 

common tropes in the discourse surrounding developmental dramaturgy, from the 

inanimate and reflective sounding board to the detached and objective outside eye. The 

perhaps most frequently posited solution to this anxiety of influence is a methodological 

one; according to common wisdom, prescriptive dramaturgy may be avoided by framing 

one’s feedback in the form of a question.  

 

 In practice, however, the viability of a non-prescriptive interrogative dramaturgy 

is debatable. Are all questions inherently neutral? What constitutes a neutral question? Is 

it possible—or even desirable—to achieve entirely neutral, non-prescriptive dramaturgy? 

 

 As a contribution to CATR/ACRT 2015, the proposed paper will draw on original 

archival research to reconstruct the shaping influence of dramaturgical questions posed 

by the late twentieth century Canadian dramaturge, Urjo Kareda. Kareda’s interrogative 

approach is an oft-praised feature of his dramaturgy. Describing Kareda in 1997, Judith 

Thompson asserts “Urjo is a wonderful dramaturge because he knows exactly which 

questions to ask” (Globe and Mail). Likewise, Joan Macleod describes Kareda’s 

dramaturgy as “just ask[ing] questions” and “never prescriptive”(Personal Interview). 

Despite the welcome and seemingly non-invasive quality of these dramaturgical 

questions, however, the personal and subjective influence of Kareda’s dramaturgy is 

traceable in extant records of his new play development. These records, including 

Kareda’s correspondence with playwrights and his notes in the margins of script drafts, 

will provide a rare point of access to observe the shaping influence of interrogative 

dramaturgy in practice. Tracing script revisions as direct and indirect consequences of 

Kareda’s dramaturgical questions, the proposed paper will interrogate the interrogative 

approach with the aim of debunking the myth of neutral dramaturgy. 

 

 

Bio: 

 

Jessica Riley is a PhD candidate at the School of English and Theatre Studies, University 

of Guelph. Her research interests include developmental dramaturgy, theatre history and 

historiography, Canadian theatre, and early modern English drama. Jessica is a former 

Editorial Assistant for Theatre Journal. Her work has been published in Canadian 

Theatre Review, in the New Essays on Canadian Theatre collection, Latina/o Canadian 

Theatre and Performance, and in the 2014 collection, OuterSpeares: Shakespeare, 

Intermedia, and the Limits of Adaptation. Jessica's current research involves the archival 

analysis of past play development processes, focusing on scripts developed by influential 

Canadian dramaturge Urjo Kareda at Toronto's Tarragon Theatre. She is also editing 

Kareda's collected letters, a project for which she received the 2013 Heather McCallum 

Award from the Canadian Association for Theatre Research.  



Robertson-Palmer, Sean     York University. 

 

Breaking Walls: Space, Physicality and Lecture-based Pedagogy in Acting 

Conservatory Programs. 

 

Lecture-based courses that remain fixtures in acting conservatory programs of Ontario 

colleges have long been operating in contrast to the pedagogical process of actor training. 

The crux of this difference is the space that lecture-based courses operate in: the lecture 

hall. How does space affect student-centered teaching and learning, and what types of 

classrooms should be developed to integrate lecture-based courses into the pedagogical 

trends of acting conservatories? This paper will articulate the changes, successes and 

failures that can occur when a lecture-based course moves beyond the lecture hall in an 

attempt to produce a more integrated pedagogical approach. 

 

Bio:  

Sean Robertson-Palmer is an interdisciplinary performer whose work has been seen at 

Theatre Passe Muraille, Toronto's Nuit Blanche and the Summerworks Festival. He is a 

founding member of the Toronto-based performance company Kadozuke Kollektif, a 

Course Instructor at Humber College, and has lectured and taught workshops at the 

Schulich School of Business and York University. Sean is currently pursuing his PhD in 

Theatre and Performance Studies at York University, where he focuses on hip hop 

performance, audiences and globalization. Sean's editorial work and writings on music, 

culture and fashion can be seen in GQ Magazine and on GQ.co.za.   

  

https://owa.concordia.ca/owa/redir.aspx?c=djl8-zeua0-zh3iajuncivimo8liddii-xqnwvxqbbczetsidhs18lhfprszgkn1y4q2pv-uxc8.&url=http%253a%252f%252fgq.co.za


Robichaud, Geneviève      Université de Montréal 

De même j’écris parfois: rewriting Pessoa’s The Book of Disquiet  

Adventures can be found anywhere, même dans la mélancolie, a recent show held at the 

Leonard and Bina Ellen Art Gallery in Montreal, by the performance group PME-ART, 

undertook the said task of rewriting Fernando Pessoa’s unfinished work, The Book of 

Disquiet. Producing rewrite after rewrite of pages from The Book of Disquiet and its 

French translation, Le livre de l’intranquilité, this co-authored performance
1

 merges 

performance art and literary creative practices together, blurring the line between visual 

art and literature. Even its bilingual title, Adventures can be found anywhere, même dans 

la mélancolie, foregrounds the literal and conceptual multilingualism at play in the 

performance.  

 In “De même j’écris parfois”, I will argue that PME’s creative experimentation 

with language, through its interdisciplinary and stylistic pluralism (drawings and 

calligrams coexist with texts written in both English and French), offers a parallel with 

other kinds of bi or multi lingual works, namely in the following manners: while 

performing in the interstices of an (in) between space Adventures does not necessarily 

seek to accommodate the spectator (the act of rewriting is reserved for the performers 

only and the alterations or cohabitation (Pessoa + rewrite) are seamlessly added, which is 

to say that the rewrites are inserted without paratexts); Adventures’ reconfiguration of The 

Book of Disquiet emphasizes not only the already plural aspect of the work itself (its 

French, English and off-stage Portuguese) but also the intrinsic dialogism (this is a 

performance after all) between reader/spectator and writer, artist and critic (Rendell 

2010). Finally, PME’s rewrite of The Book of Disquiet, in order to render it more ‘of our 

time,’ highlights the ‘situatedness’ of all writing and the innovative possibilities that such 

cross-pollinations offer to the literary as well as the visual arts. That the performance 

functions as a site of translation – challenging notions of mastery, originality and the 

privileging of one language over an other – is only one of the manifold junctures that 

Adventures invites us to explore. 

 

BIO: 

Geneviève Robichaud is a PhD candidate at l’Université de Montréal as well as the 

Assistant Editor for Lemon Hound. Recipient of awards and research-creation grants, her 

current SSHRC funded research focuses on the poethics of touch and adjacency and the 

crossover between creative and critical practices in multilingual works. Her essays and 

prose have recently been published in The Capilano Review, Cosmonaut’s Avenue and 

Lemon Hound. 

  



Rollie, Emily A.       Monmouth College 

Capitalizing on Creativity:  Creative Co-evolution and Gender Dynamics in 

Director/Playwright Collaboration  

Regular collaboration between a director and a playwright is not new phenomenon – a 

fact documented by Patrick Healy’s New York Times article (January 31, 2013), which 

tracked the collaborative ventures and mutual success of several American 

playwright/director creative teams.  From Jillian Keiley and Robert Chafe to Nina Lee 

Aquino and David Yee, Canadian directors are also collaborating with playwrights to 

produce thought-provoking work and gain success.  However, in completing my 

dissertation research into the directorial processes of Canadian women directors, what I 

found particularly interesting was the way in which the director/playwright collaboration 

inspired ideas in and for each other’s medium.  As noted by Nina Lee Aquino, “David 

[Yee]’s aesthetic as a playwright on the page has been very much influenced by how I 

direct. He rarely puts in stage directions and if he does they’re impossible stage 

directions.  You know, but that’s the only way I like working.”
5
  Particularly in light of 

the 2015 CATR/Congress theme, the significance of this director/playwright 

collaboration in the process of inspiring and generating ideas seems an apt and necessary 

exploration.   

Beyond this exploration, lies a secondary area of interest: the gendered nature of these 

director/playwright collaborations.  In the aforementioned article, Healy notes that 

“female [American] directors have cultivated collaborations with playwrights and are 

emerging as forces to be reckoned with.”
6
  Indeed, in my own research into Canadian 

women directors, I was struck by the gendered nature of many of these 

director/playwright collaborations.      

Using these two discoveries as its foundation, this paper explores the director/playwright 

collaboration, specifically those between Canadian women directors and their playwright 

collaborators. Using Aquino and Yee as a representative case study and supported by 

interviews, rehearsal observations, and available scholarship on collaborative artistic 

models, this study seeks to uncover the dynamics of this creative collaboration – how the 

playwright/director collaborations connect creative spirits as well as how these 

collaborations beget new ideas and capitalize on the collaborators’ artistic strengths, 

ultimately shaping the final product.  Within this larger exploration, this paper also 

interrogates the gendered nature of these collaborations and the implications these gender 

dynamics have for larger discussions of equity in Canadian theatre. 

Bio:  

Emily A. Rollie is an assistant professor of theatre at Monmouth College in Monmouth, 

Illinois.  She received her Master’s degree in theatre from Central Washington University 

                                                           
 
 



and her PhD in theatre from the University of Missouri.  Her primary research interests 

are women in theatre and contemporary Canadian theatre.  Her research focuses 

specifically on the ways that Canadian women theatre artists construct individual, 

national and gendered identities through writing and performance, and her dissertation 

(current book project) combined feminist historiography and qualitative case study 

methods to consider the directorial work and methods of four prominent Canadian 

women directors (Jillian Keiley, Kim Collier, Kelly Thornton, and Nina Lee Aquino).  

She has been pleased to present at CATR since 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Roy,  Andréane        UQAM 

“Étude de cas de Sad Sam Lucky de Matija Ferlin : d’une poésie performative à une 

écriture du corps dans l’espace” 

Créé en 2012 par le croate Matija Ferlin, Sad Sam Lucky est un hommage à la poésie de 

Srečko Kosovel, un poète slovène, mort en 1926. La proposition de Ferlin se construit 

autour du dialogue improbable entre les poèmes et la réponse physique qui leur est 

adressée. Quels liens unissent la poésie et la danse, comment s’articule le rapport entre 

textualité et corporéité ? Refusant de se livrer à un travail strictement illustratif des mots, 

le corps de Ferlin est saisi et modelé comme une matière plastique par les poèmes 

sombres de Kosovel. La peau et les vêtements du performeur sont enduits de la suie d'une 

table d'écriture calcinée, avec laquelle il s’engage dans un corps à corps.  De ses membres 

turbulents et fuligineux, Ferlin raye de noir la surface blanche du sol et se livre ainsi à 

une écriture du geste dans l'espace. Sa danse s’offre comme une réponse incarnée et toute 

personnelle à la poésie avec laquelle il dialogue, le corps se présentant comme 

l’expression d’ « un chant intérieur rendu visible ». (Louppe, 2004) Ferlin s’approprie et 

magnifie le caractère performatif des poèmes de Kosovel, où les thèmes du paysage et du 

corps dévastés par la violence du fascisme, de la guerre et de la mort sont omniprésents.  

 

BIO: 

Andréane Roy est détentrice d’un baccalauréat en études théâtrales et littérature 

comparée depuis juin 2014. Candidate à la maîtrise en théâtre à l’École supérieure de 

théâtre de l’UQÀM depuis septembre 2014, elle est aussi critique et stagiaire à la 

rédaction de la revue JEU, en plus de travailler sporadiquement comme conseillère 

dramaturgique sur des productions théâtrales québécoises. 

  



Rudakoff, Judith        York University  

Who am I and Where is Here? Performance Creation that interrogates individual 

identity in cultural context 

While Canadian literary critic Northrop Frye asked these questions (Who am I? and 

Where is Here?) decades ago, responses continue to fuel the contemporary creation of 

artistic work. Locating personal identity within a variety of culturally demarcated 

territories; the shaping, re-shaping, and rejecting the boundaries of cultural community; 

the adjustment to claiming citizenship in multiple socially constructed communities; and, 

indeed, the ability to live on the border of and claim simultaneous citizenship in different 

worlds: these are provocative notions that promote ongoing investigation into the 

relevance of Frye’s queries through creative and performative means. 

This paper will focus innovative methods I have created for generating auto-ethnographic 

creative work/performance that interrogates, accuses, informs, attacks, and, ultimately, 

demonstrates relationships between the self and a variety of territories and communities 

that include (but not exclusively) political, social, economic, and linguistic delineators 

(The Ashley Plays/site specific cycles; Photobiography,Roots/Routes Journey to Home.) 

Samples of artistic output from North America, South Africa, India, and Cuba will 

illustrate the creative outcome.  

BIO: 

 

Professor, BA – McGill, MA - University of Alberta, PhD - University of Toronto  

Developmental dramaturg Judith Rudakoff has worked with emerging and established 

playwrights and artists throughout Canada (includingYukon Territory, Nunavut) and in 

Cuba, Denmark, South Africa, England and USA.  Books include  

TRANS(per)FORMING Nina Arsenault (Bristol, Intellect Press 2012), Between the Lines: 

The Process of Dramaturgy (Playwrights Canada Press, 2002, co-editor Lynn M. 

Thomson), Fair Play: Conversations with Canadian Women Playwrights (Simon & 

Pierre, 1989, co-editor Rita Much) and Questionable Activities: Canadian Theatre Artists 

in Conversation with Canadian Theatre Students (Playwrights Canada Press, 2000). Her 

newest book is Dramaturging Personal Narratives: Who am I and Where is Here? 

(Bristol, Intellect Press 2015). Her articles have appeared in The Drama Review (TDR), 

TheatreForum, Canadian Theatre Review. She is the creator of The Four Elements and 

Elemental Lomograms, transcultural methodologies for initiating live performance and 

visual art. Teaching awards include the inaugural Dean’s Prize for Teaching Excellence 

(Faculty of Fine Arts) and the University Wide Teaching Prize at York University where 

she is a Full Professor, and three consecutive NOW Magazine "Best of Toronto" awards. 

She was the first Canadian honoured with the LMDA Elliott Hayes Prize in Dramaturgy 

for her work on South Asian choreographer Lata Pada’s multidisciplinary work, Revealed 

by Fire. Rudakoff is a member of Playwrights Guild of Canada, and Literary Managers 

and Dramaturgs of the Americas.  A recent project is Common Plants:  Cross 

Pollinations in Hybrid Reality (www.yorku.ca/gardens), a multidisciplinary cross cultural 

project funded by SSHRC involving artists and students from diverse cultural and 



geographical backgrounds including Iqaluit, Nunavut and Cape Town, South Africa.  

Recent playwriting projects are Beautiful Little Lies, a stage play set in Cuba which 

received staged readings in Trinidad, Guyana and New York; and The River (co-written 

with David Skelton and Joseph Tisiga) which premiered at Nakai Theatre in Whitehorse, 

Yukon Territory in April 2011.  

  



Ruprecht, Alvina       University of Ottawa  

Vice-president of the  Canadian Theatre Critics Association, Alvina Ruprecht is also a 

founding member of the Ottawa-based Capital Critics Circle. She is Professor emerita 

from Carleton University and adjunct professor at the University of Ottawa and has 

published widely on Caribbean and Francophone theatres. She has also reviewed French 

and English theatre in Ottawa for CBC Radio for 30 years. 

  



Sadeghi-Yekta, Kirsten         University of Victoria  
 

Internationalized Applied Theatre: “Good” Intentions with Harmful Outcomes 

 

This paper attempts to define theatre in international settings that makes us think. It 

presents the aesthetics of theatre initiatives from development settings in Cambodia, 

Brazil and Nicaragua. By focusing on how different judgements of social and aesthetic 

worth meet and interact within the programmes, processes and outcomes of these 

organizations, this paper articulates the different kinds of ‘values’ attached to the (at 

times) competing aesthetic criteria for practitioners, government bodies and national and 

international nongovernmental organisations that have a stake in this work. This paper 

points out the many ways in which international economics and global governance – 

manifest in funding decisions of international interveners and through cultural policies of 

national governments - participate and intrude into both the aesthetic and social 

constructions of applied theatre’s artistic value and therefore framing its aesthetic sphere. 

The global pressure coming from the international humanitarian community seeking to 

shape applied theatre companies and make them respond to certain dynamics serves 

neither art nor community. Therefore, this paper may offer ways of rethinking ‘good’ 

intentions and how theatre organizations could resist the pressure to become the same 

kind of company, living in a state partially organised according to international agendas. 

How does this help reveal the achievements and the failures of history in our society? 

 

 

Bio: 

Dr. Sadeghi-Yekta received her BA (Honours) and MA in Theatre Studies from Utrecht 

University, The Netherlands, and her Ph.D. in Drama, Applied Theatre from The 

University of Manchester, United Kingdom. She has taught at Simon Fraser University. 

Prior to teaching in Canada, she was a Lecturer in Drama and Theatre in London, and a 

graduate teaching assistant at The University of Manchester, where she taught MA 

courses and undergraduate courses with particular focus on applied theatre and global 

theatre. As a theatre practitioner, Dr. Sadeghi-Yekta has been involved in projects with 

different communities and in a variety of countries. For instance, she has worked with 

children in the Downtown Eastside in Vancouver, young people in Brazilian favelas, and 

disabled young women in rural areas of Cambodia, adolescents in Nicaragua, and 

students with special needs in schools in The Netherlands. Additionally, in 2004 she 

established a theatre company in an impoverished neighbourhood in Northern Nicaragua, 

which is still in operation. Dr. Sadeghi-Yekta is interested in creating a global network of 

scholars and practitioners working in the field of applied theatre in developing contexts to 

provide opportunities for performances and partnerships. 

  



Salisbury, Jenny      University of Toronto 

 

WHAT’S IN A NAME? ABANDONING COLUMBUS TO BUILD A MORE EQUITABLE BRAND 

 

This year, in celebration of three decades of independent, professional Canadian theatre 

collectively created and produced mainly by women, Theatre Columbus is changing its 

name. This change shakes the foundation of the company, and members are experiencing 

a dissonance. They mourn the break with personal history, while simultaneously 

celebrating the severing of a colonial, patriarchal name from a company whose mandate 

is to generate theatre about “social and personal issues relevant to our time and place”. 

While this 1 change signals a positive step for Theatre Columbus, it also produces real 

challenges with regard to grants, financing, publishing, and audience care. How does a 

small, financially precarious institution, such as an independent theatre company, make 

sweeping, institutional change? What steps can such a company take to make ethical 

changes while still maintaining its links to a productive history? Can our wider 

institutions, such as the councils, sponsors, and publishers, allow for practical and 

symbolic change to make a more equitable space?  

 

The dubious legacy of the historical figure “Columbus” and the era of colonialism and 

genocide that he represents threatens the company’s work by limiting partnership, 

outreach, and equitable practice. Further, the three year process of a name change reflects 

the branding challenges specific to collective and women-led work. Therefore, this 

change marks a positive step in equity in Canadian theatre, but it is not without 

significant risk and institutional upset. What can we do as scholars, educators, artists, and 

equity advocates to facilitate and celebrate such institutional changes?  

 

 

 

BIO: 

Jenny Salisbury is former board member and artistic associate of Theatre Columbus. 

She is a Ph.D. student at the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and Performance Studies at the 

University of Toronto. Her teaching and research interests include Canadian collective 

creation and play development, with a focus on audience affect, community in 

performance, and the role of the artist as researcher. She continues to work in new play 

development and arts education in Toronto, mainly through directing and dramaturgy. 

Her professional work includes project—based arts management and sessional work as 

an instructor at Huron University College, Western University, Sheridan College, and the 

University of Toronto. 

  



Samur, Sebastian       University of Toronto 

Rhythm in Mime: A Pilot Case Study in Understanding Performer Perception 

How do descriptions of rhythmic experience vary between performers, particularly if 

their languages differ? This paper will present the results of pilot interviews with 

members of Mime Omnibus as an initial exploratory step in understanding a performer’s 

experience of rhythm. Various facets of their work will be covered, including relations to 

Etienne Decroux’s original practice, company members’ experiences in their own work, 

as well as experiences teaching francophone and anglophone students. Emphasis will be 

placed on how techniques are transmitted across generations and languages, as well as the 

benefits mime’s silence proffers. 

A phenomenological approach, following Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, will be employed 

as it is aptly suited to aid in understanding a nebulous experience such as rhythm. 

Emphasizing corporeity and language, phenomenology offers a subjective framework for 

analyzing experiences that cannot be empirically measured. A brief introduction to the 

suggested methodology will be given in order to provide context and outline foreseeable 

challenges in future research. The means itself of understanding rhythm is a key part of 

the research. 

The preliminary case study with Mime Omnibus is part of a larger research project that 

will compare the experience of rhythm within and across postdramatic theatre 

collectives. Collectives to be compared include Mime Omnibus, SITI Company, and the 

Dairakudakanbutoh troupe, allowing for a cross-cultural and multilingual comparison. In 

comparing experiences within and across groups, experiences of students training with 

those groups, as well as inter-generational experiences (as acting techniques are 

transmitted), the plurality of perspectives should provide a strong means of understanding 

similarities and differences in experiences of rhythm for performers from a diversity of 

backgrounds. 

 

AND/ET 

Towards an Understanding of Rhythm in Performance: A Phenomenological 

Examination of Postdramatic Performer Experiences 

My current research is aimed at better understanding the role rhythm plays for the 

postdramatic performer. Though it is rarely articulated with great detail, most performers 

place a great deal of importance on rhythm in their work. To better understand rhythm’s 

role for the performer, I am proposing a phenomenological epistemology (after Husserl 

and Merleau-Ponty’s schools) to compare experiences between performers, and across 

collectives, in order to identify common experiences. 

 Is experience of rhythm in performance individual, common to all or somewhere 

in between? What perceptions are grounded in physical versus psychical objects? Which 



perceptions are part of the background? A phenomenological approach is ideal for this 

project, as rhythm is highly subjective, concerning primarily our consciousness and 

noetic perception. Moreover, Merleau-Ponty places emphasis on corporeity and language, 

which are key factors in perceptive experience and description, particularly in theatre, 

where the importance of the body is heightened. 

 The project will emphasize knowledge creation through accumulating a plurality 

of perspectives. Individual performers will be interviewed regarding their experiences 

(discussed within different contexts – ex. musical rhythm, biological rhythms). These will 

be compared with other members from the same collective and students training with 

them, and collectives as units will also be compared. Preliminary inter-generational and 

linguistic comparisons may also be completed. Though one will never reach a definitive 

conclusion, in gathering these multiple perspectives one should certainly be closer to 

understanding performer perceptions of rhythm. Additionally, the phenomenological 

methodology itself will also be tested as a means of understanding noetic experience. 

 

 

BIO: 

Sebastian Samur is a performer and doctoral student at the Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies (University of Toronto). His primary research interest is actor 

training and its various manifestations. This has lead him to train with various companies, 

including SITI Company, Odin Teatret, Roy Hart Theatre, and, most recently, the 

Dairakudakan butoh troupe. His MA thesis (completed at the Université du Québec à 

Montréal) focused on the actor’s appropriation of technology into his/her practice – 

specifically, incorporating projection through the use of mime and neutral mask 

techniques. Since then, he has continued his research on actor training and intermedial 

theatre, writing an article on the use of androids in medical simulation at Hôpital 

Montfort (Ottawa) in Canadian Theatre Review, and with the university’s Digital 

Dramaturgy Lab, looking at karaoke techniques for teaching intercultural theatre forms, 

specifically, Jingju (Beijing Opera) performance. 

  



SCHOEMANN, BORIS 

 

BIO: 

Boris Schoemann est directeur de théâtre, traducteur et acteur, mais également un 

important diffuseur de la culture québécoise et de la francophonie américaine au 

Mexique. Né en France, où il a eu ses premiers contacts avec le théâtre québécois, Boris 

Schoemann arrive au Mexique en 1989. Depuis, il a mis en scène plus de 50 spectacles, 

notamment à titre de directeur du Teatro La Capilla, à Mexico, et de la compagnie Los 

Endebles, nommée en l’honneur de la pièce Les Feluettes de Michel Marc Bouchard, qui 

a été la première production de la compagnie. En 2000, M. Schoemann obtient la 

première bourse d’échange de résidence artistique Mexique‐Québec. Depuis 2002, il 

organise chaque année une semaine consacrée à la dramaturgie contemporaine où sont 

mis en vedette des auteurs et dramaturges québécois. M. Schoemann a fait connaître au 

public mexicain, par ses traductions ou ses mises en scène, des œuvres de Daniel Danis, 

Larry Tremblay, Évelyne de la Chenelière, Wajdi Mouawad, Jasmine Dubé, Normand 

Chaurette et Louise Bombardier, pour ne nommer que ceux‐là. Sa vocation de « passeur 

de dramaturgie », comme il le dit lui‐même, lui a valu de recevoir en 2009 un médaillon 

des mains de la gouverneure générale du Canada pour l’ensemble de son travail de 

diffusion du théâtre québécois auprès des publics hispanophones 

  



Schroeter, Sara      University of British Columbia 

Performing Canadian identities: Examining students’ discourses of difference in 

drama-in-education 

 

This paper examines the ways that students performed their understandings of 

historical and contemporary “Canadian” identities in their social studies classrooms, 

where drama was used to teach the Grad 9 curriculum. I argue that the liminal space of 

play, made possible by the sustained use of drama, created conditions in which students’ 

informal, and unsanctioned, discourses of difference relating to race and ethnicity seeped 

into formal instructional activities. In this paper, I present data from a unit on first contact 

between First Nations peoples and European colonizers to show how students played 

with and performed discourses of White settler identities (Razack, 2002) in drama 

activities. I also reveal the ways in which students drew on stereotypes to represent the 

indigenous Others who are often left out of these problematic national discourses.  

This paper emerges from a year-long ethnography (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 

Geertz, 1973) conducted in a Francophone school in Western Canada. The project 

explored the affordances and limitations of drama-in-education as a way of 

deconstructing the categories of difference (Hall, 1992) that are presented in British 

Columbia’s social studies curriculum. Drawing on Foucault’s (1969) understanding of 

discourse as complex systems that circulate systematically in order to bring sets of 

repeatable social relations into existence, I attempt to tease out the various national and 

popular discourses that the students drew on in their dramatic improvisations. Building 

on Gallagher & Lortie’s (2007) assertion that students use drama to test their theories 

about life, I claim that these performances of national and Other identities merit close 

examination because they shed light onto these Canadian youths’ thoughts about 

difference and the ways that drama can present unique opportunities for unauthorized 

discourses of difference to enter the classroom. 

 

BIO: 

Sara Schroeter is in the process of completing her doctoral studies in the Department of 

Language and Literacy Education at the University of British Columbia. Sara’s work 

explores the affordances and limitations of drama for exploring discourses of difference 

in the classroom and the ways that drama can be instrumental for teaching in contexts of 

diversity. Her work has been published in Race, Ethnicity and Education and The 

Canadian Journal of Education, and she teaches in the Bachelor of Education program at 

UBC. 

  



Schryburt, Sylvain        Université d’Ottawa   

Sylvain Schryburt est professeur au département de Théâtre de l’Université d’Ottawa. Il 

a été critique de théâtre à la revue Jeu et rédacteur en chef de L’Annuaire théâtral. On lui 

doit des études sur l’américanité du théâtre québécois, le financement du théâtre, 

l’institution théâtrale québécoise et l’histoire du programme de théâtre au Québec (Jeu, 

Globe, Paragraphes, Presses Universitaires de Rennes). On lui doit également un livre, 

De l’acteur vedette au théâtre de festival. Histoire des pratiques scéniques montréalaises 

(1940-1980), publié en 2011 dans la collection « Socius » des Presses de l’Université de 

Montréal. Ses plus récents travaux portent sur le théâtre de festival et la constitution d’un 

champ théâtral international et ont été accueilli chez Oxford University Press, aux Presses 

de la Sorbonne de même que dans des revues telles que Spirale et Recherches théâtrales 

au Canada. 

  



Schweitzer, Marlis       York University 

Clara Fisher’s Head: George Combe and the Phrenological Career of a Child 

Actress 

In her 1897 memoirs, actress Clara Fisher Maeder looks back to her days as a 

transatlantic child star in the 1820s. In one chapter she recalls a visit to Edinburgh where 

the members of the Phrenological Society, led by George Combe, requested permission 

to make a plaster cast of her head so that they might determine whether her prodigious 

talents manifested themselves in her skull. To Combe’s apparent delight, the resulting 

cast of Fisher’s “uncommonly large” nine-year old head afforded unique insight into the 

“particular combination of faculties… essential to success in the histrionic art”; these 

included strength in the areas of secretiveness, imitation, concentrativeness, self-esteem, 

and love of approbation (qtd. in Maeder 107, 108-9). In Combe’s estimation, Fisher’s 

large head explained why her portrayal of Richard III was as captivating as, if not 

superior to, that of the adult star Edmund Kean. 

Combe was no stranger to the stage. In 1833 he married Cecilia Siddons, the 

daughter of famed actress Sarah Siddons, and was a close friend of Siddons’ cousin, the 

actress Fanny Kemble. But the actress who seems to have defined Combe’s career was 

Fisher. Not only did he continue to refer to Fisher’s head, and feature drawings of it, in 

his subsequent publications, but he also appears to have brought the cast with him when 

he crossed the Atlantic and embarked on a North American lecture tour in 1838-39. 

According to Fisher Maeder, the cast eventually found its way to an “out-of-the-way 

place in British Columbia,” where her daughter’s brother-in-law came across it in the 

mid-1890s (14).  

The story of the creation, analysis, and subsequent circulation of Clara Fisher’s 

head in journals, books, and luggage (!) points to the convergence of theatre culture and 

pseudo-medical inquiry in the mid-nineteenth century. More pressingly, it offers a 

startling example of how child actresses became caught up in larger pedagogical (not to 

mention racist) projects during a period of colonial expansion and imperial domination. 

In an effort to untangle the many threads that encircle Clara Fisher’s head, this paper 

traces the economic, social, and cultural capital that Combe accrued through his 

association with Fisher, while considering the extent to which Fisher, first as a child 

actress and later as a doyenne of the North American stage, legitimized the practice of 

phrenology through her lingering presence on Combe’s pages and lecture stage.  

 

BIO: 

Marlis Schweitzer is Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre at York 

University. She is the author of When Broadway was the Runway: Theater, Fashion and 

American Culture (UPenn Press) and Transatlantic Broadway: The Infrastructural 

Politics of Global Performance (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015) and co-editor (with Joanne 



Zerdy) of Performing Objects and Theatrical Things (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). She is 

the editor of Theatre Research in Canada/ Recherches théâtrales au Canada. 

  



Scott, Shelley       University of Lethbridge 

FEMINISM AS A MARKETING TOOL: CALGARY’S URBAN CURVZ AND GENDER EQUITY 

IN THEATRE IN CALGARY 

 

On their website, Urban Curvz bills itself as Calgary’s Feminist Theatre Company. 

Artistic Associate Lindsey Zess-Funk runs a blog entitled “The Other F-word,” that 

actively seeks to engage in conversation and debate on the meaning of feminism. 

Toronto’s Nightwood Theatre, in contrast, calls itself a women’s theatre company and the 

word feminism does not appear on its website. The Nightwood blog primarily promotes 

its play development projects. As someone who has researched Canadian women’s 

theatre companies, mainly Nightwood, I have long been interested in whether and how 

theatres use the word feminism in their advertising and on their websites. In this paper 

and in the roundtable discussion, I will specifically address Urban Curvz and their 

assertive use of the word. I want to consider whether the presence of an avowedly 

feminist company manages to raise the topic in public consciousness, or potentially lets 

other companies in the city neglect gender equity in their own programming. Drawing on 

conversations with Lindsey Zess-Funk and other Urban Curvz associates, I will consider 

how – and if – a feminist theatre company actually contributes to equity or the perception 

of equity. While the language of equity may indeed be a form of cultural capitol in 

institutional contexts, is the language of feminism similarly attractive, especially for 

theatre?  

 

Still Stands the House and Murder on the Canadian Stage 

How do performances on stage and in life engage ideas (political, philosophical, artistic, 

cultural)? 

What makes Canadian theatre practices unique? How do we define our work as 

specifically Canadian? 

This paper will take as its subject the stage conventions of realism, the emerging 

Canadian theatre of the early twentieth-century, and the importance of murder as a device 

for reflecting a Canadian experience deeply embedded in a hostile – even murderous – 

environment. Gwen Pharis Ringwood’s best-known and still popular 1938 play, Still 

Stands the House, provides a fascinating case study for the convergence of gender roles, 

violence, and landscape. The play springs from the realities and concerns of Alberta farm 

families, evokes the hardship of the time and the isolation of the lifestyle, and makes the 

harsh prairie winter an active character in the drama. Domestic conflict between women 

erupts into madness and a shocking double murder, setting the stage for a tradition of 

murder on the Canadian stage inextricably linked to the environment. In 1939, Still 

Stands the House won “the [Dominion Drama Festival] executive prize of one hundred 

dollars for the best Canadian play at a regional festival” (Bessai 178). In his The History 

of Prairie Theatre, Ross Stuart identifies Ringwood as “the most important folk dramatist 

to emerge in this period,” and acknowledges that “[S]he is usually classified as a regional 

writer” because of her deep investment in the Alberta landscape (132).  In their 2012 



collection, New Canadian Realisms, Kim Solga and Roberta Barker include Still Stands 

the House as the sole “historical” example of plays they describe as adapting the 

conventions of realism to “entirely Canadian moments” (vi). It will be the project of this 

paper to understand how Ringwood’s uniquely Canadian moment is expressed through 

murder. 

 

BIO: 

Dr. Shelley Scott is a Professor in the Department of Theatre and Dramatic Arts at the 

University of Lethbridge and the Associate Dean for the Faculty of Fine Arts. She is the 

past president of the Canadian Association for Theatre Research. She has published two 

books: The Violent Woman as a New Theatrical Character Type: Cases from Canadian 

Drama (2007) and Nightwood Theatre: A Woman’s Work is Always Done  (2010). She 

has published articles in alt.theatre: Cultural Diversity and the Stage, Canadian Theatre 

Review, Modern Drama, Theatre Research in Canada, Resources for Feminist Research 

and the British Journal of Canadian Studies, and in several essay collections. Most 

recently she co-edited, with Reid Gilbert, issue 158 of Canadian Theatre Review on the 

topic of Burlesque.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sider, Kimber       University of Guelph 

Conversing Bodies: Learning from Horses through Performance-Based Research 

The need for sound is often equated with the need for voice. But as theatre scholar 

Theresa May points out, “The absence of spoken words is not the absence of voice” (4). 

Working with horses brings notions of silent talking to the forefront, in that horses rarely 

speak through sound, but carry on a constant, detailed conversation through body 

language, movement, and “sociosensual awareness” (Kohanov 229). This non-verbal 

talking has the potential to challenge conventional human understandings of how 

knowledge is created, received, and shared, by focusing on how knowledge can be 

performed. At the foundation of the equestrian arts is a deep reliance on improvisational 

performance. 

 My research explores what can be learned with/from horses through 

improvisational performance. My primary project, Playing in Silence, delves into the 

possibilities of interspecies resonance and non-verbal learning, by bringing together 

musicians and horses in collaborative improvisational performances. Musicians speak 

through their instruments, horses speak through their bodies, and they both speak through 

feel. This opens up a practice-based forum for exploring other ways of knowing and 

creating shared understandings through performance in a context where words cease to 

mean. 

 If horses train humans in embodied knowledge and physical methods of meaning 

through performance, how can this research then be communicated in a way that 

recognizes and celebrates the contributions of both the horse and the human? By 

employing the visual tools of film, I explore the possibilities of presenting an interspecies 

dialogue that reflects the experience of engaging in human/equine, performance-based 

research. 

 

BIO: 

Kimber Sider is a PhD candidate in the School of English and Theatre Studies at the 

University of Guelph. Her doctoral research focuses on human/equine interspecies 

performance, exploring how this form of exchange has the potential to influence 

understandings of the complex ways meaning is constructed and communicated through 

the physical engagement of performance, challenging and advancing conventional human 

understandings of knowledge, agency, collaboration, and difference. Sider’s work 

employs practice-based methodologies to learn with/from horses through improvisational 

performance. Sider is also a filmmaker; most notable is her 2010 feature documentary 

Chasing Canada, which follows Sider’s 2008 horseback ride across Canada with her 

horse, Katrina.  



Silver, Cassandra        University of Toronto 

Capitalism, Procedural Narrative, and ‘Emergent’ Dramaturgy 

Game developer Bungie and publisher Activision, industry giants, released their newest 

triple-A title Destiny in early September 2014. The game—an always-online, multiplayer, 

sci-fi shooter—casts the player as a Guardian, a defender of humanity’s last city. As you 

play through the story, you slowly level-up your avatar’s skill tree, eventually reaching a 

cap on your growth. The game has had mixed critical and popular reviews, and these 

almost universally touch on the apparently weak story-telling. The game contains 

notorious lines of dialogue—tellingly, a know-all stranger dismisses the player’s implied 

questions with, “I don’t have time to explain why I don’t have time to explain,” eliding 

the player's raison-d'etre. Online forums are marked with bewilderment about the purpose 

behind players' planet-hopping gun-shooting presence in the game. Yet, after achieving 

the level cap, millions of people still log in every day to replay the same missions over 

again, dismissing the structured levelling-up part of the game as mere training for the 

end-game repetition. In this paper, I explore the non-storytelling dramaturgical structures 

that motivate these millions of hours of gameplay and consider these gaming strategies as 

applied in live performance. 

 

 

BIO: 

Cassandra is a PhD candidate at the University of Toronto’s Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies. Her SSHRC-supported dissertation project explores 

interactivity, technology, video games, and performance, endeavouring to unpack the 

dramaturgical strategies in games. Before landing in Toronto, she completed her MA in 

Drama at the University of Alberta (where she studied multilingual theatre), and her BA 

in theatre at the University of Ottawa. Outside work on her thesis, she teaches (most 

recently at the Universities of Toronto and Waterloo), edits (lately as an assistant 

for Modern Drama), manages stages and directs (where opportunity and availability 

meet), occasionally publishes (see Theatre and Learning, coming out soon), manages 

events (all of which have recently been at the Drama Centre), and is currently 

collaborating on a social media pilot project at Stratford.  

  



Sirois, Emmanuelle      Université du Québec à Montréal 

Pulgar, Corinne      Université du Québec à Montréal 

 « Dramaturgies numériques : prolégomènes à l’analyse de deux oeuvres mises en 

scène par Marc Beaupré » 

Cette communication propose de porter un regard critique sur deux oeuvres de Marc 

Beaupré au confluent des études théâtrales et des théories de la communication qui 

interrogent les mutations induites par ce que d’aucuns nomment la « culture numérique». 

C’est à partir du concept opératoire de “dramaturgies numériques” que nous tenterons de 

dégager les schèmes récurrents dans Caligula_remix (2010) et Dom Juan_uncensored 

(2012) qui s’apparentent aux caractéristiques qu’on attribue à ces habitus, soit la mise en 

scène d’une communauté virtuelle, la présence d’écrans et la valorisation de la dimension 

appropriative. Sur le plan dramaturgique, ces caractéristiques se traduisent par des 

stratégies  diverses: la mise en scène de l’acteur-orchestrateur, l’autoreprésentation, 

l’appropriation significative du texte par les artisans du spectacle et la relation complice 

et participative avec le public. 

 

 

  

BIO : 

Emmanuelle Sirois est récipiendaire de la bourse d’études supérieures Vanier, 

doctorante en études et pratiques des arts à l’Université du Québec à Montréal et 

chercheure invitée au CUNY Graduate Center (NY). 

  

 

 

BIO : 

  

Corinne Pulgar est étudiante à la maîtrise en recherche création en théâtre à l’Université 

du Québec à Montréal et rédactrice à l’Artichaut mag. Elle a parallèlement travaillé 

comme assistante-metteur en scène au Nouveau Théâtre Expérimental et conseillère à la 

dramaturgie. 

   



Smith, Annie     Grande Prairie Regional College (GPRC) 

Chasing the Dream, inclusivity, diversity, and the meaning of belonging in a 

community play experience 

My recent sabbatical research creation project was to conceive, develop, and direct a 

community play to celebrate Grande Prairie’s 100
th

 Anniversary.  This form of theatre 

has intrigued me, as I have observed it develop in Canada since 1990 when it was 

imported from the UK.
i
  A community play relies on the collaboration of professional 

theatre artists and community members to create a play about a specific community to 

mark a milestone or significant celebration in that community’s history. 

Building on ideas brought forward by Lisa S. Brenner, in her recent paper “Playing 

Jewish at the National Asian American Theatre Company” 
ii
, where she references 

Richard Schechner’s article “Casting without Limits” 
iii

, I will interrogate the social and 

cultural structures of representation of race in community-based theatre with specific 

reference to the problems and issues I encountered in casting and rehearsing “Chasing the 

Dream, the GP Century Play”. My desire to recognize ethnic diversity – largely a recent 

phenomena in Northern Alberta – by creating ethnically specific roles with ethnically 

specific casting backfired in the most interesting ways.  This backfiring points to very 

different understandings of racial and ethnic representation within the world of lived 

community and the world of professional theatre as represented by the academy.  The 

audience members and other cast members, in rehearsal and performance, seemed to 

support Schechner’s contention that “gender, race, age, and body type of the performers 

are, as it were, not perceived”.  For me, this is a turn-around of my previous performance 

experiences where race and gender problematized the relationship between actor’s bodies 

and audience reception. 

The specific prompt that has helped focus my ideas for this paper is: 

Does theatre today serve as a place of ideas and identity affirmation? How do 

performative practices and scholarship in Canada reflect the increasingly diverse 

demographics that mark Canadian society? 

Bio:   

Annie Smith is a theatre practitioner and scholar whose research interest is exploring 

theories which interrogate the relationship between performer and spectator.  This 

exploration has ranged from Augusto Boal’s “spect-actor”, to Nicholas Bourriaud’s 

“relational aesthetics”, with segues into participatory performance, spirituality, and 

community building through community art. Annie recently utilized a sabbatical year 

from Grande Prairie Regional College (GPRC), where she teaches Drama, to conceive 

and direct a community play to celebrate Grande Prairie’s 100
th

 Anniversary.  Her current 

artistic practice includes directing, at GPRC, the world premiere of Katherine Koller’s 

“Last Chance Leduc”, a multi-media production examining the impact – past and present 

– of the oil and gas industry on the social fabric of Alberta.  



Sperdakos, Paula       University of Toronto 

 

 

BIO: 

Paula Sperdakos is an Associate Professor at the University of Toronto, where she 

teaches courses in the history, theory and practice of acting and directing, and directs 

student productions, most recently The Women of Troy and The Crucible at U of T 

Scarborough and Michaela Di Cesare’s one-woman show 8 Ways My Mother was 

Conceived at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies. Her area of 

scholarly interest is Canadian women theatre practitioners, particularly actresses. Her 

articles and book reviews have been published in Theatre Research in Canada, CTR, 

Essays in Theatre, Modern Drama, and Queen’s Quarterly. She is the author of the Ann 

Saddlemyer Award-winning Dora Mavor Moore: Pioneer of the Canadian Theatre. She 

was a contributor to Theatre and AutoBiography: Writing and Performing Lives in 

Theory and Practice, and to a special issue of Performing Arts Resources entitled A 

Tyranny of Documents: The Performance Historian as Film Noir Detective. Her current 

project-in-progress is a book entitled Cometary Dust: The Stellar Theatre Journeys of 

Margaret Bannerman and Judith Evelyn.  

  



Spiegel, Jennifer Beth      Concordia University 

The value of social circus: socio-cultural critique and the limits of ‘capital’ 

Over the course of the past decade, Bourdieu’s concepts of social capital and cultural 

capital have become increasingly popular as ways of understanding the impact of 

community-based arts projects. Proponents argue that by providing opportunities to those 

who typically have reduced access to education, services and the means of cultural and 

economic production, participants in such projects are able to build stronger social 

networks and to develop capacities to participate in the cultural life of society. As such, it 

helps re-distribute social and cultural capital, in ways that may lead eventually also to 

more equitable redistributions of economic capital. This paper begins by exploring such 

claims with respect to a Montreal social circus program, Cirque Hors Piste, which offers 

circus workshops and the opportunity to create circus production to adolescents and 

young adults with “marginalized life paths”. Based on six months as an embedded 

researcher with the organization, the paper then draws on the socio-cultural critiques 

performed in the actual circus shows created by participants, including explicit critique of 

the logic of capitalism and capital, to demonstrate both the potential and limits of this 

model in understanding the socio-cultural value of social circus. It investigates how 

social circus functions as a ‘marginal’ art form that may be deployed to question 

dominant social, cultural, and economic relations in ways that both draw upon and 

destabilize the building of ‘social’ and ‘cultural capital’. 

 

BIO: 

Jennifer Spiegel holds a PhD in Cultural Studies from Goldsmiths College, University of 

London. She is currently a post-doctoral research fellow at Concordia University in 

Montreal, leading a study on the impact of social circus programs in Quebec as part of a 

large, 5-year Canada-wide research program entitled “Arts for Social Change Research 

Partnership in Teaching, Evaluation and Capacity-Building”.   She is also a co-principal 

investigator on three year study of Health Equity and Well-being in Ecuador's Social 

Circus program, and, at the moment, is particularly interested in how models of social 

circus affect how broader social and cultural transformation and development are 

approached. 

  



St-Jean-Raymond, David       Université de Montréal 

Le paradoxe du théâtre québécois au service du discours national : du monologue 

intellectuel au silence 

 La période de la Révolution tranquille a été, au Québec, une période riche pour le 

théâtre québécois. À l’aube des revendications nationales, le croisement des volontés 

politiques, culturelles, intellectuelles et sociales a fait naître ce que l’on appelle 

aujourd’hui le «Nouveau théâtre québécois». Si, encore aujourd’hui, cette appellation fait 

débat au sein de la communauté universitaire, il n’empêche que cette période particulière 

de l’histoire du Québec a été le lieu d’un phénomène aux retombées paradoxales : 

l’émergence d’un discours intellectuel et artistique relativement monolithique entourant 

la dramaturgie québécoise de l’époque. Ici, plutôt que de jouer le rôle de critique, la 

communauté intellectuelle, complice des revendications nationales, s’est dotée d’une 

mission révolutionnaire : lier langue, culture, nation et autres formes artistiques de façon 

à prouver l’existence d’une singularité québécoise. 

 Près d’un demi-siècle après la Révolution tranquille, cette complicité entre 

intellectuels, artistes et politiciens a eu des effets pour le moins étranges sur le milieu des 

études théâtrales québécoises. En effet, le consensus identitaire de la Révolution 

tranquille a eu pour effet de décourager toute étude subséquente sur les phénomènes 

identitaires pouvant se manifester dans le théâtre québécois. Parmi les causes possibles de 

ce silence, notons l’écrasante quantité de littérature sur le sujet issue de cette période 

«révolutionnaire»; la controverse inévitable que suscite tout discours pouvant se 

rapporter, de près ou de loin, à la question nationale; enfin, la difficulté à cerner des 

phénomènes identitaires propres à la dramaturgie québécoise. 

 Dans le cadre d’une communication libre, j’aimerais discuter de ce sujet qui, je 

crois, rejoint bien l’un des thèmes du colloque : le rôle de l’intellectuel dans la cité. En 

posant le contexte historique de l’émergence d’un discours intellectuel, j’aimerais, d’une 

part, relever les conséquences qui découlent d’un milieu intellectuel qui ne joue qu’à 

demi son rôle de perturbateur et briseur de stéréotypes et de discours. D’autre part, 

j’aimerais proposer quelques avenues possibles pour la réémergence, voire la renaissance 

d’une pluralité de discours intellectuels entourant la recherche en théâtre(s) québécois. 

Bio: David St-Jean-Raymond est étudiant à la Maîtrise en littératures de langue 

française à l’Université de Montréal. Il rédige présentement un mémoire portant sur les 

phénomènes identitaires dans le théâtre québécois contemporain. Il est aussi auxiliaire de 

recherche pour son directeur, le professeur Jean-Marc Larrue. Dans le cadre de ses 

fonctions, il a aidé à l’organisation d’un atelier scientifique sur l’influence mutuelle entre 

théâtre, magie et cinéma ainsi qu’à l’organisation du 10
e
 congrès de l’Association 

internationale de théâtre universitaire (AITU). Il a aussi présenté, lors de ce congrès, une 

communication explorant les incohérences entre les études théâtrales préuniversitaires, 

les exigences du Festival intercollégial de théâtre et la pratique réelle de la dramaturgie 

dans le cadre de ce concours.  



Stovel, Nora        University of Alberta 

 “The Creation of iGiselle: Classical Ballet Meets Contemporary Video Games” 

Created in 2014 by an interdisciplinary team of University of Alberta Professors of 

English, Music, and Computer Science, plus Graduate Research Assistants from English, 

Computer Science, and Art and Design, who developed the artificial intelligence, 

narrative branching, and visual and musical accompaniment, iGiselle is an interactive 

video game featuring a Microsoft Kinect interface, an artificial intelligence planner that 

measures and responds to emotion modeling.  iGiselle, inspired by the quintessential 

Romantic ballet Giselle (1841)—in  which Giselle dies, the victim of a love triangle, as in 

other Romantic ballets—allows the player to rewrite this tragic narrative, keep Giselle 

alive, and give her agency, by envisioning narrative branchings in this metanarrative of a 

contemporary dancer recreating the role of Giselle. I will present a paper, illustrated by 

video clips from Giselle and iGiselle, exploring this transformation from Romantic ballet 

to contemporary video game. 

 

 

BIO:  

Nora Foster Stovel is Professor Emerita at the University of Alberta. She has published 

books and articles on Jane Austen, D.H. Lawrence, Margaret Drabble, Carol Shields, and 

Margaret Laurence, including Divining Margaret Laurence: A Study of Her Complete 

Writings. She has edited Margaret Laurence’s Long Drums and Cannons: Nigerian 

Dramatists and Novelists and Heart of a Stranger, plus Jane Austen Sings the Blues and 

Jane Austen and Company. She is composing "Sparkling Subversion”: Carol Shields's 

Vision and Voice, editing “Ivory Tower or Grass Roots?”: Essays and Stories by 

Margaret Laurence, and preparing Women with Wings: The Romantic Ballerina and 

editing The Creation of iGiselle. 

  



Stowell-Kaplan, Isabel      University of Toronto 

 

The Labour of Breathing 

 

2006 

Falling into and out of military formation, trying desperately to keep pace with one 

another the actors of Black Watch collapse and fall in turn. Suddenly the deafening 

music ceases, the lights glare briefly before fading to black, and the audience is left not 

with silence but with the sound of the performers’ laboured breathing. 

 

2011 

Canadian performance artist Didier Morelli struggles to speak, struggles to breathe, as 

he fights the diminishing oxygen supply inside a clear plastic bag. Attempting to recite 

text from Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying he doubles over in pain, trying to catch his breath. 

 

2014 

Pulling against an elasticated harness, Colombian performance artist, Eduardo Oramas, 

tries to reach a birthday cake he has placed at the far end of the room of Artscape 

Youngplace, Toronto. Oramas repeatedly reaches the cake before attempting to use any 

breath conserved to blow out the endlessly relighting candles. 

What might we make of the breathlessness of these performers? What can it tell us about 

capital and its relationship to the performing body? What is the value of breath? 

In his forthcoming article in CTR 162, Performing Products: When Acting Up is Selling 

Out, Lawrence Switzky argues that in “marathon theatre” there is an attempt to make 

visible a kind of labour so often troubled by its ostensibly ephemeral quality. Building on 

Switzky’s observations I shall examine the ways in which the breathlessness of the above 

performers crystallizes and literalizes the exertion of each. Each performer manifestly 

earns his breathlessness, the embodied expression of the value attached to exertion and 

total bodily commitment. This value is troubled, however, by the specifics of each 

performance: The beautiful pointlessness of Oramas’s work challenges any value we 

might attach to the effort he expends; the sensuous vulnerability of Morelli’s piece, which 

rests upon an understanding of the imminent danger to which he is exposed, contests any 

desire to attach value to such a state; and the actors of Black Watch may have earned their 

breathlessness honestly but as an approximation of the breathlessness of war it might 

have been bought rather cheaply. 

In this paper I will explore this concept of the value of breathlessness, the question of 

earning exhaustion nand the worth of a performer’s work as crystallized in their very 

breath. 

 

BIO: Isabel Stowell-Kaplan is a PhD candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and 

Performance Studies at the University of Toronto, where she is also Editorial Assistant at 

Modern Drama. She has presented her work at numerous international conferences 

(including PSi, CATR and NeMLA). She is currently co-editing a special issue of CTR, 

with T. Nikki Cesare Schotzko and Didier Morelli, titled Performing Products: When 

acting up is selling out (Spring 2015), as well as preparing a performance report to 

appear shortly in TDR.  



Swift,  Elizabeth       University of Gloucestershire 

Phenomenology provides us with tools for reflecting on the audience experience of 

immersive performance work, which, as has been recorded by Machon, Klich, and Scheer 

et al., involves the range of the human senses to a greater extent than conventional 

theatre. However, this seminar paper argues that there is a need for something more than 

phenomenology to respond to the complex experiences provoked by immersive 

performance work. As immersive work is explored more actively than ever before by 

theatre artists, there is an urgent need to find a way of analysing it in a manner that avoids 

manipulating the aesthetic experience of multifarious fragmented works into a pseudo-

linear format. 

 I am proposing that Possible Worlds Theory can provide a methodology for 

reasoning about artistic processes that enfold individual spectators and provoke 

experiences that are as diverse as the number of spectators present. Using my own 

performance work for the UK company Void, which makes immersive live and digital 

performance works, I will demonstrate how this approach operates. Void’s recent digital 

opera work involves creating online and live immersive environments for spectators 

viewing simultaneously from different locations. The seminar will show how possible 

worlds theory and phenomenology can start to elucidate the experience spectators have of 

this mode of work. 

 

BIO 

Dr. Elizabeth Swift is a UK writer and theatre director. Her intermedial work for the 

performance company Void Projects has toured extensively. She is Senior Lecturer in 

Drama at the University of Gloucestershire and studied at Lancaster and Exeter 

Universities. Liz is currently working on the development of a digital opera, The Two 

Sided Boy, which was previewed at Glyndebourne, UK, in October 2014. Other recent 

projects include an interactive performance in the Virtual World, Second Life, based on 

Jorge Luis Borges’ short story, The Library of Babel. This was presented in 13 countries 

as part of the 121212 Upstage Festival of Cyberformance. 

  



Taucar, Jacqueline       University of Toronto 

 “Excuse me, but is a Canadian identity stuck in my teeth?”: Consuming the nation 

in BeaverTails, Moose Droppings and Poutine 

 “To eat,” Roland Barthes argues, “is a behaviour that develops beyond its own ends, 

replacing, summing up and signalling other behaviours” (21). My research examines 

Toronto’s ethno-cultural festivals in relation to perceptions of Canadian Multiculturalism, 

and focuses, in part, on the connections between food, culture, memory and the 

construction of the nation. Employing a Brechtian dramaturgy of food—its preparation, 

spectacle, and consumption—can reveal significant insight into social relationships. I 

propose to interrogate and contrast the ways that items such as “Moose Droppings” and 

“BeaverTails,” which trade on the currency of Canada’s iconic wilderness, with Poutine, 

which banks on French-Canadian culture, to develop a “Canadian” food identity or brand. 

Poutine, a Québécois dish that combines thick-cut French fries with cheese curds and 

gravy, has gained traction across Canada and mass-market poutine is sold by 

international fast-food chains. Significantly, outside of Canada, poutine is recognized and 

celebrated as a “Canadian dish” at Canada Day events at Trafalgar Square in London, 

England, and notably, Canadian celebrity chef Chuck Hughes defeated Bobby Flay on 

FoodNetwork’s Iron Chef America with a plate of Lobster poutine. Bringing a Brechtian 

dramaturgy to examine Smoke’s Poutinerie in the ByWard Market can open up ways of 

viewing eating fries, cheese curds and gravy beyond typical junk food, but rather as a 

complex set of symbols, meanings and practices that can open a discussion regarding 

“authenticity,” performing a “Canadian” identity, and hybridity as the ingredients are 

elevated with gourmet versions such as “Perogy Poutine” and/or “exotic” flavours such 

as sriracha, chipotle, and guacamole. 

ET/AND 

 

“(Un)Discover Me: Critiquing the Discourses of ‘Discovery’ through Bodily 

Presence/Absence at Festival Caravan’s First Nations’ Pavilion ‘Kanata’” 

 

In 1997, the Canadian Government in collaboration with Great Britain staged 

500
th

 anniversary celebrations of John Cabot’s so-called “discovery” of North America, 

culminating in a re-enactment of Cabot’s journey from Bristol, England, to Bonavista, 

Newfoundland, replete with a modern day replica of Cabot’s ship Matthew. Celebrations 

occurred throughout Canada and were met with aboriginal protests, including at 

Toronto’s annual multicultural festival, Caravan, whose theme that year recognized 

Cabot’s accomplishment.  While many scholars
7
 argue that Festival Caravan produces 

uncomplicated, uncritical and entertaining representations of ethnic identities that support 

the normative mythology of tolerant, “boutique” Canadian multiculturalism, the First 

Nations pavilion “Kanata” illustrates the potential for an embodied, post-colonial 
                                                           
 

 

 

 



performance that contravenes the 500
th

 anniversary celebration of Cabot’s “discovery” 

within the festival’s framework.  Through the critical lens of a Brechtian theatre practice, 

I see historicization, estrangement, and the “not… but” techniques at play in the 

pavilion’s presentation, as “Kanata” engages its audience critically and resists passive 

consumption of folkloric bodies.  Moreover, “Kanata” stages a performative incursion—

reconfiguring the concepts of absence and presence—to decolonize a discourse of 

discovery that erases and disappears the aboriginal body for the nation’s gain.  “Kanata” 

intentionally turned its back on the Cabot theme, strategically deploying absence, a 

reverse-discovery or “un-discovery” of Cabot.  Rather, “Kanata’s” performances at 

Toronto’s Festival Caravan stage an embodied, counter-discovery that materializes and 

makes present the histories, bodies and ties to the land from which they have been largely 

absented. 

 

  

Bio:   
Jacqueline is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Toronto, Centre for Drama, Theatre 

and Performance Studies.  Currently she is completing her dissertation entitled “Acting 

Out(side) the Multicultural Script in Ethno-cultural Festivals.” As part of her doctoral 

study, Jacqueline has documented performances at three of Toronto’s popular ethno-

cultural festivals, which include the Toronto International Festival Caravan, 

Caribana/Scotiabank Caribbean Carnival, and the Krinos Taste of the Danforth. As well, 

she produces carnival costumes in TruDynasty Carnival and in Louis Saldenah Mas-K’s 

Mas camps. 

  



Tawfik, Mireille        Université de Montréal 

 

Intermédialité et études de genre : Le cas du livre/performance Gender failure de 

Rae Spoon et Ivan Coyote 

 

En écho à l’énoncé d’Edward W. Saïd au sujet du rôle de l’intellectuel qui « consiste à 

briser les stéréotypes et autres catégories réductrices pour la pensée et la communication 

» (Des intellectuels et du pouvoir, Alger, Marinoor, 2001, p. 8), et en réponse à la 

question « Comment définir un théâtre qui fait penser? », je propose de réfléchir aux 

relations entre intermédialité (Chiel Kattenbelt, Chris Salter, Jean-Marc Larrue) et études 

de genre (Judith Butler), et à l’impact de ces champs sur la dissolution des catégories.  

 

Le spectacle, et livre, Gender Failure mêle récit, chanson et dessin pour illustrer l’échec 

de la conception binaire du genre (féminin-masculin) à représenter la réalité plurielle de 

l’expérience humaine, plus précisément, ici, l’expérience personnelle de Rae Spoon et 

d’Ivan Coyote. Cet exemple permet d’illustrer les interrelations existantes entre 

intermédialité et études de genre, deux champs qui proposent une vision anti-essentialiste 

des sujets et objets.  

 

Plus précisément, les notions d’hypermédiateté (Bolter et Grusin), de performativité 

(Kattenbelt, Butler) et d’agentivité (Salter, Sirma Bilge) seront mises à profit pour 

éclairer cette vision du monde en mouvement et sa performance transmédiale. En effet, le 

concept de performance, en arts de la scène autant que du côté des études de genre de 

Judith Butler, prend appui sur un « monde où les sujets et les objets […] sont dans un état 

perpétuel de mouvement et de transformation » (Salter, 2010) comme le sont Rae Spoon 

et Ivan Coyote tout au long du spectacle. D’autre part, l’agentivité, définie par la 

sociologue Sirma Bilge (2010), comme étant la capacité d’un individu à agir malgré les 

oppositions structurelles, personnelles et interpersonnelles, éclaire les processus à 

l’œuvre dans l’histoire autofictionnelle de ces deux artistes. Finalement, l’hypermédiateté 

nous permet de situer Gender Failure dans le contexte contemporain des arts de la scène 

où l’œuvre performative « tente de reproduire le sensorium de l’expérience humaine » en 

« multipli[ant]  les signes de médiation » (Bolter et Grusin, 2010, 34). 

 

BIO : 

Mireille Tawfik, BFA en théâtre, auteure et comédienne (CEAD, UDA), est étudiante à 

la maîtrise en littératures de langue française à l’Université de Montréal. Son projet de 

recherche-création, sous la direction de Jean-Marc Larrue, s’intéresse à l’étude 

intermédiale de la représentation du temps dans l’œuvre théâtrale contemporaine dite 

« performative ».  

  



Tembeck, Tamar       McGill University 

 “Selfies of Ill Health: Dramaturgies of the Everyday” 

Amongst the many new trends of online self-portraiture that have arisen thanks to the 

ubiquity of smart phones, the rapid increase of data storage capacities and the 

proliferation of image sharing platforms, representations of illness have especially gained 

an unprecedented public presence. These “selfies of ill health” are surprisingly wide-

ranging in scope: broadly disseminated images include celebrity hospital selfies, an 

aspiring model’s bikini selfie showing two colostomy bags, a selfie-video of a stroke in 

progress, and Karolyn Gehrig’s #hospitalglam series. While this form of 

autopathographic self-portraiture emerged alongside other products of the Web 2.0 

generation, selfies of ill health can also be understood as the prolongations of earlier 

forms of performative self-representations that centre on experiences of disease. Drawing 

from my previous analyses of autopathographies in contemporary visual and performing 

arts, this paper investigates the expansion of the autopathographic genre from 

professional photography and performance (cf. Hannah Wilke, Jo Spence, Günter Brus, 

Bob Flanagan, Dave St-Pierre) to the vernacular selfie in recent years. To what extent can 

a new dramaturgy of the lived body be discerned within the vernacular genre of the selfie, 

and what specific representational codes are called upon for selfies of ill health in 

particular? 

 

BIO: 

Tamar Tembeck is a performing artist and independent curator who holds a PhD in Art 

History. Her artistic and academic research has addressed a broad range of visual and 

performative practices that intersect with the field of medicine. Amongst them, Tamar 

curated Auto/Pathographies, a group exhibition shown at the Kunstpavillon in Innsbruck 

and at OBORO in Montréal, documented in a catalogue published by SAGAMIE édition 

d’art in 2014. Since 2012, Tamar has been working on diverse topics pertaining to media 

and democracy within Media@McGill, an interdisciplinary research hub in the 

Department of Art History and Communication Studies at McGill University. 

  

http://www.autopathographies.net/


Théberge, Mariette        Université d’Ottawa 

 

La Biennale Zones théâtrales 2013 : un lieu de compréhension d’un capital culturel 

et social 

  

Cette communication vise à présenter les critères méthodologiques et les critères 

relationnels mis en jeu lors de la recherche portant sur la Biennale Zones théâtrales 

2013 (Goyer, 2004; Savoie-Zajc, 2011). Elle touche donc la problématique de la 

méthodologie utilisée dans la mise en œuvre d’une recherche qualitative/interprétative 

portant sur un événement artistique. Considérant, à l’instar de Ricoeur (1969, p. 20) 

que : « Toute herméneutique est explicitement ou implicitement compréhension de soi 

par le biais de la compréhension de l’autre », cette recherche a été principalement axée 

sur les processus de création qui ont donné lieu à l’écriture des textes présentés dans le 

contexte de Zones 2013. Pour ce faire, les dispositifs de collecte de données d’entrevues 

individualisées et d’observation participante se sont inspirés du concept de l’épochè de la 

phénoménologie, c’est-à-dire de cette mise en veille du jugement pour inciter à une 

ouverture dans la construction de sens de l’expérience. C’est pourquoi les entretiens 

auprès de dramaturges, de formateurs, de diffuseurs ainsi que d’organisateurs de 

l’événement ont été ancrés dans un désir d’établir une complicité à partir d’un 

questionnement ciblant la démarche de création : de l’émergence du texte à sa 

théâtralisation, puis à sa diffusion. Cette communication permet également de réfléchir au 

capital culturel et social qui découle de cette biennale et d’approfondir plus 

spécifiquement la procédure suivie auprès des dramaturges qui ont participé aux 

entrevues et qui ont fait part de leur processus. Elle se subdivise en deux temps : le 

premier précise la méthodologie préconisée et le contexte de recherche; le second, 

approfondit la lecture de témoignages recueillis auprès de dramaturges. 

 

 

 

Bio: 

 

Mariette Théberge est professeure titulaire à la Faculté d’éducation de l’Université 

d’Ottawa. Elle y enseigne en didactique des arts ainsi qu’en épistémologie et 

méthodologie. Ses recherches portent sur l’éducation artistique, le processus de création, 

l’accompagnement de l’écriture dramaturgique et le développement professionnel. Elle a 

été présidente du comité de rédaction de la revue Éducation et francophonie de 2003 à 

2013. Elle est co-éditrice du livre Cliniques actuelles de l’accompagnement (2010) chez 

De Boeck et a publié des articles dans les revues Recherches 

Qualitatives (2013), Éducation et francophonie (2012), Recherches théâtrales du 

Canada (2012, 2007), Francophonies d’Amérique (2011), Tréma (2010). 

  



Touzin, Inouk       University of Calgary 

Cow-boy Poetré. The interplay of retranslation - la retraduction et ses enjeux  

Théâtre à Pic a produit, à l’automne 2012, Cow-boy Poetré de Kenneth Brown et Laurier 

Gareau. Cettecommande de L’UniThéâtre aux deuxauteurs étaitune idée originale de 

Daniel Cournoyer, Directeurartistique de L’UniThéâtre en 2005. Le parcourslinguistique 

de cette pièce est fort intéressant: issue de Daniel Cournoyer, un franco-albertain, qui en 

fait la commande à Kenneth Brown, en anglais pour capturer l’universanglophone des 

rodéos, puistraduite en français par Laurier Gareau, un auteur dramatiquefransaskois. 

Entre les périodes de la création en 2005 et notre production en 2012, Ken Brown 

a retravaillé la pièce qui devintCowboy Gothic pour le festival Fringe d’Edmonton. La 

pièce passealors de 2h20 à 1h30. J’aicombiné les deux versions et fait 

uneréadaptationbilingue tenant compte des coupures et changementsdans Cowboy 

Gothic, car le projetétaitfinancé en partie par le programme DualitéLinguistique de 

Patrimoine Canada et nous devionsprésenterune pièce accessible aux 

deuxgroupeslinguistiques. 

Ma présentationporterad’une part surl’aventure de retraduction, soulignant les 

différencesmajeures et les choixartistiques qui se sontimposésdans mon travail actuel de 

traduction et d’équilibre entre le français et l’anglais. D’autre part, un élément important 

de la pièce futl’utilisation de sur-titres, et c’estcedont je parleraidans la secondepartie de 

ma présentation. Les sur-titres étaient en anglais pour le texte en français et en français 

pour le textedit en anglais. Ce passage d’une langue à l’autre se voulait un gage d’accès 

pour tous les spectateurs, maisjamais je n’auraisimaginéque les différences entre cultures 

francophonessontsigrandesquel’anglaisserait un terrain commun pour faire comprendre le 

parlerfranco-albertain à des européens. 

 

BIO: 

Director, actor, playwright, administrator and educator, based in Calgary, Inouk Touzin 

graduated with an honours bachelor in theatre from the University of Ottawa. He has 

collaborated with over 50 Canadian institutions, and organisations over the past 20 years. 

Inouk participated in the first 2 UNESCO World Conferences for Artistic Education 

(Lisbon 2006 and Seoul 2010). In theatre, he has held positions with La Troupe du Jour, 

Groupe des Deux, ATFC (Association des Théâtresfrancophones du Canada) and with 

RAFA (Regroupementartistique francophone de l’Alberta). Founding Artistic Director of 

Théâtre à Pic since 2010, Inouk has undertaken an MFA Directing degree at the 

University of Calgary (started fall 2014). 

  



Trojanowska, Tamara     University of Toronto 

  

My presentation probes the disparities between the celebratory public narratives about 

Poland (its regained independence and accession to EU in particular) and the unresolved 

social and political tensions in contemporary Poland as they are addressed in the theatre 

and the critical reflection on it. The recently fought cultural battles over the new formulas 

of the social and political "engagement" of the theatre are the main background of my 

inquiries. In my analysis of the public function and discussion of the political, I engage 

such theatre groups, artists and activist as Komuna Otwock, Monika Strzępka, Paweł 

Demirski, Jan Klata, Michał Zadara, and the circle of Krytyka Polityczna as well as the 

critics who discuss their activities. Such analysis unravels the underlying paradoxes of 

their understanding of the political and its ideological limitations in the post-democratic 

world. 

 

 

Bio:  

 

A graduate of Theatre Studies at the Jagiellonian University in Kraków and at the 

University of Toronto, Tamara Trojanowska has taught at the universities in Poland, 

Canada and the United States. Since 1998 she has been back at UofT directing the Polish 

Language and Literature Program. She is also cross-appointed with the Center for Drama, 

Theatre and Performance Studies. Her research focuses on the intersections of drama, 

theatre and performance and history with particular interest in the issues of identity, 

subversion and transgression. Her most recent publications in this area include "Wobec 

historii. Czytania dramatu: tekst czy kontekst?" (Teatr, May 2014); „Contested 

Modernity: New Drama in Poland“ (in New Perspectives on Polish Culture: Personal 

Encounters, Public Afairs, co-edited with her graduate students, PIASA, 2012); 

“Performing the Urban Palimpsest” (in The Effect of the Palimpsest, eds. Bozena 

Shallcross and Ryszard Nycz, Peter Lang, 2011). At present she is involved in three 

research projects, one of which is A History of Polish Literature and Culture: New 

Perspectives on 20th and 21st Centuries (co-edited with Joanna Niżyńska and 

Przemysław Czapliński) with the participation of over 60 scholars from all over the 

world. The other is her book about Polish Contemporary Drama and its Discontents. 

Trojanowska served as elected member in the Executive Committee of the Division of 

Slavic and East European Literatures in Modern Languages Association for five years. 

She is a member of Advisory Boards of Didaskalia (Jagiellonian University, Kraków), 

Polish Theatre Perspective (UK), Postscriptum (Silesian University, Poland), The 

Sarmatian Review (Rice University) and Teksty Drugie (Kraków). 

  



Tyber, Sydney        York University 

Cognition and the “Proteus Effect” in Caroline Bergvall’s poem “Jets- Poupée” 

This paper uses cognitive science to explore the way contemporary texts simulate affects 

on the live bodies of readers, rendering the human reader as subordinate to a text. 

Specifically, when affects associated with feelings of a subordinate group are simulated 

on the reader’s body, the reader effectively inhabits the uncanny space of Otherness. This 

paper uses Caroline Bergvall’s poem “Jets-Poupée” as a representative example of how 

the subordinate role effectively creates a Theatre of the Oppressed where the reading 

body succumbs to the pressures of the page, and is forced to undergo affects of shame 

and objectification. This corporeal performance prompts a possibility for empathy and a 

possibility for lasting change in the neural pathways for empathic response. By applying 

Nick Yee and Jeremy N. Bailenson’s current work on cognitive science and digital media 

studies, namely the ‘the Proteus effect,’ I triangulate the relationship between avatar, 

puppet, and reader, extending Yee and Bailenson’s findings to illustrate what is at stake 

in creating fully immersive,experiential text: a corporeal performance which has the 

power to elicit enduring social change. 

 

BIO:  

Sydney Tyber is a PhD candidate studying English and Language and Literature at York 

University. Her current work and proposed dissertation centres on the intersections 

between affect theory, women’s drama, and material culture taking specific interest in 

how women across the arts have mobilized the doll as an art object that challenges the 

objectification of womanhood. Using applied cognitive science, Sydney hopes to explore 

how the doll has actually been used not as a tool for silencing women, but for eliciting 

empathic responses on readers, audiences, and spectators.  

  



Ubal, Andrea     Catholic University Drama School, Chile. 

 

The review describes training methods applied in two first year acting units at Catholic 

University Drama School in Chile, which involve not only basic training techniques but 

also face the students’ cultural capital with surrounding social issues. During the first 

term students are trained to observe communities outside school as a way of 

understanding the dramatics of social life. On the second term, Chilean history is used to 

train students to be creative and opinionated actors. The review will address the work of 

students admitted between 2012 and 2014 to unveil methodologies and goals of our 

particular training method. 

 

Bios: 

Andrea Ubal is an actor, director and teaches movement and acting at Universidad 

Católica (UC) Drama School since 1996. She also trained in Acting and Direction at UC 

and has a  maîtrise en Théâtre de l’École Supérieure de Théâtre à l’Université du Québec 

à Montréal, 2012 (UQAM). Andrea teaches Actuacion I, on the second term of the 

Acting course. Her research is based on memories of the body as a creative motif.  

  



Valenti, Jean       Université de Saint-Boniface 

 

«Problématique identitaire et post-identitaire dans le théâtre franco-

manitobain : 1962-2001» 

 

Fort peu étudié du point de vue l’évolution de ses formes esthétiques et de son capital 

symbolique, le théâtre francophone du Manitoba mérite certes un meilleur sort. Les seuls 

travaux qui lui sont consacrés sont déjà datés (Saint-Pierre, 1984 ; Morcos, 1998) et ils ne 

l’abordent guère dans la perspective de sa dynamique formelle ou symbolique, laissant 

ainsi un vide théorique nécessaire à combler.  

Notre communication s’inscrit dans un projet de recherche en cours qui vise à palier 

cette lacune académique, en proposant une réflexion de portée plus globale sur 

l’évolution et la transformation de ce théâtre depuis 1962 dans la perspective de ses 

formes esthétiques et symboliques. Aussi s’agit-il d’étudier un corpus d’œuvres théâtrales 

écrites par des auteurs francophones du Manitoba et représentées au Cercle Molière entre 

les années 1962 et 2001. Cette périodisation est importante : 1962, année de la première 

représentation au Cercle Molière d’une pièce théâtrale rédigée par un Franco-Manitobain; 

2001, éclosion d’une nouvelle génération de dramaturges dont le chef de file s’avère 

Marc Prescott (Gaboury-Diallo et Véron, 2001 : 128-129). La méthodologie comparative 

appliquée aux œuvres théâtrales permettra de poser les jalons d’une réflexion sur 

l’évolution et la transformation de l’histoire théâtrale du Cercle Molière de 1962 à 2001 

dans le cadre du thème du colloque de l’ACRT : «Le capital des idées». Le problème 

littéraire que nous souhaitons abordé touche à deux grandes phases d’évolution au sein de 

notre corpus théâtral : le passage d’un théâtre de facture identitaire à un théâtre 

postidentitaire. Plusieurs questions se profilent à l’horizon de cette évolution singulière. 

Quelles formes prend l’engagement identitaire dans la première phase de notre 

périodisation ? Peut-on élaborer une typologie des personnages et des schèmes narratifs 

qui reflète la problématique identitaire et le capital symbolique nécessaire à penser l’égo 

et le monde ? Quel rôle joue les «étrangers» dans ce théâtre, notamment des Québécois et 

des Franco-Albertains ? Quant à la deuxième phase étudiée, celle de la dramaturgie 

postidentitaire, il s’agira essentiellement de se demander si toute préoccupation 

identitaire en est vraiment évacuée.  

BIO: 

Jean Valenti Professeur titulaire à l’Université de Saint-Boniface, Jean Valenti enseigne 

la littérature et la dramaturgie françaises des XIX
e
 et XX

e
 siècles. Outre des articles et 

chapitres de livre sur la sémiotique, la rhétorique et la littérature française d’avant-garde 

du XX
e
 siècle, il a fait paraître J.R. Léveillé par les autres (2005), Plaisir du texte, texte 

de plaisir : l’œuvre de J.R. Léveillé (2007), en collaboration avec Lise Gaboury Diallo et 

Rosmarin Heidenreich, ainsi que Littérature et savoir : une perspective cognitive (2013). 

Il a dirigé un projet de recherche (CRSH, 2007-2012) sur les représentations médiatiques 

en milieu francophone minoritaire au Manitoba et codirigé un numéro spécial de la revue 

belge à orientation sémiotique Degrés sur l’œuvre théâtrale de Samuel Beckett. Il 

travaille présentement à un essai sur la trilogie romanesque de cet auteur, ainsi qu’à une 

série d’articles sur la représentation de soi et des autres dans le théâtre franco-manitobain.   



Vellino, Brenda        Carleton University 

Indigenous – Settler Theatre Collaborations as Redress Rehearsal  

 

 

“What does it mean to think of redress as rehearsal, as something in need of repetition, 

review and refinement,” asks Helene Vosters in a May 2014 Aluna Theatre blog.  In my 

paper, I propose to focus on Marie Clement’s intercultural theatre –  collaboration, The 

Edward Curtis Project, as a kind of redress rehearsal for the twenty.  I will contextualize 

this in a continuum with two prior theatrical case studies to explore the provisional 

promise of Indigenous – Settler theatre collaborations as rehearsals for the kind of 

reckoning with the ongoing legacy of settler colonial history required for meaningful 

redress work in the current moment of the Indian Residential Schools settlement and 

TRC hearings.  The first of the precursor plays is Vancouver-based Headlines theatre’s 

collaboration (informed by Theatre of the Oppressed methodologies) with members of 

the Gitxsan and Wet’suwet’en First Nations to produce No`Xya` (Our Footprints) in 

1987, touring in 1988, and 1990 on a play focused on logging and land claims disputes 

and performed in the context of ceremonial feast.   The second intercultural precursor is 

Ka’ma’mo’pi cik/The Gathering, a community play co-devised and directed by Rachael 

Von Fossen and Darrel Wildcat,  and mounted in Fort San, Sasketchewan in 1992. The 

Edward Curtis Project, solely written by Clements and destined for professional stages 

such as The Great Canadian Theatre Company, enacts intercultural collaboration with 

non-Indigenous contemporary photojournalist Rita Leistner, with an intercultural cast and 

protagonists, and with a non-Indigenous assistant director.  The play explores Clements 

interrogation of early twentieth-century ethnographic photo documentation of “the 

vanishing Indians” of North America (in Edward Curtis’s view) through juxtaposed 

responses by contemporary Aboriginal protagonists and circumstances.  Drawing on 

artist interviews, intercultural theatre and Indigenous redress and reconciliation theory, I 

will examine Clements play as a form of rehearsal for sustainable redress work between 

settler and Indigenous peoples in Canada.  

  

 

BIO: 

Brenda Carr Vellino is an Associate Professor of English at Carleton University with a 

teaching and research focus on American and Canadian poetry, Conflict Zone literature, 

and Canadian and Transnational Conflict Transformation Theatre. She has published on 

Seamus Heaney and post-conflict transitional justice (Peace Review), on Dionne 

Brand’ Inventory and translocal citizen witness (University of Toronto Quarterly) and on 

Canadian and transnational redress theatre in Canadian Literature and College 

Literature (both co-authored with Sarah Waisvisz).  Her current research project is titled 

“`One Thousand Points of Encounter’: Indigenous-Settler Conflict Transformation 

Theatre.” 

  



Vergara, Alexei   Catholic University Drama School, Chile. 

 

The review describes training methods applied in two first year acting units at Catholic 

University Drama School in Chile, which involve not only basic training techniques but 

also face the students’ cultural capital with surrounding social issues. During the first 

term students are trained to observe communities outside school as a way of 

understanding the dramatics of social life. On the second term, Chilean history is used to 

train students to be creative and opinionated actors. The review will address the work of 

students admitted between 2012 and 2014 to unveil methodologies and goals of our 

particular training method. 

 

Bios: 

Alexei Vergara is an actor trained at Universidad Católica (UC) Drama School and has 

an MA in Actor Training and Coaching at Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. 

He currently teaches Percepcion Actoral, the base course of the Acting program at UC, 

where he is the Director and has recently been in charge of the curriculum reform 

commission. 

  



Verwey, Heidi      Thompson Rivers University 

Destabilizing and Re-conceptualizing the Role of Academics in Their Communities    

As part of a collective that created a play about homelessness (with no such experiences 

ourselves) we have come to reflect deeply on Said’s view of the intellectual as “outside, 

amateur, and disturber of the status quo.”  Working with two colleagues and five 

students, as well as six formerly homeless individuals and representatives of 

approximately ten local social service agencies, we researchers were decidedly outsiders 

and amateurs on the topic of homelessness and the attendance issues of mental illness and 

substance abuse.  

The status quo of the (minority) academic component of the collective was certainly 

disturbed. We believe the collective disturbed the larger status quo, and we certainly had 

our individual stereotypes and reductive categories challenged. Power structures were 

challenged vigorously and the typical rehearsal hierarchy was upended.  

Like most Canadian collective creations, Home/Less/Mess was as much about process as 

product. However, it differed from collective creations we had experienced because the 

“actors” had  no previous acting experience and, for the most part, played themselves. 

They were also in the limelight: in the programme, pre- and post- production publicity, 

and Home/Less/Mess, they were the focus. Outsiders, amateurs, and disturbers on many 

levels, they were both performers (inexperienced as actors) and non-performers (experts 

in their own story).  

Our experiences left us destabilized, out of place, and questioning both our own values 

and the efficacy of our institutions. Academic and existential questions still reverberate. 

Many project goals were achieved academically – rich research potential in three 

disciplines  -- and in terms of  social capital – significant press and sold -out audiences 

who joined talkback sessions and completed hundreds of surveys. Press  and community 

members often ask,  ‘when are you going to do it again?’ The more important question 

may be, “ what were the lessons learned the first time?” 

 

Bio: 

Heidi Verwey specializes in instructing voice, speech and public speaking for TRU’s 

Actor’s Workshop Theatre. She has directed Unity (1918), Antigone, A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream, The Good Soul of Szechuan and The Beaux Stratagem. Recently she 

played Lucy in You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown for Project X Theatre and coached 

Peter and the Starcatcher (Canadian Premiere) for Western Canada Theatre. 

  



Wessels, Anne       Tarragon Theatre 

National Arts Centre 

This walking performance will take place outside the National Arts Centre and will 

inquire into the ways that this institutional building represents a division of knowledge 

into oppositional categories of ‘arts/science’ and ‘culture/nature’. Pairs of walkers will 

investigate the spaces outside this institution and outside the institutionalized categories 

of knowledge the NAC represents. How might walking outside this cultural institution 

become a small reconsideration of how we think and how we categorize as a means of 

organizing our thinking? In what ways might walking become a process of disorganizing 

and uncategorizing? 

 

To begin, I will ask pairs of walkers to discuss the question, “what kinds of categories of 

knowledge have to be in place for this institution to have been constructed as separate 

from other institutions”? Then the walkers would be asked to notice, as they walk, what 

occurs outside the historical and epistemological divisions of arts/science and 

culture/nature. What events and interactions happen while walking that cannot be 

categorized easily? How does walking outside help nuance our ability to attend to what 

happens at the edges of such accepted and longstanding categories? How might walking 

practice become a kind of performance that complicates accepted and institutionalized 

divisions of knowledge into the oppositional categories of arts and culture? 

 

AND/ET 

 

Concord Floral: The suburb, a scripted play and intentional amateur aesthetics  

 

 

In the play, Concord Floral, playwright and director Jordan Tannahill collaborated with 

his artistic facilitators and youth actors to adopt an aesthetic of the “unpolished” that 

questioned notions of mastery and virtuosity and the exclusive geographies those 

priorities produce regarding who can participate in the arts or artistic practice. Embracing 

notions of amateur, such an aesthetic had the potential to engage and disrupt what 

audiences considered worth seeing. Tannahill drew on the work of American director 

Richard Maxwell to create an aesthetic that was less polished and offered to audiences a 

different experience if they could suspend their judgment and their quest for the familiar. 

The question as to whether the work was social or aesthetic became less relevant than the 

question that asked how an aesthetic changed in response to a more democratically 

focused social commitment? 

 

This paper draws from ethnographic research conducted as young people prepared and 

performed a scripted play about a suburban field party. Concord Floral was written and 

directed by Toronto playwright Jordan Tannahill in collaboration with his artistic team 

and ten youth actors, eight of whom were from the suburbs. In 2012 this production was 



presented publicly in two established Toronto theatres: Canadian Stage and Theatre Passe 

Muraille. Inquiring into the ways youth perform the suburb, I researched the processes of 

mounting Concord Floral and analysed the geographies in which the youth lived to more 

fully understand what it means to be young in a contemporary Toronto suburb.  

This paper concludes by suggesting the need for spectator pedagogy that develops 

vocabulary, opens exchange and suspends quick judgments to enable audiences to 

develop fuller forms of engagement with plays like Concord Floral that attend to youth 

geographies and youth experiences of place, while bringing young people into the adult-

governed space of theatres on their own terms. 

 

BIO: 

 

Anne Wessels completed her doctoral research, Three Performances of the 

Postmetropolis: Youth, Drama, Theatre and Pedagogy, at the Ontario Institute for 

Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. This work analyses how the suburb is 

performed and the intersection of youth, pedagogy, drama and place. She has published 

in Theatre Research in Canada, RiDE (Research in Drama Education: The Journal of 

Applied Theatre and Performance), Pedagogy,  

Culture and Society, Youth Theatre Journal, Journal of Adolescent and Adult 

Literacy and Ethnography and Education and has contributed a chapter to Key Concepts 

in Theatre/Drama Education edited by Shifra Schonmann. A graduate of the National 

Theatre School of Canada, she has taught at the University of Windsor and for the Peel 

District School Board in suburban Toronto in a variety of settings. Currently she is the 

Director of Education at Tarragon Theatre. 

  



Whittaker, Robin C.       St. Thomas University 

 

BIO: 

Dr. Robin C. Whittaker is Assistant Professor of Drama at St. Thomas University 

where he teaches acting, directing, and dramatic literature and theory. He is also Artistic 

Producer for Theatre St. Thomas where he has directed Bouchard's The Coronation 

Voyage, Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew, and his co-written script Rabbit-town 

with Ryan Griffith and Lisa Anne Ross (in partnership with Solo Chicken Productions). 

He has published widely on Canadian theatre, including nonprofessionalizing theatre 

practices. He sits on the CATR Executive as Atlantic Representative, on the TRIC 

Management Board, and presently parents the Candrama listerv and two lovely 

daughters. 

  



Whittall, Edward       York University 

 “The Hauntology of Performance”  

Despite trenchant critique, Peggy Phelan’s ontology of performance continues to haunt 

performance theory.  Phillip Auslander has attributed its staying power to a cultural 

anxiety over simulation, but this paper argues it is also the structure of Phelan’s ontology 

that invites our second glance. Specifically, Phelan’s seemingly innocuous use of the 

quantum theory principle of superposition — illustrated by the thought experiment 

known as “Schrödinger’s Cat” — to draw an analogy to the relationship between 

performance and documentation can be seen as an attempt to bring “truth-value” to her 

claim, thus anchoring her argument in nature. A close reading of Phelan’s text through 

quantum theory and conceptual art practice illuminates that despite Phelan’s rhetorical 

assuredness, the ontology is built on a deep ambivalence, a ghost or two. These ghosts, in 

turn, can be seen as a self-deconstruction of the very ontology Phelan seeks to establish. 

A hauntology. 

 

BIO:  

Edward Whittall is a PhD candidate in the department of Theatre and Performance 

Studies at York University, Toronto. His research interests include cultural geography, 

food and performance, performance theory and aesthetics, new materialism, performance 

and philosophy, and non-human performance. His dissertation concerns how 

performance both illustrates and disrupts conceptions of food and place. 

  



Wilcox, Richie   University of Lethbridge and York University 

 O Danny Boy 

The Heart & Crown boasts five connected pubs (Mother McGintey’s, Peter Devine’s , 

Black Rose, Snug Pub, and the Heart & Crown) and is situated at the corner of Parent 

Avenue and Clarence Street. The business website refers to this space as the Irish Village 

and the pubs, in part, are “a dedication to the hard working Irish-Canadians that helped 

build Bytown” (www.HeartandCrown.ca). My research is heavily focused on 

autobiographical theory/performance as well as queer theatre and performance. Drawing 

on personal autobiographical material, my experiences and memories of visiting my 

siblings in Ottawa in my late teens/early twenties revolve around going to the Heart & 

Crown and trying to ‘pass’ as a person who fit into this hyper-heteronormative world. 

The environment at that time was ruled by gender binaries and heterosexuality along with 

homophobic words and actions. I have been inspired by the now-internationally famous 

Irish drag queen Panti Bliss and her viral speeches speaking out against homophobia and 

I would like to perform an act of reclaiming this space for my young queer self. As an 

artistic associate of Theatre Outré in Alberta and a co-manager of the only queer club in 

Lethbridge I have watched and encouraged young people to broaden their ideas of gender 

performance and drag culture. I would like to bring this to the walks in Ottawa. My task 

is simple: dressed in gender-bender drag I hope to enter the establishment and have a 

handful of complete strangers pose with me for photos hand-in-hand.  

 

AND/ET 

“You know how bad it can feel to feel everything”: The Alcoholic Father within 

Daniel MacIvor  

Building upon several years of research based on autobiographical theories (Lejeune, 

Egan, Eakin) applied to Daniel MacIvor’s repertoire, I aim to continue my scholarly 

research on MacIvor with an investigation into the MacIvor trope that is the alcoholic 

father. Unsurprisingly, one of MacIvor’s muses is his own now deceased alcoholic father, 

Buster MacIvor. Using texts ranging from MacIvor’s first ever play Blue Bells to the 

1988 unpublished Somewhere I Have Never Traveled to the hit 1998 solo show Monster 

to the more recent This Is What Happens Next, I hope to reveal how MacIvor’s scripts are 

consistently drawing upon the clichéd Freudian father/son relationship in order to 

therapeutically exorcise demons – in particular, demons of addiction. The addict persona 

transfers from Daniel’s father to Daniel himself, both in reality and in his plays. By 

looking at the four plays within two defined stages - Father as Addict and Son as Addict - 

I want to pinpoint the differing perspectives shown towards addiction and the resulting 

catharsis manifested within each one. With the publishing of a new volume of essays on 

MacIvor this coming spring (edited by myself) and a rise of interest by other scholars 

such as Dirk Gindt, Paul Halferty and Jenn Stephenson, I strive to continue to fill the gap 

that has been present in academic research surrounding MacIvor and his work.  

http://www.heartandcrown.ca/


 

 

BIO:  

Richie Wilcox is a theatre director and scholar.  He is currently an instructor at the 

University of Lethbridge in the drama department. Richie holds an M.A. in Directing 

from Texas State University and is a Ph.D. candidate at York University in the Theatre 

and Performance department. Richie has presented numerous papers at several 

conferences including CATR, PSi, MATC and ATHE. Richie edited the upcoming fifth 

volume of New Essays on Canadian Theatre: Daniel MacIvor. Richie is the artistic 

associate for Theatre Outré, a queer theatre company based in Lethbridge, Alberta who 

regularly tours their original productions nationally and beyond.  He directed the world 

premiere of MacIvor’s I, Animal in 2012 and was assistant director of the world premiere 

of Macivor’s Bingo!  

  



Wilkinson, Lydia        University of Toronto 

 “Encouraging Cross-Pollination: Investigating the role of disciplinary convention in 

engineering student responses to Annabel Soutar’s Seeds” 

In last year’s panel, “Bridging the Interdisciplinary Divide: Student response to a theatre 

course for engineers”, used Kolb’s classification of divergent/convergent learners to 

analyze scientific approaches used by engineering students in a theatre elective. This 

paper revisits the topic to consider the contentious response of students to one of this 

year’s plays: Seeds by Annabel Soutar. 

Reactions to Seeds reflected the convergent style of students in the course: they 

challenged Soutar’s interpretation of source material, questioning her authority as 

historical interpreter, responded passionately to the play’s subject, finding it difficult to 

divorce their stance on GMO’s from their appreciation of the play, and became frustrated 

by its ambiguity as they searched for a unified verdict on the case. This paper investigates 

these responses using performance diaries, class activities and the course blog. 

 

BIO:  

Lydia Wilkinson is a lecturer in the Engineering Communication Program at the 

University of Toronto, where she teaches courses on written, oral and visual 

communication, as well as a theatre elective. She has a Master’s from the Centre for 

Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies at the University of Toronto and is currently 

researching intersections in engineering and theatre.  She has published in Canadian 

Theatre Review and alt.theatre and acted as editor for an anthology entitled Essays and 

Conversations on the Theory and Practice of Adaptation, and an issue of Canadian 

Theatre Review. She is an active member and contributor to various Engineering 

education associations, including the Canadian Engineering Education Association, the 

American Society for Engineering Education and IEEE – Professional Communication 

Society. 

  



Williamson, Ashley        University of Toronto 

A Strange Brew: Heritage Performances, Canadian History, and the Alexander 

Keith’s Brewery Tour 

 

Taking the Alexander Keith’s Brewery tour in Halifax, Nova Scotia, is like being in one 

of their commercials; lilting Celtic music plays, a cheerful woman called Molly wants to 

pull you a pint, and we are exhorted to join in shouting the slogan “those who like it, like 

it a lot!”  The brewery’s history, as well as its relationship to the history of both Halifax 

and Canada, is strongly emphasized.  Alexander Keith’s is not the only company to rely 

on its heritage as a marketing strategy.  In Performing Consumers, Maurya Wickstrom’s 

examination of “entertainment retail”, she considers how The Coca-Cola Store, in Las 

Vegas, and The American Girl Place, in Chicago, evoke a sense of ‘American-ness’ to 

sell products.  The brewery tour’s canny use of heritage performance techniques, 

however, goes beyond marketing. The tour employs the tropes of heritage performance, 

including costumed interpreters, a historical framing narrative, and tourist participation, 

to signal that the brewery is more than a ‘brandscape’, like the The Coca-Cola Store, and 

is an actual historical site. The company relies on participants to experience the tour as 

they would a museum, as a locus of history and heritage, rather than what it really is - an 

hour long advertisement for beer.  This paper examines the way Alexander Keith uses its 

interpreters, building, and physical location in Halifax’s historical harbour to conflate 

Canadian History with its own. By insinuating itself, and its beer, into the narrative of 

Canadian History does Alexander Keith successfully transform its cultural capital into 

economic capital? Or are they selling us more than beer? 

 

 

BIO: 

Ashley Williamson is a third year PhD student at The Centre for Drama, Theatre, and 

Performance Studies at the University of Toronto. She is writing a dissertation about 

Living History Museums in Canada which she will research next summer on a months-

long road trip to 10 provinces and (hopefully) one territory. 

  



Wilson, Ken        University of Regina 

The National War Memorial 

We have become used to thinking of the Great War through the lens of the fiction and 

poetry published during and shortly after that conflict. In the poems of Wilfred Owen and 

Siegfried Sassoon, and in novels by Ernest Hemingway, Charles Yale Harrison, and 

Erich Maria Remarque, the war was a colossal waste, a pointless and futile slaughter that 

accomplished nothing. And, according to literary critics like Paul Fussell, that response to 

the Great War became the dominant one. However, other literary critics and historians, 

including Jonathan Vance and Jay Winter, have argued that the response to the war 

represented by Owen and Sassoon was not the only one, or even the most dominant. In 

fact, for many people—including veterans of the conflict—the war was necessary and its 

sacrifices worthwhile. The war memorials that were constructed across Canada in the 

1920s and 1930s, including the National War Memorial in Ottawa, which was unveiled 

by King George VI in the spring of 1939, were, according to this perspective, genuine 

attempts at remembering those lost on the Western Front. Given these differing responses 

to the war, it is possible to see the Memorial as both an example of official culture that 

was out of touch with the views of some veterans of the conflict, and as a genuine 

expression of grief and commemoration—an expression that has been complicated by 

subsequent conflicts and the recent terrorist attack in Ottawa. 

 

ET/AND 

 

“No one’s gonna win”: Finding Meaning in Recent Plays about the Conflict in 

Afghanistan 

 

In her introduction to the second volume of Canada and the Theatre of War, Sherrill 

Grace argues that the plays about contemporary conflicts included in the anthology 

explore “the effects of war”—in particular, the trauma faced by survivors—women or 

men, civilians or soldiers—in the struggle to go on living responsibly in the face of 

paralyzing terror, propaganda, guilt and grief, and the urgent need to sweep away the lies 

and rhetoric that promote hatred or revenge. (v) Such plays are different from those about 

the World War I included in the anthology’s first volume; those plays, Grace suggests, 

are more about finding “meaning, reconciliation, and identity” (iii) in the experience of 

soldiers in combat. Recent plays about the conflict in Afghanistan, however, differ from 

the plays Grace and Donna Coates included in their anthology. As Matt Jones has written 

in a recent essay, instead of looking at the experiences of soldiers and civilians, these 

plays are centred on “the figure of the traumatized soldier: sacrificial, scarred, 

pathologized, revered, marginalized, inevitably misunderstood” (26). In the context of the 

centenary of the outbreak of the First World War, and with Canadian soldiers still 

involved in Afghanistan in a training capacity, these plays, and discussions of them, are 

most timely. Hannah Moscovitch’s This Is War and George F. Walker’s 

Dead Metaphor focus on the trauma experienced by Canadian soldiers in Afghanistan: 

seriously, in the case of Moscovitch, and as the jumping off point for black comedy, in 



Walker’s. In Colleen Murphy’s Armstrong’s War, however, there is an attempt to find 

some reconciliation or meaning in the protagonist’s experience in Afghanistan through 

story-telling. This paper will examine the representation of the conflict in Afghanistan in 

recent Canadian plays, with a particular focus on Armstrong’s War, in an attempt to show 

how narrative, or narrativity, is used as a way to find meaning in the experience of 

Canadians who participated in that conflict. 

 

 

BIO: 

 Ken Wilson is an MFA student in the Department of Theatre at the University of 

Regina. He wrote text for and performed in the site-specific performance Windblown / 

Rafales in Ponteix, Saskatchewan, in 2008 and, with Christine Ramsay, created film 

loops and a video projection for the site-specific event Mama Wetotan / Crossfiring at the 

Claybank Brick Plant National Historic Site in 2006. His play, The Interview won first 

prize at the Saskatchewan Playwrights’ Centre’s 24-Hour Playwriting Competition in 

2009, was produced at the Ottawa Fringe Festival, and has been optioned for film. His 

site-specific audio collage, Cyclone Podwalk, was produced for the 2012 Spiralling 

Forces project in Regina. His current research involves adapting Generals Die in Bed, 

Charles Yale Harrison’s novel of the First World War, for the stage. 

  



Youker, Timothy      University of Toronto Mississauga 

“Acts and Scenes of Reading: or, Edward Said and I Meet in a Library” 

This paper reads my own interactions with objects in Columbia University’s 

Edward W. Said Memorial Reading Room, a non-circulating selection of books from the 

personal library of Said, using conceptual lenses drawn from Said’s own writing about 

humanistic practice and from recent arguments within theatre and performance studies 

about human/object interactions and ambient affect. 

Far from being a monolithic stockpile of cultural capital, a library is a stage in 

which myriad acts, actors, and scripts can come together to generate affectively-charged 

events with complex relationships to time and space.  It is a collection of what Rebecca 

Schneider calls “performing remains,” objects through which other actors can hail us 

across space and time, or through which other people’s affects may creep or seep into the 

present.  Following Richard Schechner’s definition of performance as a combination of 

ritual and play, I generated a series of playful ritual interactions with the Edward W. Said 

Memorial Reading Room.  These acts were designed as a form of research into how 

Said’s “remains” performed within the space in which Columbia had placed them.  

 Said himself described humanistic practice through dramaturgical metaphors, 

describing a humanist’s engagement with a text as a tragically flawed yet heroic act.  At 

other times, he analogized philological essayism to musical performance and compared 

both to museum curation.  By performing my own “heroic” reading of the Said Room 

(“heroic” in that the nature of the project exposes me to embarrassment and dismissal as a 

serious intellectual), I  hope to provide an example of  how performance studies, with its 

often healthy suspicion of traditional humanistic methods, might productively seize upon 

the material and intellectual legacies of humanism. 

 

 

Bio: 

Timothy Youker is an Assistant Professor of English and Drama at the University of 

Toronto Mississauga.  His work has appeared in Theater Journal and The Journal of 

American Drama and Theater, and he has additional work forthcoming this spring in 

Modern Drama and Criticism.  His current book project, The Documentary Theatre and 

Its Double, explores key intersections between the histories of documentary theatre and 

avant-garde performance.  

  



Zatzman, Belarie        York University 

 “Not to console but to provoke”: Canada’s new National Holocaust Monument 

Canada is “the only allied nation without a Holocaust monument in its capital” (Canadian 

Government Foreign Affairs).  However, a National Holocaust Monument Act was 

passed and architect Daniel Libeskind’s memorial was the winning design in an 

international competition. Construction is scheduled to begin in Ottawa this year. Our 

Canadian National Holocaust Monument is mandated to “ensure that the Holocaust has a 

permanent place in our nation’s consciousness and memory” and “to educate visitors of 

all faiths and traditions about the causes and risks of hate”.  To what extent will our new 

Canadian Holocaust memorial refuse to “accept graciously the burden of memory but to 

throw it back at [the viewer’s] feet” (Young)?  Contemporary memorials are often 

designed “not to console but to provoke; not to remain fixed but to change;…not to be 

ignored by passersby but to demand interaction” (30).   This wayfaring experience will 

focus on our yet-to-be-built National Holocaust Monument—we will walk the site of the 

new memorial—which will be situated across from the Canadian War Museum, in sight 

of Parliament.  Collectively, we will engage in creating a public authorship piece on site, 

working by conversation and negotiation with a series of images to provoke memorial—

in remembering and witnessing, almost 70 years after the Shoah.  Following Levinas, we 

will take the risk of attempting to confront genocide’s difficult history, even in the face of 

knowing that, as Canadians, we remain “separated from those unspeakable events by an 

ocean and, nearly, a lifetime” (Bozikovic). 

 

BIO:  

Belarie Zatzman is Associate Professor of Theatre at York University. Zatzman’s 

research focuses on theatre for young audiences; history, memory and drama education; 

Jewish identity; narrative inquiry; and Holocaust education through the fine arts.  She is 

currently working on a project exploring memory and memorial; and on All “I’s” On 

Education: Imagination, Integration, Innovation, a Ministry of Education grant (with 

Kathy Lundy). Publications include: CTR: “Canadian Jewish Performance” (co-editor 

with Laura Levin) (2013); “Drama Education and Memory”, Key Concepts in 

Theatre/Drama Education (2011); and “Fifty-one Suitcases: Traces of Hana Brady and 

the Terezin Children”, Canadian Theatre Review (2009). 

  



Zisman Newman, Laine      University of Toronto 

ACTUALIZING EQUITY?: OUTCOMES FROM THE 2015 EIT SYMPOSIUM 

 

Gender inequities in the Canadian theatre industry have been identified by various studies 

over time  (for national studies see Fraticelli’s report [1982] and the Nightwood/ 

PGC/PACT Women’s Initiative report [2006]). Despite the identification of barriers and 

recommended plans to improve gender parity, women consistently receive less stage 

time, fewer productions, and fewer leadership positions than men in professional theatre. 

Moreover, statistics completed by Playwrights Guild of Canada for 2012/13 and 2013/14 

demonstrate a recent regression in rates of representation for women playwrights; a 

worrisome trend impacting on other industry roles (e.g. actors, directors, designs) due to 

a trickledown effect. Thus, the inequitable status of diverse women in the arts is an 

ongoing problem. To address this concern, in September 2014, the sector’s major 

stakeholders launched a new Canadian initiative, Equity in Theatre (EIT). Recognizing 

the underrepresentation of women as a systemic problem, EIT developed an inclusive and 

multi-pronged response. One of EIT’s major actions is a one-day Symposium at 

Toronto’s Theatre Centre in April 2015, the aim of which is to develop a strategic plan to 

help improve equity in the theatre industry. This paper will consider the outcomes of the 

Symposium, focusing on the strategies that are devised, and how it is that the industry 

might construct a viable model to remedy existent inequities. Further, the paper will ask 

how diversity can be prioritized without being appropriated, and how the longevity of the 

proposed solution(s) can be ensured. 
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